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1 0 DOWNING STREET 

1 November 1982 

I enclose a note of the tete- -tete 
meeting which took place between the Prime 
Minister and the Chancellor of the Federal 
German Republic at 0915 on Friday 29 October, 
before the plenary meeting. I should be 
grateful if you and other recipients would 
restrict it so far as possible to Private 
Offices, and only make it available to others 
to the extent that it is operationally 
essential to do so. 

I am copying this letter, and the enclosure, 
to John Kerr (HM Treasury), Richard Mottram (MOD), 
Julian West (Energy), Jonathan Spencer (Industry), 
John Rhodes (Trade), Robert Lawson (MAFF) and 
Richard Hatfield (Cabinet Office). 

Brian Fall, Esq., 
Foreign apd Commonwealth Office. 
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N O'PJ:; OF J\ TE'I'E ·- A - 'l'ET~ Dl .S CU ~; Sl ON E.!:'~ 1'\'IEEN ':'H.t; l 'H H1E MIN I ::;1'EH. AND 
_CHAhCL';IL OH KOHL AT T!H; CJi.AHCJ~LLJ.;l\YON r'H lDAY 29 C·CT013ER A'l' 0915 HOUh .S 

J:Time Mini ::.; ter 
l\1r. Butler 

SPANISH ELECTIONS 

Chancellor Kohl 
Mr. Teltschik 

Chancellor Kohl began by referring to the results of the 

Spanish elections which had resulted in an overall majority for 

Senor Gonzale~. This was an unwelcome outcome, and it was 

worrying that S.enor Gonzalez. had already made remarks against 

Nato in his victory speech. The European Community must recognise 

that the accession of Spain under such a Government would raise 

more problems than that of olives: although it was not a defence 

Communityt defence issues could not be isolated from other 

Community interests. A similar problem existed with Greece. 

The Prime fv1inister agreed that the European Community was founded 

ir on the de-fence of democratic values a nd that if these were not 

firmly defended by all members, the future of the Community would 

be in doubt. No doubt some allowance mu s t be made for election 

rhetoric in the statements of S. Gonzalez: Mr. Papandreou had 

made similar remarks about his attitude to Nato, v.•hich had not 

been reflected in his subsequent actions. But it was worrying 

that Senor Gonzalez had made such comments at the moment of his 

electiort victory. 

Herr Kohl said that the poor performance of the Christian 

Democrats in Spain was a ~isappointment to him. He had worked 

hard for ~hem for 4 years and had given financial help, although 

he had withdrawn some 18 months ago when he saw the direction in 

which things were going. He had greatly resented the actions of 

the former Spanish government in involving the King of ~pain 

in the Hamburg elections in the Spring, when the King had been 

induced to pay a pr.ivate visit to former Chancellor Schmidt in · 

Hamburg 10 days before the elections. It would now be necessary 

to try to influence the new !:3panish government tactfully, but 

this would not be easy since the !:3panish were a proud people. 

He felt that he could not be expected to open the gates widely to 

Spain in the European Community if the Spanish gov.ernment were to 

shut the door on defence matters. The Prime Minister commented 

that it would be a bad start for the Spanish government if they 
were to withdraw from Nato. Britain had supported the accession 
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of ~ _p ain to the European Community, but it was difficult for 

Britain to influ ence Spain, particularly in the aftermath of 

Spanish support for Argentina over the Falkland ~slands. 

J.'HE FALKLAND ISLANDS 

The Prime Minister said that, when the Resolution on the 

Falkland Islands came forward in the United Nations, she regarded 

it as important that the whole Community, and Germany in particular, 

should at least abstain. She was confiden~ that the German 

government understood, in the light of their own position on 

Berlin, that it was just not possible for the British Government, 

having h a d our territory invaded and having lost many lives 

in defence of freedom and justice,to neg otiate with Argentina 

over the Falklands: Argentina had not even agreed to stop 

hostilities. 

Herr Kohl said that, as the Prime Minister knew, the German 

government had for good reasons shown solidarity with the British 

Government during the period of hostilities, and he regarded 

this as being no less important now. Former Chancellor Schmidt 

had consulted him at the time and the German stance was one of 

the few matters which had been agreed jointly between them. 

The Argentine invasion was an act of aggression, and the quality 
1mvo,;rtant stan.ce of the · . . 

was mor_e7 than the quantity. ~lie ;Lierman government had only l1m1 ted 

support from German public opinion, because Germany had such 

close links with the South Americru1 countries, particularly 

Parag~ay, Ghile, Argentina and Brazil. No countries, including 

the United States, had so many people of German origin: for 

example, 4 of the 7 Brazilian cardinals were of German stock. 

The Prime Minister commented that brazil had been scrupulous in 

adopting a neutral position. 

Continuing, uerr Kohl said that it was important to work 

out a common .t.uropean Gommunity position. A big problem in this 

was the lt'rench, perhaps because they had economic interests at 
commented 

stake. The Erime Minister/that hesitation on the part of the 

French was surpri s ing since they had been very supportive during 

the period of the hostilities and they had a number of island 

dependencies which were similalrly near the mainland of other 

powers. Although economic interests were important, the defence 

/of freedom 
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of freedom and ju st ic e was more important. If the Russians invaded 

Berlin and the Western powers threw them out, it would be ridiculous 

to suggest th a t there should then be negotiations with the Russians 

over Berlin. 

THE PIPELINE 

Herr Kohl said that he had the impression that President Reagan 

might be ma~ing a new move towards A compromise on the pipeline issue 

involving new proposals on economic relations with 

the Eastern bloc. The Prime Minister said that she understood that 

there was to be a meeting in Washington that day of the 7 countries 

at Ambassador level, at which a paper was being discussed with the 

Americans. That paper covered not only the supply of strategic materials 

but also proposals to set up working parties on a number of issues, 

including credit for Iron Curtain countries and the supply of technology. 

T. h . d . t ~cept . . e paper carr1e no comm1 ments 1 ~ agreement to avo1d ~erta1n new 

contracts while the working parties were in operation. She believed 

that Presid~nt Reagan was anxious to lift the sanctions and there was 

some prospect that the wording of the document would be sufficient to 

enable him to do so. Having looked at the document, she thought that 

it should be possible for the seven countries to agree on it. 

Herr Kohl agreed that it was desirable to do everything possible 

to enable the President to lift the sanctions without loss of face. 

It was evident that the decision to impose sanctions had been a mistake, 

and there had been no mistaking the triumph in ex-President Carter's 

voice when he had referred to the decision .during his visit to Bonn 

two days before. Mr. Carter had said that he and his party were 

willing to help President Reagan . off the hook. But Chancellor Kohl 

was worried that an immediate statement by the Presiden~might be 

premature since he was not sure that the paper in its present form 

went sufficiently far to help him. The French in particular were 

proving difficult over it. But it was important that the sanctions 

be lifted: one aspect of them wa~ that they could so easily be 

evaded through third countries. The Prime Minister said that she 

did not think the President was likely to make a statement until 

agreement had been reached among the seven. She was •ware that 

there were still items of dispute with the French but hoped that 

it would be possible to find words which did not contain damaging 

commitments for the Europeans but would be sufficient to help 

the Americans. 

Co. it:~ r'f f"l't t'" f·,. '"'?"'i ~/fCONOMIC SUMMIT 
I ( ' ~ ... i ~ J: ~-· ~' j k ) j · - I . 
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Herr Kohl sajd that President Mitterrand had expressed his 

annoyance during the Franco/German Summit that the new date for 

the Economic Summit announced by President Reagan had not been 

widely agreed, and had said that he would not agree to attend on 

the proposed dates. He himself could not say how much consultation 

there had been with Chancellor Schmidt but since he had taken office 

consultations had not been intense. Herr Kohl regarded it as important 

that everyone should attend the Summit and also that it should be 

agreed in advance what was wanted from it. In his view, the Western 

Governments could not afford another Summit like Versailles when 

hundreds of people had attended and nothing substantial had emerged. 

President Mitterrand had himself said that th~ arrangements for 

Versailles had been a mistake and that a much more restricted summit 

was desirable. 

The Prime Minister said that she had understood that the 

proposed date for the Summit had been agreed. It was essential 

that everybody should attend, and it wasabsurd to quarrel over 

dates. She herself would have liked the Summit to have taken place 

earlier, but the German elections would ~ake this impossible. She 

agreed that the form of the Versailles Summit had been much too 

elaborate, as had been the preparatory meetings beforehand. She 

regarded the informal aspects of the Summit as the most valuable 

part, so that the leaders could _get to know each other and understand 

each others political difficulties and ~hen they could easily lift 

a telephone and talk to each other in moments of difficulty. Ottawa 

had been better in this respect than Versailles. She did not 

expect magic solutions to emerge from such Summits, but it had been 

valuable, for example, that the Heads of Government had been able 

to agree to tackle their .economic problems in a financially sound 

way and to avoid protectionism: this had been helpful to the leaders 

in relation to their own electorates. She therefore agreed with 

President Mitterrand that the .arrangements at Versaill.es had been 

too elaborate. . She accepted that some concrete announcement had 

to be made to prevent the press from writing that the Summit had 

been a failure, but she did not regard this as the· most important 

aspect. 

/Herr Kohl 
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Herr Kohl acree d. A middle way ha d to be found be tween giving 

nothing to th e press and running the occasion entirely for the press. 

He would tell President Re agan that, while he regarded it as important 

to have some announcements to give to the press, the Summit would only 

be successful if there were also real and lasting agreementsunderlying 

them. The Prime Minister commented that there would be two 

problems: the relations between France and the United States were 

not very good and the President would want some concrete achievement 

to announce in view of the United States elections in the following 

year. Such announcements would have to be negotiated beforehand, 

but very discreetly. Herr Kohl commented that it would also be 

important for President Mitterrand that some us eful announcements 

emerged: although he had seven years of office, local elections in 

France could present him with considerable d.i fficul ty. 

ECONOMIC ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 

Herr Kohl said that he was concerned about the way in which 

France was adapting its economic policies towards protectioni s m. 

These would create problems for the Commission. The Prime Minister 

commented that agriculture was the area of greatest protectionism 

within the Community, but . there were also many others, for example, 

~nsurence and · air fares. The French always found a way to restrict 

imports, whereas Britain and Germany were more scrupulous about 

observing the rules. Both France and Italy had protectionist agree·ments 

with Japan which had been allowed to exist because they were made 

before the formation of the Community. The Community had to take 

a close look at these unequal trading arrangements. 

Chancellor Kohl suggested that he and the Prime Minister should 

take a day or a day and a half to discuss this question with a 

minimum of supporting staff within the next two or three months. 

He would be .willing to come to London for the purpose, and it could 

be said publicly that other matters were being discussed. Th~s was 

desirable because Germany would have the Presidency from January, 

but his principal objective would be to achieve a common strategic 

approach between Britain and Germany through which they could first 

tackle the French and ~hen the Latin countries of Europe. 

/The Prime Minister 
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date to have such t a lk s . 

FISHERIES 

The Prime Minister referred to the recent discussions on fish 

and suggested that it was vital for Britain and Ger~any that Denmark 

should subscribe to the recent agreement reached between the other 

nine EC members. Germany was in the best position to bring effective 

pressure to bear on Denmark and she hoped that Herr Kohl would use 

this to ensure that Denmark agreed. Herr Kohl said that a discreet 

initiative had already been taken with Denmark and he would raise 

this matter immediately with Herr Genscher. It might be possible to 

say some more about it in the plenary session. For his part, he 

found it difficult to understand the Danish attitude. 

POLAND 

Herr Kohl suggested that he and the Prime Minister would need 

to say something about Poland following their discussions. Contacts 

between the Federal Government and Poland, including a personal report 

which Herr Genscher had had from Archbishop Glemp, suggested that 

the situation was very bad and if there was a hard winter there could 

be a calamity. Russian intervention would be disastrous but it was 

becoming increasingly clear that General Jaruzelski could not deal 

with the situation. The Prime Minister agreed that she and Herr Kohl 

should make an agreed statement on their concern about the position 

in Poland. 

EUROPEAN BUDGET 

The Prime Minister said that she would like to say publicly, 

in relation to the European Budget,that she had welcomed the 

agreement on the arrangements for 1982 but had stressed to Chancellor 

Kohl the importance ~f teaching long-term agreement on the budget 

issue. 

29 October 1982 
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From the Private Secretary c 9 · Novem~r 
I 

CALL ON THE PRIME MINISTER BY MR. TUGENDHA 

Mr. Tugendhat called on the Prime Minister 
at 1630 hours today. I enclose a record of the 
conversation. 

I am copying this letter and enclosure to 
John Kerr (HM Treasury) and Richard Hatfield 
(Cabinet Office). 

I should be grateful if the contents of 
the discussion could be most closely protected. ~ 

/

This letter and enclosure should not be copied 
beyond Private Offices without specific 

1 authority from here. . . ·· 
l' 
t 

Brian Fall, Esq., 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

~ECORD OF A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE PRIME MINISTER AND 

COMMISSIONER TUGENDHAT AT 1630 HOUR~ ON TUESDAY 9 NOVEMBER 1982 

AT 10 DOWNING STREET 

After a brief discussion about the outcome of the Fisheries 

Council, the Prime Minister raised the question of the EC Budget. 

She said she was most concerned about the situation. Some Member 

States argued that the UK should respect the Treaty of Rome. 

That argument was irrelevant and was simply a device for clinging 

on to gains they had themselves secured. We had accepted the 

settlement for the third year of the 30 May Agreement primarily 

because we were then engaged in the Falklands affair and could 

not divert energy to continuing the argument. Other Member 

States had taken advantage of this. They had infringed the 

Luxembourg compromise because it suited them to do so. 

Mitterrand had been in London the previous day and had given no 

hint of his intentions. Schmidt had sent a letter on the matter 

but this had not been delivered for some days after the 

Agriculture Council. 

Now, there was no Falklands factor. We should be arguing 

again for the British concepts of equity and fairness - and we 

should not be taken for a ride again, though that was perhaps 

a slightly strong expression. 

We could not have an agreement which simply lasted for two 

or three years. The Commission paper must recognise this and 

incorporate a formula which provided a solution to the problem 

so long as the problem existed. It Would exist until a 

fundamental reform of the Budget was achieved. And that would 

be brought about .either at the time of enlargement, or when 

the 1% VAT ceiling was reached. Mr. Tugendhat interjected that 

it might come about also as a result of the Commission's paper. 

The Pri~e Minister said that she had resented the attempt 

of other Member States to claw back what they regarded as over

payments. There was no point in imposing a time limit on the 

I solution 
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solution for the UK problem. The solution must last until 

fundamental reform was achieved. This might take three or four 

or even more years. She believed it could take as long as that 

before Spain acceded to the Community. She understood 

Mitterrand's difficulties over Spanish accession. We also had 

a problem with Spain over car imports. 

The Commission's paper ought to point to fundamental reform 

as the final solution and then propose an interim solution until 

that point was reached. In return for a lasting solution, we 

could envisage a further adjustment in respect of alleged over

payments, but this would have to be modest and in full and final 

settlement of that question. 

If we had not obtained a reasonable settlement for the third 

year of the 30 May Agreement, we should have been forced to with

hold our contribution. We did not wish to go down that route 

now because our habit was to observe the law. But we could not 

go on paying our unadjusted net contribution or anything like it. 

It was necessary to raise sights as to what kind of solution was 

possible. 

Mr. Tug~ndh~t said that he knew as well as anyone how un

pleasant this subject was to deal with and how it corroded 

Britain's position in the Community. He had felt for some time 

that the French did not wish the problem to be settled. It 

suited them quite well that it should continue since it dis

tracted attention from some of their misdeeds and served to 

isolate us. 

The Commission would produce two papers, one on the British 

problem which should be out next week, and the other, a con

sultative document, on the future of own resources. 

He had to say that there was no chance of the Commission 

agreeing to a formula employing the phraseology which the Prime 

Minister had just used. 

I The Prim~ Minister 
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The Prime Minister said that Mr. Tugendhat should try to 

obtain that formula, even if the rest of the Commission rejected 

it. It was being said that t .he UK Commissioners did not fight 

within the Commission. Indeed, she had heard that Mr. Richard 

was often away from Brussels. Mr. Tugendhat said that any 

accusation that the UK Commissioners did not fight their corner 

would be unjust. The Prime Minister commented that M. Cheysson, 

when one of the French Commissioners, would have persuaded the 

Commission to adopt the French position on an important subject. 

Mr. Tugendhat observed that if he moved too far from the central 

trend of thinking in the Commission he could lose all his 

influence. On the subject of the Budget, he was in a minority. 

The Pri~e Minister said that the fact was that we possessed 

the money in question and could withhold it. Mr. Tugendhat said 

that he recognised that that was true. Indeed, he had some 

ideas about the manner of withholding. Some ways would be 

better than others. But he knew that he could not incorporate 

the formula suggested by the Prime Minister into the Commission's 

paper. He did not have the votes. The Pri~e Minister said that 

he should repeat his arguments within the Commission time and time 

again. If he was saying that a suitable formula was not 

obtainable then we were on a collision course. 

Mr. Tugehdhat said that he would like to obtain for us as 

secure a link as possible between the interim solution and the 

longer-term review. This would not achieve as much as the Prime 

Minister and he wanted, but it would give us something to build 

on. The Prime Minister stated that, on the contrary, such a 

link might prejudice the British position on the longer-term 

review. Mr. Tugendhat thought this unlikely. The formula he 

had in mind would imply that if enlargement did not take place, 

or if the review of own resources ·did not occur or did not yield 

a satisfactory solution, then the interim solution would become 

permanent. The Pri~e Minister said that she read this as 

meaning that the interim solution would continue until a 

fundamental solution was adopted. 

/ Mr. Tugendhat 
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Mr. Tugendhat said that he thought the Commission would 

propose a formula lasting for a period of years . He would 

wish to link that period to enlargement and the fundamental 

review so that if these did not take place the interim solution 

would continue. The Prime Minister said that she interpreted 

this as meaning that the interim solution would last for x 

years or until such time as fundamental reform occurred. 

Mr. Tugendhat said that that was the meaning of the formula 

but presentationally it would probably not look so attractive 

as the Prime Minister's words suggested. As to the longer-term 

solution, he thought that the Prime Minister was right to say 

that she was opposed to increasing the 1% VAT ceiling. But a 

distinction could be made between the VAT resources and other 

forms of own resources. The Commission would propose a variety 

of options, some of which could be helpful to the UK. There 

was an illusion in the Community that if other Community policies 

were developed and resources were increased, the UK problem would 

be solved. But this was not true. He hoped that the Prime 

Minister would look at the Commission's proposals on own 

resources with an open mind. The P~i~~ Minister said that our 

minds were closed on the subject of own resources. The 

Government would be attacked ~f there was any suggestion that 

it was putting an increased share of national income under EC 

control. Mr. Tugendhat said that he was not suggesting th;:tt the 

Prime Minister should actively welcome the Commission's proposals. 

But, leaving aside VAT resources, he hoped that she would not 

take up a public position against the increase of own resources. 

This would disarm those critics who said that there could not be 

a solution to the British problem until own resources were 

increased. The Pri~e Minister objected that this argument was 

untrue. The British problem arose largely because of the way 

in which the Common Agricultural Policy was operated. 

Mr. Tugendhat said that the paper whi_ch the Commission 

envisaged would show that there were ways of diversifying the 

Community's income which could be beneficial to the United 

Kingdom . But it ought also to show that all ~he devices put 

I forward 
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forward would not solve the British Budget problem. So Member 

States would have to spend massively on new policies or agree 

to deal with the British problem separately - and the latter 

would be cheaper in the end. 

He could not estimate when the 1% VAT ceiling would be 

reached. This would not be before 1984 and might be later. Even 

in 1984, the Commission, in drawing up the Budget for 1985, 

would probably have to choose between keeping just below or 

going just above the ceiling. Another factor to be taken into 

consideration was that the European Parliament wanted to budgetise 

the EDF. 

He thought that the British negotiating position would be 

better if we were seen to be trying to make the Commission's 

proposals work. 

The Prime Minister said that she was not much attracted by 

the notion that our net contribution would be reduced after an 

increase in own ;r.esources because we should then be paying a greater 

net :and a :E;reater_ gross contribution_ . . Mr 'fl4gendhat commented that it was 

recognised that we would only agree to an increase in own 

resources if neither of those two situations occurred. The Prime 

Minister reiterated that she was not prepared to have a higher 

net or gross contribution. We could not transfer more expenditure 

outside our own control - we knew that the increase would be 

spent on the CAP. 

Mr. Tugendhat Said that he still thought it would be better 

to approach the proposals with an open mind in the belief that 

they would show that there was no magic cure fo~ the UK problem. 

It was better to adopt the position "yes, but .. " than "no, 

never". The Prime Minister said that the trouble with that 

approach was that one was sucked in to ideas that were 

fundamentally bad. 

I Mr. Tugendhat 
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Mr. Tugendhat suggested that it should be possible to 

build in constraints which would prevent money going to 

agriculture. The present system relating to non-obligatory 

expenditure, where there could be no increase above a certain 

percentage of expenditure in the previous year unless the 

European Parliament and the Council agreed, provided a possible 

model. The concept of a maximum rate could be adapted for use 

with the CAP - the understanding would be that if expenditure 

rose above this rate, the excess would be financed in different 

ways. 

The Prime Minister said that all these ideas involved 

increasing Community income. Our problem was that we were pay

ing too much. Mr. Tugendhat said that the Prime Minister might 

think that the whole exercise would not produce a successful 

outcome for the United Kingdom, and that we might therefore 

have to withhold our contribution. This was certainly a 

possible outcome. His aim was that we should secure a solution 

without having to withhold. But if it came to counter measures 

of that kind, it would be very important for us to create the 

right circumstances in which to adopt them. If the negotiations 

had been conducted in such a way that all the blame rested on 

the United Kingdom, then counter measures could precipitate a 

grave crisis. If, on the other hand, we were seen to be 

negotiating for success and could not be blamed for failure, 

then the situation would be less difficult to handle. 

He knew that we attached importance to solidarity with 

Germany on this question. The trouble was that Germany 

habitually surrendered on such issues. Converselyi the more 

they demanded refunds for themselves, the harder it was to 

achieve a settlement for B~itain . What were the Prime 

Minister's views on timing? 

The Prime Minister . said that the Commission must go ahead. 

She wished to assess whether or not there would be a row in 

Copenhagen. Mr. Tugendhat said that he had assumed the Prime 

I Minister 
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Minister attached importance to the Commission putting forward 

its proposals, that she wanted the negotiations to begin but 

that she did not expect Germany to be in a position to deal 

with the problem until after its elections on 6 March. The 

Prime Minister said that it might well be advantageous for the 

German Government to go into those elections with a public plat-
' 

form of refusing to remain one of the Community's two pay

masters, or at least with a limit being set to the net 

German contribution. She might wish to put this idea to 

Chancellor Kohl. 

Mr. Tugendhat said that he thought we could exaggerate the 

practicability of working together with Germany on this problem. 

Germany obtained many advantages from the Community and there 

were certain questions which the Genmms would not wish to be 

raised. Germany did not lose from the operations of the CAP 

which in effect helped to transfer resources from North to 

South Germany, whereas an internal transfer of the same resources 

would be politically difficult. The German tactic would be to 

make a fuss and then seek modest refunds which would immensely 

complicate efforts to obtain a solution for the United Kingdom. 

The Prime Minister said that she thought we possessed certain 

levers in respect of Germany which had no connect~on with the 

Community. 

In conclusion, the Prime Minist:er reiterated her determina

tion that a satisfactory solution for the Budget problem should 

be obtained. The discussion ended at 1715 hours. 

9 November 1982 
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Visit of the US Secreta·ry of State to London: 16-19 December 1982 

As you know, the United States Secretary of State will be 
in London from 16-19 December when he hopes to see Mr Pym and 
the Prime Minister. 

Mr Pym plans to offer Mr Shultz some private entertainment, 
probably a theatre/supper party on the evening of 16 December and 
to hold official talks with him on the morning of 17 December. 
I should be grateful to know whether the Prime Minister would also 
be able to see him on the 17th. 

The State Department have told our Embassy in Washington 
that Mr Shultz is likely to wish to talk to the Prime Minister 
about the international economic situation, including the GATT 
negotiations and the general state of Western economies. The 
talks with Mr Pym will probably also include the follow-up to 
the non-paper onEastjWest relations following the lifting of 
pipeline sanctions, as well as INF and START and the Middle 
East. 

During his visit Mr Shultz will also be involved in a private 
meeting of US Ambassadors from American embassies in Europe. He 
will be staying with the American Ambassador. 

~..-

I am copying this letter to John Kerr at the Treasury and to 
Richard Hatfield in Robert Armstrong's office. 

A J Coles Esq 
Private Secretary 
10 Downing Street 

(R B Bone) 
Private Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 





From the Private Secretary 

Visit of the US Secretary of Stat·e to London 

Thank you for your letter of 26 November. 

The Prime Minister would like to give a small working 
supper for Mr. Shultz at 7.15 for 7.30 p.m. on 17 December. 
She would be pleased if the Foreign Secretary and 
Sir Anthony Acland could attend. We also propose to 
invite the US Ambassador. 

The Prime Minister would like to use the working 
supper to discuss, in the main, foreign policy issues. 
I am writing to Brian Fall separately about another 
aspect of Mr. Shultz's visit. 

I am sending copies of this letter to John Kerr 
(HM Treasury) and Richard Hatfield (Cabinet Office). 

A J. c 

R . H . Bone 1 E s q • 1 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary ---·,1' 
30 November, 1982. 

Visit of Mr. Sh~ltz 

I have written separately to Roger Bone to inform him, 
with regard to his letter of 26 November, that the Prime Minister 
proposes to give a working supper for Mr. Shultz on Friday, 
17 December. 

As the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary knows, 
Mrs. Thatcher would like to take the opportunity of 
Mr. Shultz's visit to have some discussion with him about 
US economic policy in the hope that he will convey to 
President Reagan the Prime Minister's preoccupations about 
this matter. Mrs. Thatcher believes (and I understand 
that Mr. Pym agrees) that this message is best conveyed 
in a tete-~-tete discussion. I should accordingly be 
grateful if you could invite Mr. Shultz to call on the 
Prime Minister at 6.15 on 17 December, with the 
explanation that Mrs. Thatcher would like ·a tete-a-tete 
discussion of economic policy before the working supperJ 
We hope that Mr. Shultz will agree to come alone. (For 
your own information, we would prefer that no American 
officials are present.) 

Since this matter is of some delicacy, I should be 
grateful if you and John Kerr, to whom I am copying this 
letter, could ensure that the fact and purpose of 
Mr. Shultz's private call on the Prime Minister is not made 
known beyond Private Offices. 

~ .. 

~. 'J. COLES' 

Brian Fall, Esq., 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 

·t 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & SOCIAL SECURIT'S.7 ., 
Alexander Fleming House, Elephant & Castle, London,SEI _6BYT 

> f l ~ •• ., . 

Telephone 01-407 5522 

From the Secretary of State for Social Services ~ 

J 0 Kerr Esq 
Private Secretary to the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 

HM Treasury 
Treasury Chambers 
Parliament Street 
LONDON 
SW1P 3AG 

PLEDGE ON FUTURE PENSION UPRATINGS 

..... -

At this morning's meeting on commitments for the next Parliament on 
the uprating of pensions, I understand that my Secretary of State 
agreed to give the Chancellor an opportunity to comment on the draft 
of a minute he intends to send to the Prime Minister. I attach a 
draft - which the Secretary of State has not yet seen - on which I 
would be grateful for comments. 

- We were surprised to see that the Chancellor had 
own minute to the Prime Minister without, as far 
consultation with us. The Prime Minister will, 
consider the two minutes together. 

already sent his 
as I can tell, any 
no doubt, wish to 
r--__ 

I would be grateful therefore for comments as early as possible 
tomorrow. 

I am copying this letter (but not the enclosure) to Michael Scholar • 

J t' l l ~ 
l "'-

. .. ( 

( 

S A Godber 
Private Secretary 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 
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DRAFT MINUTE TO THE PRIME MINISTER 

PLEDGE ON FUTURE PENSION UPRATINGS 

I have been discussing with the Chancellor and the Chief Secretary 

what we say about future pension upratings. The Chancellor and I 

take a different view on this. It seemed best that each of us 

should set out how we see things. This minute sets out my view. 

2. My judgement, and that of colleagues here, is that we cannot do 

less than promise to maintain what we achieved in this Parliament. 

Accordingly I maintain my preference for the approach set out in my 

letter of 14 March to the Chancellor, which was copied to you: 

''We stand by what we said in this Parliament - that we shall 

maintain the value of pensions and related long-term benefits." 

I should make it clear that I am not proposing a pledge for the 

long term but just the lifetime of the next Parliament. I do not 

believe it would be realistic to set our sights lower than this. 

3. We have already limited our future commitments - first, by 

legislating for prices only upratings and secondly by deciding to 
I 

restore the historic method and so avoid unintentional bonuses. 

(The Opposition of course are promising to restore the link between 

earnings and pensions) . We are already saving £500 million a year 

by breaking the earnings link and this could grow to £2 billion to 

£3 billion a year by the end of the decade. 

4. Looking at this from the point of view of the pensioner, giving 

no more than price protection will mean - on past experience and 

present expectations ·- that there will be a growing gap between the 

standard of living of those who are retired and those still in work. 

This can be illustrated dramatically by looking at what has happened 

since 1948. If we had uprated pensions only in line with prices 

since 1948, a married couple's pension now would be £22 a week not 

£52.55 a week. 

SECRET 
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5. If we seek to offer less than we promised in this Parliament, we 

shall be asked a number of questions to which there are no politically 

sustainable answers. For example: 

If you are not able to offer for the next Parliament a promise 

in the same terms as for this Parliament, does this mean that 

under your stewardship the country can no longer afford what it 

could previously afford? 

If you thought itt right to give a promise in these terms for 

this Parliament, why is it wrong to do so for the next Parliament? 

6. If we expect to be able to continue to price protect pensions, 

and accept that it would be unrealistic to seek to do less, the 

right answer is to say now that' we will continue to pledge into the 

next Parliament. I do not believe we could hold the position if we 

watered down the pledge. Moreover, once we had to give ground, we 

might finish up with a formula which is not as tight as the one I 

have suggested. And of course a pledge given under pressure would 

carry much less weight than one offered freely at the outset. 

7. I am copying this to the Chancellor, the Chief Secretary and 

Sir Robert Armstrong. 

SECRET 
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10 DOWNING STREET 1 

From the Private Secretary 5 April 1983 

The Prime Minister has seen the minute 
of 30 March by the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
relating to the Government's long term 
intentions on social security benefits. 

The Prime Minister would like to discuss 
the contents 
with him and 
~.ymen-t. 
comment that 

of Sir Geoffrey Howe's minute 
with the Secretary of State for 
She has made the preliminary 
she believes that the Government 

must "price protect" the basic retirement 
pension and that we are the more able to do ~ 
this because infla'C 1on wit1 he- kept down.- T"" 

We shall make arrangements separately 
for a meeting. 

~.........c. G"U'-t' {/ 
I am copying this letter to ~~&&~

'-haw (-:Qef)al"-t.ment Q Em:pl~en ~ . 

c _.....,.,.. 

1\.Jot~ J...~fvt.:" ~ _ r\l o I <;; 

.t<..~ ~d\ j KG-~ N w fV.d.•'-..., 

1'\.; . 0 t ~~)._~ ol , 
,, ··t:'l M I . ~4-

John Kerr, Esq. , 
H.M. Treasury. 
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From the Private Secretary 6 April 1983 

Your office kindly drew my attention 
to the fact that my letter of 5 April to you 
about social security benefits had been wrongly 
copied to Barnaby Shaw in the Department of 
Employment . Would you please destroy my letter 
of 5 April and substitute the enclosed. I have 
asked Barnaby Shaw to return to me his copy of 
my original letter. 

John Kerr, Esq., 
HM Treasury. 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary . 6 April- 1-98-3 ...... 

The Prime Minister has seen the minute 
of 30 March by the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
relating to the Government's long term 
intentions on social security . benefits. 

The Prime Minister would like to discuss 
the contents of Sir Geoffrey Howe's minute 
with him and with the Secretary of State for 
Social Services. She has made the preliminary 
comment that she believes that the Government 
must "price protect" the basic retirement 
pension and that we are the more able to do 
this because inflation will be kept down. 

We shall make arrangements separately for 
a meeting. 

I am copying this letter to Colin Phillips 
(Department of Health and Social Security). 

John Kerr, Esq., 
HM Treasury. 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 
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_ -~WNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 12 April 1983 

Sterling Interest Rates 

The Prime Minister had a discussion this morning about 
domestic interest rates. The Chancellor, Mr. Middleton, Mr. Monck 
and Mr. Walters were present. 

The Prime Minister said that she was concerned about the 
impression in the markets that the Bank of England was resisting 
a fall in base rates. The markets were expecting a fall in base 
rates, but the activities of the authorities, in particular in not 
fully supplying market shortages in recent days, and by not bringing 
down the Bank's dealing rates were wrongly giving the impression 
that the Government was · . against a half point fall in base rates. 
In discussion, it was · ~m~bae i sad . that a half percent fall in base 
rates was confidently expected in the near future, and would be a 
welcome move. But in present circumstances there was, arguably, 
merit in allowing the markets to drive down base rates without any 
action by the Bank to this end. Mr. Volcker would be giving 
testimony to Congress this evening, and although it was not expected 
that he would indicate any further tightening in US monetary policy 
there was always a possibility that the markets _ would interpret r · 

his testimony in this light, and that dollar rates would cbps equently: 
rise. This would be awkward in our markets if it had been immediately 
preceded by a fall in base rates evidently prompted by the authorities. 
Furthermore, we would be tomorrow publishing a CGBR figure significantly 
higher than that in the Budget Red Book: this would indicate a CGBR 
for 1982 / 83 of some £12~b, as compared with the Red Book estimate of 
£11.3b. A large element in this higher figure was a drastically 
revised estimate of the defence budget underspend - down from 
£400m to £4m. It was disturbing that the MOD had so altered their 
estimate in the space of four weeks, and the Treasury would be 
investigating this further. The markets might take the CGBR to 
mean that expenditure in 1983 / 84 would similarly be higher than 
forecast; alternatively they might infer that expenditure had 
been brought forward from 1983 / 84 to 1982 / 83, so that public borrowing 
in 1983 / 84 might be lower rather than higher than forecast. These 
considerations, together with the Bank ' s tactics in relation to the 
sale of the stock which had been announced on Friday last week, 
pointed to postponing for a day or so a reduction in the Bank's 
dealing rates. 

I The Prime Minister 
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The Prime Minister commented that such a postponement might 
cause t~e Government altogether to lose the opportunity at the 
present time of a half point cut in base rates. There had been 
some press comment anticipating a higher than expected CGBR this 
week, and it was possible that the markets were already discounting 
this. Furthermore, there was a risk that the authorities' resistance 
to lower interest rates would highlight the CGBR estimate: those who 
had been puzzled by the authorities' resistance would assume, when 
the CGBR figure was published, that it was concern about the 
prospect for public borrowing which had motivated the Bank. 

Summing up the discussion, the Prime Minister said it was agreed 
that the Bank should aim to avoid driving up the overnight rate this 
afternoon by supplying in full, so far as possible, the shortage they 
identified. Thereafter they should act so as to facilitate the 
half point cut in base rates which the markets were expecting. 
The Prime Minister s aid th a t she hoped that the dealing rates could 
be cut at 1215 pm tomorrow, before the publication of the CGBR. 

There followed a brief discussion of the Government's funding 
policy. The Prime Minister expressed general satisfaction with this 
(after expressing some misgiving about the wisdom of Friday's issue, 
with a yield as high as 11.4%), but commented that she hoped that 
there would be sufficient index-linked stock available during the 
run up to a General Election, whenever that was, in order to provide 
a home in the UK for funds which otherwise might go abroad. 

John Kerr, Esq. , 
HM Treasury 
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PLEDGE ON FUTURE PENSION UPRATINGS 

Before the discussion you propose to have on the uprating of long 

term benefits in the next Parliament, I ought to respond briefly to 

th~further minute Geoffrey Howe sent you on 11 April. 

2 . Geoffrey focusses on the public expenditure implications of 

pledging to maintain the value of pensions and related long term 

benefits in the next Parliament. Of course, if we did cut the value 

of pensions, then we could make substantial public expenditure 

savings. But for the reasons set out in my earlier minute of 

31 March on pledges and long t~rm public expenditure, I do not 

believe it is realistic to expect to make further savings in this way. 

The course we have already set implies that pensioners and other 

beneficiaries, will become worse off in relation to those in work, and 

that the share of national resources going to the elderly by way of 

social security benefits is unlikely to change very much until the 

mid-1990s at least. This reflects the fact that our earlier changes 

will produce a steadily growing saving in the social security 

programme by comparison with what it would otherwise have been. 

3. In general, my view of trends on social · security expenditure is 

rather different from ~eoffrey Howe's: 

the increase in social security spehUing in this 

Parliament has been mainly due to more beneficia~ies, 
I 

particularly the unemployed, rather than to raising 

the real value of benefits or extending the scope of 

the benefits system; 

whilst it is t rue that the number of pensioners has 
~ 

been increasi~g, the trend is now slowing and in a 

very few years the number of pens-ioners wili stabilise, 

and remain stable for some 20 years. Moreover, there 

1 
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are falling trends elsewhere. For example, the 

number of children for whom child benefit will be 

payable will · fall from 13.5 million in 1978/79 to 

11.8 million in 1988/89; 

even quite modest reductions in unemployment, generated 

by the success of our economic policies, would more 

than cancel out the effect of pension increases. The 

full year cost of an increase of 1 per cent in pensions 

and other long term benefits in 1984/85 is estimated to 

be about £200 million. Each reduction of 100,000 in 

the number of unemployed people would save about 

£180 million in benefit expenditure and, in addition, 

there would be increases in tax revenue and national 

insurance contributions. 

4. By the way they have mishandled their pension proposals, the . 

Opposition have made it much easier for us both to defend our pensions 

record in this Parliament and to resist extravagant demands for the 

future. This is despite ,the fact that for reasons we all recognise, 

we have not been able to match the real increases of previous 

Governments, and UK pensions remain low by comparison with most 

comparable industrial nations. 

5. Against this background, the last thing we should now be doing 

is handing the !Opposition an opportunity to regain t~e initiative. 

If we promised less for the next Parliament than for this Parliament, 

we should be doing just that. People will understand and respect our 

refusal to enter into an auction of pension. promises. But they 

would not understand - or accept it - if we refused to undertake not 

to cut the value of pensions. We could not sustain that position -
--- I 

and, as I said previously, we must start off with a position we can 

hold. I believe that to be the position commended in my earlier 

minute. 

2 
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e). I am copying this to Geoffrey Howe. I would also suggest that 

oecause of its obvious electoral imp0rtance we might widen our ,, 
discussion on Thursday to include at least Cecil Parkinson - and 

possibly also Willie Whitelaw and Michael Jopling. 

..------
20 April 1983 

. ' 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 21 April 1983 

Pledge on Future Pension Upratings 

The Prime Minister had a discussion this afternoon with 
the Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Social Services 
about the Government's pledge on future pension upratings. 

After discussion it was agreed to carry forward to the 
next Parliament the pledge the Government gave for the present 
Parliament to price-protect pensions and associated benefits. 
It was also agreed that there should be no acknowledgement 
in the pledge that, if ther e were an economic crisis, the 
pledge would need to be abandoned. The argument here was 
that, if there were a crisis this would happen in any event, 
so that there would be no need to create suspicions by 
announcing this in advance. 

In a separate discussion about this year's uprating it 
was agreed that, if there were to be a June election, 
consideration would need to be given from the outset about 
what should be said about the May RPI figure, to be announced 
on 17 June, which was to be the basis of the November uprating. 
Meanwhile, the formula to be used about the June figure should 
continue to be that it would be "in the region of 4 per cent". 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Steve Godber 
(Department of Health and Soc ial Security), and to Richard Hatfield 
in Sir Robert Armstrong's o ff ice. 

John Kerr Esq 
HM Treasury . 
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PENSIONS 

CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: NICHOLAS RIDLEY 
DATE: 6 May 1983 

cc Chief Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (R) 
Mr Ridley 

I enclose a note by Treasury and Revenue officials which describes 

a possible way forward on the pensions question. 

of my meeting with off i cials on Wednesday. 

This arose out 

An immense amount of study, testing, and costing will have to be 

done on this before we can be sure if it leads anywhere. 

could be a way forward, and it could enable us to:-

But it 

* abolish 3 reliefs - yielding some £2bn for increasing 

tax allowances generally or reducing tax rates; 

* .Solve . the portable pension problem; 

* limit the cost of occupational pensions to Industry. 

The trouble is of course that it is too early to say anything if we 

have to p~oduce an early manifesto. I tried my hand at a draft, 

but this was only a cockshy to see how it would look. To 

give any hint on this we would need to test the scheme and consult 

with colleagues first. Perh~ps we should discuss? ~ 

;P~· 
pfo-.-c. 

\ ~NICHOLAS RIDLEY 
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This note summarises the main factors involved in examining pension schemes 

and outlines a possible new approach. 

The Main Factors 

2. There are four aspects of the current arrangements for pensions which can 

give rise to concern : 

(a) the disadvantages suffered by the "early leaver" from an 

occupational pension scheme. There are inequitable in them

selves and can inhibit job mobility; 

( b ) the cost of tax reliefs for pension schemes; 

(c) the increase in the burden of pensions as both the State 

earnings related pension scheme and occupational pension 

schemes mature; 

(d) the need to give individuals greater freedom to determine 

their own pension provision. 

These aspects do not have to be tackled at the same time - or on the same 

timescaLe - but it is important to bear in mind the links between them. 

3. It is probably best to start by examining how the new State pension scheme 

fits into this picture. 

4. The scheme matures in the late 1990s. People retiring after that date 

will have built up full entitlement to earnings related pensions. This pension 

will be in excess of the Supplementary Benefit level. This applies to those 

contracted into the State scheme and to those contracted out. In the case of 

the latter, the employer has to provide a guaranteed minimim pension (GMP) 

at least equal to the State earnings related pension. 

5. When the State scheme matures the vast bulk of the population will no longer 

suffer an early leaver problem. The earnings related element - both for 
1'-4 

contracted in and contracted out - will be revalued in line withfaverage 

earnings up to the point of retirement - no matter how many times an employee 

changes jobs. The earnings related element is related to earnings up to the 

upper earnings limit (UEL), currently £235. The UEL is, and will no doubt 

remain, well above average earnings. 

- 1 -
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6. But there remains the early leaver problem until the State scheme matures. 

And we will continue to have an early leaver problem after 1998 for people 

with earnings above the UEL whose pension rights above this level will not be 

protected. Such people include middle-managers, who are a vocal group and 

who may be particularly important in the context of job mobility. They are 

also the group most likely to want and to be able to take advantage of a 

greater freedom in determining their own pension provision. 

7. The simplest way of dealing with the early leaver problem both in the 

period up to 1998 and beyond is to ensure that all preserved right s in an old 

scheme are revalued at least in line with prLces or possibly with average 

earnings (as applies to the GMP ) . But if this is not to involve an overall 

increase in the resources devoted to pensions by occupational schemes (which 

is arguably undesirable ) then there must be redistribution of resources between 

early leavers and stayers. The Government's current position is that it looks 

for an early response from the pensions industry. Only a change along these 

lines would provide that immediate improvement in the position of early 

leavers which is so desirable. No amount of ingenuity can create for early 

leavers resources which their own pension scheme is not willing to give. 

8. There could be considerable advantage for some early leavers in creating a 

system of portable pensions. These would be designed essentially for the high 

flyers who expected to be mobile. Such schemes would not give immediate relief 

to early leavers. But they would enable people who expected to be mobile to 

start building up, perhaps in a personal trust, pension rights which would be 

independent of j ob changes. This wo.uld also fulfill the objective of greater 

freedom in determining ones own pension provision. Insofar as these portable 

pensions attract tax relief, the government would have a legitimate right to 

place certain conditions on the trust - otherwise we would j ust be creating 

a new indiscriminate tax shelter for savings. 

A Possible new approach 

9. In designing a scheme it is as well to start by identifying the State ' s 

interest in pension provision. There seem to be t wo aspects : 

(a ) a practical interest in encouraging people to make provision for 

themselves in order to relieve the State of the burden that would 

otherwise fall on it - particularly in the form of expenditure 6.n 

Supplementary benefit. At present about 147 million pensioners 

(out of a total of some 9 million) get Supplementary Benefit at 

a current cost of £1.7 billion; 

- 2 -
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(b) a social concern to encourage savings generally and particularly 

savings in a form which avoided a sharp drop in income after 

retirement. 

10. · Historically the second objective has predominated. But today it is 

arguably of less relevance. Most people are well aware of the desirability 

of providing for themselves and their family in retirement. They do not need 

the State's ecnouragement. This suggests the State's main interest now is to 

keep pensioners off Supplementary Benefit. 

11. Against this background the first issue is the extent to which any scheme 

should be compulsory. The logic above suggests contributions should be 

compulsory up to the level required to provide a pensionm excess of 

Supplementary Benefit. 

12. This approach is reflected in the State scheme. As already mentioned, 

when the scheme matures the State will provide a pension for those contracted 

in which is in excess of Supplementary Benefit. This leads to the proposition 

that contributions should be compulsory for employers and employees up to the 

nic contracted in rates. 

13. As now, there should be scope to contract out of the State scheme as 

long as the employer continues to provide the guaranteed minimum pension. 

For the contracted out the position would be : 

(a) compulsory contracted out contributions to the state scheme by 

employer and employee; and 

(b) compulsory contributions by employer and employee equal to the 

excess of the contracted in rate over the contracted out rate. 

This would differ from the present position under which there is 

no requirement that contribution must be made up to nic contracted 

in rates - only that the scheme provides the GMP 1 These contributions 

could be paid into any one of : 

(i) the state scheme - so effectively contracting back in 

(ii) an occupational scheme run by the employer 

(iii) the employee's personal trust. This would provide 

portability for those who wanted it. 

- 3 -
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14. Contributions in excess of the contracted in rate would be voluntary. 

These contributions could be paid into : 

(a ) an occupational scheme 

(b) the employees personal trust. 

It would probably be necessary to legislate to ensure that companies did not -

as they do now - effectively impose membership of a company scheme as a 

condition of employment. 

Tax Treatment 

15. The second issue is the way these arrangements should be taxed. The 

present tax treatment of pensions is as follows :-

(a) State pensions 

NIC are made out of post-tax income by the employee. Employers' 

nic are deductible for tax purposes, and are not treated as 

taxable benefits in kind in the hands of the employee. State 

pensions are subject to income tax. 

(b ) Occupational pensions and retirement annuities 

Employees ' contributions (if paid ) enjoy tax relief, within certain 

limits. Employers ' contributions are treated in the same way as 

employers ' nic. Income and gains accumulated in the funds are 

exempt. Pensions are subject to income tax (apart from the 

tax-free lump sum ) . 

The objective of a 'portable pension ' is already possible for the 

self-employed who have taken out retirement annuity contracts. 

16. It is difficult to give a precise estimate of the overall cost of the 

present tax reliefs for occupational pensions but on one assumption the figure 

would very broadly be in the region of £2 billion, with a further £i billion 

for retirement annuity schemes. (On other, equally valid, assumptions, the figuure 

could be much higher or much lower. )l 

- 4 -
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17. The historical justification for the tax reliefs for occupational pension 

and retirement annuity arrangements rests on the points in paragraph 9 above. 

It would be possible to introduce the new portable pension without disturbing 

the present tax arrangements at all. But arguably the historical justification 

for such preferential tax treatment for pensions is less valid now than in the 

past, and there is a good case at least for reviewing the tax position. 

18. So far as the State pension is concerned, there seems no reason to change 

the present arrangements. There is a good case in equity for extending them 

to the compulsory contributions which employees and employers would make, as 

proposed in paragraph 13(b) above; if this were not done there would be a 

tax incentive to contracting out which would be hard to justify. On this basis 

employees would no longer obtain tax relief for such contributions, but 

the position of the employer would remain the same as now. 

19. So far as the voluntary contributions made by employees, as described 

in paragraph 14 above, are concerned, it could be argued that there is even 

less reason for these to attract tax relief. The State has no obvious reason 

to encourage people to make voluntary contributions, since their compulsory 

contributions will provide an adequate pension on retirement. Moreover, in 

principle the fewer tax reliefs that are given for pension arrangements, the 

less the State needs to be concerned about imposing conditions on pension 

schemes. (In practice, the trade off is not quite so straightforward : even 

without relief for employees' contributions, pensions would still be attractive 

since the tax charge in respect of employers' contirbutions would in effect 

be deferred for many years. It would therefore be necessary to maintain some 

restrictions to safeguard the Exchequer.) 

20. Withdrawal of relief for employees' pension contributions could yield 

in the order of £1 100m assuming that all employees would continue to 

contribute at the same level as they do now. To prevent a switch to non

contributory pension schemes, it would be necessary to require some sharing 

of total contributions between employer and employee (possibly in the same 

ratio as nic contributions). 

21. It may be too large a step to withdraw all the present tax advant ages. 

Payments into occupational schemes and into personal trusts could attract : 

(a) a preferential or zero rate of tax for fund income and capital 

gains. and/or 
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(b) allowing lump sums to be paid free of tax. This relief could 

be restricted by placing a limit on the extent to which pension 

rights could be commuted into a lump sum. At the moment t of 

pension rights can be taken as a lump sum. 

An arrangement for a preferential rate of tax for fund income could be similar 

to the "pegged rate" of corporation tax paid by life companies. 'rhis pegged 

rate - currently 37~ per cent - could be changed to suit the political needs 

of the time. 

22. There are attractions in looking for greater neutrality between pensions 

and life assurance schemes; for example removing tax relief for employees 

pension contributions would point to the removal of life assurance premium 

relief. This would save over£~ billion. It could to some extent be 

compensated for by reducing the pegged rate. 

23. In logic :tax relief for retirement annuities ought also to be brought into 

line with the scheme desribed above. This would involve splitting the premiums ~ 

into two parts. The part analogous to the employee's contribution would not 

get tax relief. The part analogous to the employer's would continue to do so. 

This arrangement might save about half the current tax relief of around 

£~ billion on these schemes. 

Conclusion 

24. The State's main interest in encouraging personal pension provision is to 

keep pensioners off Supplementary benefit. By the end of the century the new 

State scheme will achieve this. 

25. This means the State has little interest in encouraging the provision 

of larger pensions. It points to the sort of arrangements described in 

paragraphs 13 and 14 above. A scheme based on these principles would remain 

viable even if the stated earnings related scheme is scrapped. 

26. Judged against the concerns described at the outset of this note, the 

proposed scheme would : 

(a) deal with the problem of early leavers except for those with 

existing rights in occupational schemes; 

(b) lead to tax savings of £1100 million on employee's contributions 

to occupational schemes and, possibly, of over £~ billion in 
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respect of life assurance premium relief and, say, £200 million 

in respect of retirement annuity schemes. 'l'his could finance a 
or ~t:'o". ,~ 

substantial increase in tax thresholds andi rates; 

(c ) by reducing tax subsidisation of pensions, lead to a reduction in 

pension provision and so a reduction in the overall burden of 

pensions; 

(d) give individuals some more freedom in respect of their pension 

provision. 
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CHANCELLOR 

PENSIONS 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: NICHOLAS RIDLEY 
DATE: 11 May 1983 

cc Chief Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (R) 
Mr Ridley 

I sent you a paper describing a possible way forward on the pensions 

question. 

I attach a further note on this from Mr Munro . I agree with what he 

says about the treatment of funds' income and capital gains. If we 

are going to encourage people to own capital we should let them take 

the most out as a lump sum as possible - t lump sums may be too 

small, perhaps t would be better. 

However I regard the most important part of the proposals on the 

tax treatment to be that employees' contributions should be made out 

of taxed income. 

I realise that we have a long way to go before deciding anything on 

this. 

~~~ 
~fNi~OLAS RIDLEY 
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FINANCIAL SECRETARY 

PENSIONS 

From: N C MUNRO 

INLAND REVENUE 
POLICY DIVISION 
SOMERSET HOUSE 

9 May 1983 

1. If it is not too late, we should like to offer the 

following comment on Mr Robson's note of 6 May. 

2. The alternative approach outlined in paragraph 21 may 

look attractive at first sight but might entail serious 

I practical difficulties. Taxing funds' income and capital 

gains, at whatever rate, could be counter-productive, since 

many funds would either go off-shore (or roll up their 

investments in off-shore funds) or would become unfunded. 

Our impression from last week's -discussion was that you were 

not attracted to this option for these reasons. 

3. Nor do we think that paragraph 2l(b) reflects what _was 

agreed at your meeting. _ Our- recollection is that a continuing 

exemption for a lump sum of about one-third of total pension 

rights would be a quid pro quo for the withdrawal of relief 

for employee contributions. Indeed, this would preserve a 

broad symmetry since this non-taxable point of the pension 

rights could be attributed to the employees' contributions 

made out of taxed income. 

4. We should therefore prefer -to see paragraph 21 deleted 

and replaced by the following -

cc Mr Monger ·Mr Isaac 
Mr Moore Mr O'Leary 
Ms Seammen Mr Munro 
Mr Robson Mr Coote 
Mr Aaronson 
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"21. No changes would be needed either to the present tax 
~ 

treatment of funds' income and capital gains or to the 

emerging pension and lump sum. This would make for a broad 

symmetry: a t-ax-free lump .sum (of . about .one-third total . . .. , 

pension rights, · as now) · would be attributable to an employees' 

unrelieved contributions, while the rest of the pension (which 

would be taxed} would be attributable to the employer's 

(relieved} contributions and the tax-free build-up in the 

fund." 

N C MUNRO 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 

I. cc. l'lr 4 ;l+(-o 
n, u~~ .. . 

~ . C"G.M.c.~fw . 
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16 May 1983 
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TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE PRIME MINISTER & CHANCELLOR KOHL 

As foreshadowed in John Holmes' letter of 13 May, 
Chancellor Kohl telephoned the Prime Minister this morning. 

After some discussion of the prospects for the Election 
campaign, Chancellor Kohl said that he wanted to discuss the timing 
of the European Council. Important financial decisions would be 
considered and it would not be easy for the Prime Minister to 
delegate responsibility for these. On the other hand, he fully 
appreciated that she would be in the middle of an Election campaign. 
He therefore felt that the issue of timing should be discussed 
frankly in order that the right decision was taken. 

The Prime Minister said that she wished to attend the European 
Council but there would obviously be difficulties in the two or 
three days preceding Polling Day. Chancellor Kohl said that in 
that case he felt that he and the Prime Minister should agree on a 
later date for the meeting. He would then put this date to 
President Mitterrand whom he would be seeing later today. He 
understood that at Schloss Gymnich some of the Foreign Ministers 
had informally discussed the possibility of postponement to 
18/19 June . 

The Prime Minister asked whether it was not the case that 
Foreign Ministers might agree on a solution to the UK Budget problem 
on 24 May. In that case she, or her representative, might come to 
Stuttgart on the dates at present planned in order to confirm a 
satisfactory solution. This would be most helpful in the Election 
camp_aign. Conversely, if there was failure to agree on a 
satisfactory solution, the effect on the campaign could be most 
unfortunate. 

Chancellor Kohl said that it was his impression that a solution 
could be found only if the matter were taken up at the highest 
level. It would therefore be better to change the dates . This 
would be for the German Presidency to announce and they would say 
that the postponement was due to the British Election campaign. 
The Prime Minister said that, if President Mitterrand could also 
agree to this, it might be an attractive course. We should of 
course maintain throughout the Election campaign that we expect~d 
to get a reasonable solution from our European partners. 

I Chancellor Kohl 
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Chancellor Kohl commented that 18/19 June seemed to be the only 
possible alternative to the present dates. In answer to a question 
from the Prime Minister, he stated that he believed this was the 
latest possible date for the present Italian Government. The Prime 
Minister said that the proposed new dates did not pose diary prob
lems for her. 

As soon as the telephone conversation was over, the Prime 
Minister asked me to ensure that an account of it was conveyed 
quickly to the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary. 

As Chancellor Kohl still has to obtain the agreement of our 
other European partners to this proposal, and as any announcement 
would be for the Presidency to make, it is obviously important that 
the contents of this conversation are very closely guarded. I should 
accordingly be grateful if you, and John Kerr to whom I am copying 
this letter, would confine knowledge of the proposal to those who 
have an absolutely essential need to know of it. 

Brian Fall, Esq., 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 
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MR COLES 

SECRET AND 

European Budget 

As foreshadowed in my minute of 1 June, I went to see 

Monsieur Attali in Paris on the morning of Thursday 9 June. 

I was accompanied by Mr Williamson, and Monsieur Attali was 

accompanied by Monsieur Morel. 

2. I made it clear that at the European Council at Stuttgart 

next week we should be looking for agreement upon a framework 

for discussion of the solution to the long-term financing 

problem for th:e European Community, and for a settlement of 

the interim problem of refunds to the United Kingdom for 1983 

in accordance with what had been agreed at the European Council 

at Brussels in March. 

3. Monsieur Attali did not attempt to deny the need for an 

interim solution for the 1983 refunds. But he said - making 

it clear that he was speaking after consultation with the 

President - that there was no way in which the President could 

agree to an interim solution at Stuttgart. For him the solution 

to the interim problem could only be part of the settlement of . 
the long-term problem, though he accepted that it should be part 

of that. 

4. Monsieur Attali advanced two reasons for the President's 

position on this:-

(1) It was of primary importance that the French should 

be assured that the long-term solution did not 

prejudice the Common Agricultural Policy. French 

farmers were already worried about whether there 

would be enough money in the 1983 budget, within the 

1 per cent VAT ceiling, to cover their restitution 

payments in the second half of this year, and they 

would be even more worried about next year. The 

President could not present to French public opinion 

a settlement of .the British problem which might be thought 
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(however mistakenly) to put the Community's 

capacity to make those payments at risk. He could 

present a settlement of the British problem 6nly 

in the context of a long-term settlement which gave 

French farmers the necessary assurances on the future 

financing of the CAP. 

(2) The French balance of payments was in substantial 

deficit, while the British and German balances were 

in surplus. In this situation it would be very 

difficult for the President to justify to French 

public opinion a further payment by France towards 

British refunds in 1983, unless it was seen as part 

of a larger package includ~ng a satisfactory long

term settlement of the Community financing problem. 

It was clear from what Monsieur Attali said that the 

time of year was important in this: the President 

could not return from Stuttgart having promised the 

British a cheque which would be a charge on the 

French balance of payments at a time when, in order 

to protect the French balance of payments, he was 

asking Frenchmen to forgo their holidays abroad this 

year. 

5. On the other hand, Monsieur Attali said, the President 

was extremely anxious to reach an early settlement of the 

long-term problem. He recognised that it was not going to be 

possible to conclude a settlement at Stuttgart. He was not, 

however, looking to a final settlement as a possible achievement 

of the French Presidency in the first half of 1984, and would 

prefer to have the matter settled before that began. He would 

like to see the European Council at Stuttgart agree upon a 

mandate indicating the agreed basis for a solution and a 

procedure for working out that solution as quickly as possible. 

The mandate should be as precise as possible, and the procedure 

should not be left to the ordinary institutions of the Community. 

There were various possibilities: the mandate might be placed 

upon the German, Greek and French Presidencies (in the second 

half of 1983 they will be the past, present and future Presidencies). 

2 
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It might be laid upon a single person or on a nominated group of 

Ministers. It should not be left just to the Council of Ministers 

in its routine forms. Whoever was given the mandate should be 

instructed to report a solution by an agreed date; the President 

wou~d be prepared to agree to 1 or 15 October. The Commission 

should not be excluded from the discussion, but should not be 

responsible for conducting it: it should be conducted among 

high officials of Community countries under the direction of the 

person or persons to whom the mandate had been given. The 

mandate should include not only the framework for the long-term 

solution but instructions for the interim solution for 1983. 

6. I said that this would put the Prime Minister 1n a very 

difficult position. The British Government was fully committed 

to continuing membership of the European Community, and public 

opinion polls were once again showing a majority for continuing 

membership. We therefore had an opportunity, with a period of 

relative political stability ahead in the United Kingdom, France 

and Germany, to think in terms of progress in the Community. 

The solution to the long-term problem would be an important 

element in this. But it would be better to discuss the long - term 

solution with the solution of the interim problem out of the way. 

The Prime Minister had received certain assurances under the 

agreements reached at Brussels in March. She would be lo~k1ng for 

a settlement of the interim problem at Stuttgart or very soon 

thereafter, in time for the establishment of the draft 1984 budget 

in July 1983. 

7. I said that I had no authority for supposing that the 

Prime Minister would change this position. She would undoubtedly 

be attracted by the idea of accelerated work on the long-term 

solution, and no doubt she would understand the President's own 

political problem, as he had understood hers earlier in the year. 

But she would have to have out of Stuttgart a commitment on the 

interim solution which enabled her to deal convincingly with any 

suggestion that she had fought the British Election on a false 

prospectus in that regard. She would be looking for a commitment 

to an agreed solution with figures. If she was prepared to move 
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at all from that position - and I had no authority or reason to 

think that she might be - she would need a firm and solid 

commitment that a satisfactory solution would be forthcoming: 

what used to be described as a "bankable assurance". 

8. There was no mention between us of the possibility of 

withholding. I did not think that I had authority to go 

beyond talking about very serious consequences; and 

Monsieur Attali did not ask what they were. 

9. Both Mr Williamson and I came to the conclusion that there 

was no possibility of French agreement to an interim solution 

before the end of July 1983. The French will argue that the 

Brussels agreement of March 1983 contained a commitment to 

incorporate British refunds in the 1984 Budget, but no reference 

to a date, and that it would be perfectly consistent with that 

agreement for the interim solution to be dealt with later and 

incorporated in the 1984 Budget at a later stage in the Budget 

process. 

10. We did not seek to negotiate on possible amounts of refunds 

to the United Kingdom. Monsieur Attali spoke in terms of a 

refund of 300 million ecu: this was probably arrived at by 

starting from a figure of 1 ,300 million ecu (about two - thirds of 

our forecast unadjusted net contribution), minus 1 ,000 million 

for the "trop paye" from earlier years. I said that \ve should be 

looking for a rebate of two-thirds as in 1980-82; we had 

already expressed readiness to contemplate a further contribution 

of up to 200 million ecu in respect of the trop paye, and if the 

solution was otherwise satisfactory the Prime Minister might be 

willing to consider a slightly higher figure; but we were 

in very different country from the figures mentioned by 

Monsieur Attali. 

11. As soon as possible after the meeting of the Council of 

Ministers on 13 June, we shall have to consider the tactics for 

Stuttgart as a matter of great urgency. We shall have to decide 

whether to continue to press for agreement on a satisfactory 

solution to our 1983 refund problem by the end of July 1983 and 

to be prepared to withhold from 1 August if we do not get it -
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as we almost certainly shall not; or whether to accept 

proposals for an urgent study of the long-term solution and 

of the interim solution to be completed by October, and to 

reserve the withholding threat until then. We shall be submitting 

further advice as soon as possible in the light of the German 

Presidency's draft report to the European Council, which we have 

just received. 

12. I am sending copies of this minute to the Private Secretaries 

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Secretary. My discussion with Monsieur Attali was, 

at his request, on the understanding that it was "absolutely 

confidential"; I should be grateful, therefore, if copies of 

this minute did not go beyond those with a strict need to know, 

and if nothing whatever were said to reveal either the fact 

or the content of the discussion to Community partners. 

ROBERT ARMSTRONG 

10 June 1983 
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-:1;-!RISTOPHER TUGENDHAT 

VICE; PRESI .IllENT OF THE COMM ISSION 

OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES RUE DE LA LOI ,20 0 

1049 BRUSSELS- TEL . 235 25 14 
235 26 10 

14th June, 1983 

w 1ch I have written I enclose a copy of a Letter h" 

to the Prime Minister about the way in which the Community 

might develop and the British budget problem. I felt 

you might find it of interest . 

J A fiNt Wi f/l(JM !Af WM11J I(} 
h~111!(wfMt d/Jlrt ~ (!jfJW 
IVflt tJ WI ( ~J!VI r f!J wr {) 1;1 IJ 1J IL1111 

1 oo M i tr~!A _ 

Rt. Han. Nigel Lawson MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequ;r 
Treasury, ' 
Parliament Street , 
LONDON SW1P 3AG. 
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From: Chri s topher Tugendhat 

3!2 AV E NU E DC L'l-liPPODF",OME 

1050 OF<USSE L~-3 

( COO L" FROM UK: 010.3!:1.!:!) 

10th June. 1983 

PERSONAL 
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Many congratulations on your election victory. 

I felt th at at the be~inning of your second term I would 
Like to offer you some personal thoughts abou t the European 
Community and the cbntext within which the British budget problem 
is n01o1 situated. 

Even before 9th Jun e you were already Europe's sen ior head 
of gove rnment . Now yo u have the add itiona l political authority 
that derives from winning an e l ect i on, someth ing tha t many of your 
coll eagues know th ey could not do. You also have the ad vantage 
of good rel at ions with Ch a nce ll or Kohl. How different from the 
situat ion four years ago when Schmidt and Giscard held sway! 

Th e ti ming too i s favourable. Th e approach ing exhaust i on 
of the Co mmu nity' s ow n res ources and the enlargement ne gotiations 
toget her ensure t hat i ssues which in the past could be brushed 
aside must now be faced. Dec isi ons now have to be taken which 
Hill determine the shape of the Co mmun ity for a Long time to come. 

Ag ainst this background I shou l d Like to make the following 
genera l points about the present state of the Co mmunity and the 
role of the Europe an Council. 

1. In its early years the Tr ea ty of Rome const itu t ed a progra mm e 
for action. A political bargain had been struck; governm ents knew 
what they were committed to and the limit s of their li abil ity. 

Toda y we have no s uch fr amework or· "g overnment vie~1" within 
which to operate.· The Commission a nd indi vidual Member S~ates 
may have their own but the Community as such has non e . Proposals 
and problems arc all too often dea lt with on an ad hoc one-off 
bas ·is and we go round and round i n ever widening circles of discord. 
A new fra mework ne eds to be estab li sh ed wit hin whic h the Mem ber 
States and instituti ons can operate. 

.I. 

Th e Rt. Han. Ma rg a ret Th ~ tcher , MP 
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This fram ewor k needs to take th ~ form, not of pious 
aspirat ion s no r id ea li st ic platitudes, but of precise, pract ic a l 
goa l s for a med ium term period of, say, fi ve years. What is 
r cq u1 red, in other \.Jor·ds , is a "gove r·nrne nta l program me" for the 
Co mm unity of t he kind which parties nego tiate before governments 
are formed in countries lvhose constitutiona l arrangements tend 
to r esu lt in coa li t i ons. · 

2. Only the heads of government - t he ul t i mate source of 
politica l autho rit y wi th in the Community- can establish such 
a prog ramme a nd enab l e it to evo l ve. Oth ers can Launch ideas 
and ini t i atives, pr epare th e work of the European Council and 
carry out i ts 1,r i shes. But only the heads of governme nt can 
strike a fin a l balance betwee n di ffe ri ng and conflicting int erests 
and set priorities within whi ch Me~ber States and ins ti t utions 
must Hork. 

At present th e Europea n Council i s not fulfilling this 
rol e~ It must be put in t o a pos ition to do so and the Cou nc il 
mac hin e ry r e-organ i sed so that decisions can be appropriately 
prep a r ed beforehand and executed afterwards. The Comm i ss ion 
can th en be expected to use i ts power to initi a te within that 
context. 

.. 
3. The classica l Comm unity theory of a wide range of common 
policies, commonly financed , deve loping through the Communit y 
budget to replace nat ional econ om i es on a Large sc a le, is dead. 
It still liv es in the rhe t oric and aspirations of the European 
Parlia me nt and to some ex tent of the Commission. Some :.c•110e r 
States even seek to perpetuate it and the Eur opean Counci l has , 
unfortunate ly, fail ed to disown i t . But it is not going to 
happen; and it is damag ing to the prospects of r esolving t he 
Commu nity's current problems, in c luding that of the Br it ish budget 
cont rib ut i on , to pretend that a mass i ve expans i on of Coffimun ity 
policies is somehow ~Jst around the corner. 

This does not of course mean that nothin~ should be done. 
The structural funds can be further built up in order to meet 
specific politic a l and economic aims. Certain energy (notab ly 
coal) and indust ri a' obje ctives could a l so be pursued in part 
throu gh Co mm unity fin anced programmes. Such developments wou ld, 
in the ri ght circumstan ces, be advantageous to the Unit ed Kingdom . 
However, public op i ni on through out Europ e mus t be persuaded not 
to attach so much importan ce to the creati on of common ly financ ed 
programmes and the spending of mone y in assessing Europe's "hea l th " 
and "pr og r·ess". 
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Attention in Britain should be directed to: 

The Community's potential for he lping us to develop our 
economy through trade and investment. 

The opportunities which working together with our partners 
provi de for exert ing political influence in Europe, the 
Alli ance, eas t -west relations and other areas of concern. 

The fact that political and economic cooperation he lps to 
buttress democracy in Europe and is thus an essential 
concomittant to the Alliance. 

4. The link ed construction of the internal market, the Common 
Agricultural Policy and th e Common External Trade Policy will 
remain the ce ntral . core of the Commun ity subject to the traditional 
rules and procedures. Th e ir maintenance may sometimes invo lve 
quite radica l initiatives such as the steel crisis plan. It is 
also important to develop the intern a l market and to beat off the 
challenge of the protectionists. But they no Longer provide the 
basis or prec edent for further development. 

The main thrust in the future will come through less formal 
interstate coop era tion within a Community fram ework. It will 
concern mainly: 

Economic and monetary matters in both their internal 
Europ ea n and external dimen s ions. 

The subjects covered by political cooperation, th e scope 
of which shou ld be extended and deepened. 

Certa ·i n forms of industrial cooperation including but not 
nece ssar ily confined to the conventional co mmo n policy 
conte xt , and not necessar ily involving any significant new 
public expend1ture. 

As with EMS and the Falklands sanctions, arrangements will 
be more flexible than in the classical Community so that not all 
Member States participate fully in all that is done. There will 
however be a centraL core of countri es involved in the great 
majority of enterprises. It will be da maging to Britain•s overa ll 
interests in the Community to remain permanently outs~de this core. 
A crucial decision may have to be made soon over the future of the 
EMS. France may leave the exchange rat e system or opt for a much 
looser f ~ rm of involvement in it because of the pressures on the 
franc and th e French Government's inab ility adequately to control 
inflation. If this happens you will need to de cide whether it is 
in the Long t e rm British int erest to see the EMS experiment founder 
altogeth<:r, and 11ith it perhaps any chance of exertfng collective 

. Europe c. , influenc e on Arneri can exchange rates; or whether, despi tc 
th e petrocurrency diffi cu lties, ster ling could usefully be involv ed 
in some fo rm of co rnmon d·isc·ipline 1,1ith other Cor~munity curroncies . 

. I. 
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Finally. a few words on the budg~t problem which you will 
once again be confronting at Stuttgart. You will want to achieve 
a ?at·isfactory short ter·m settlemC?nt as soon as possible and 
progress towards Long term arrangements designed to ensure that the 
British imb a l ance 1vi Ll not recur. 

Stutt ga rt is obviously crucial both because of the assurance 
you obtained at the Last European Council and because other govern
ment s w iL L o n l y f i n a L L y de c i de on t h e i r a t t i t u d e to h o 1-1 rn u c h t h e 1 9 8 3 
rebate should be and their tactics for dea ling with the s hort and 
long term when they hea r what you have to say and feel able to assess 
your overall approac h . Before that - in other words at the Foreign 
~inisters' Counci l on 13th June - a number of them will be reluct ~ nt 

to comm it themselves. It may well be only at Stuttgart therefore 
that there will be a r ea l negoti~tipn on the terms of a settlement. 
And even then, it will still no doubt be necessary to finalise the 
det a ils and modalities in the Light of what is ag re ed at Stuttgart, 
in time for in corpora tion, as agreed at the Brusse ls European Council, 
in the draft Community budget for 1984, due to be established on 
22nd July. 

I should like to make four suggestions for the line you should 
take at Stutt ga rt. 

L It is necessary for your colleagues to understand that failure 
to achieve a settlement in accordance with the assurance you received 
at Brussels will provoke a Brit i sh 1-Jithhold. This is not a threat 
wh·ich you should make in public before the meeting . BuL you shou ld 
make crystal clear at Stuttgart that it would be politically i mpossible 
for you to allr-· ; a draft budget for 1984 to be established 1-1hich uoes 
not contain provision for compensation for the Unit~d Kin gdom ; and that 
wer e agreement not re ached in time you would have no option but to take 
unilateral measures to protect your position. 

2. While not accepting linkage between the short and long term, 
and while not committing yourself to any particular outcome or 
principle, you shou ld be prepared to allow work to proce ed on the 
Commission's long term propo sa l for new own re sources, so long as 
it is unde rstood th - t other ideas must be considered as well. 
In this context you will want to keep the idea of a safety net in 
the field. It may or may not be nego tiable as an alternative to 
the Commi ss ion's proposals. But it could be combined as a complement 
to them. 

3. You s hould beware of the enlargement f acto r. An attempt will 
be made by some de l egat ions to equate hostility to ne0 own resourc es 
with a desire to hold up enlargement and to bla me those who query the 
need for new own resources for holding up the enla~gement negotiations • 

. I . 
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4. You should Make it clear that you could only consider the 
Lifting of your objections to new own resources in return for 
arrangements that guarantee a non-recu rr ence of the British problem 
and ~ satisfactory control of agr icultura l expenditure. Your 
colle ag ues at Stuttga rt must be in no doubt that for you to Lift 
your block would be a major ch ange of policy for whic h you require 
really substantial reforms of both the Community's financing system 
and its agricultural policy. This is a more presentationally 
a tt r a. c t i v e a p p r o a c h t h an one lv h i c h i m p l i e s t h a t t h e t' e a r e no 
circumstances in wh ich you would ever permit an increase in own 
resources. It a lso means of course that you must be prepared to 
contemplate changes in the agric ultural field affecting certain 
current British interests as part of the i mpos ition of a more 
disciplined and cost-effective regime. 
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Christopher Tug endhat 

Rt. Hon. Margaret Thatcher. MP. 
P r ~ me t·1 i r.-i s t e r , 
10 Downing Street, 
LONDON Si·J1. 
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PUBLIC SPENDING COI'11'1ITI'1ENTS DURING THE ELECTION 

You wanted a quick assessment of the expenditure commitments 

made by the Prime Minister during the election, and in particular 
a judgement as to whether the Prime Minister had ruled out any 
"cuts" from PEWP plans, wha/ ever such an assertion may mean. 
Here is a quick initial report. I should warn straightaway, 
however, that a very considerable amount of further time and work 
is needed before we can complete this exercise with any degree 
of confidence and satisfaction. In partic11lar we need to see full 
transcripts of allJB5nservative Party's election press conferences, 
and of a number of other radio and TV programmes which may have 
included important statements on the subject. I am pressing 
Conservative Central Office to get the material together as 
quickly as possible, but it is unlikely that this t ask can be 
completed for a good while yet. 

2. In the meantime I should report, first, that I can recall 
no statements at any period during the election by any minister 
which ruled out reductions in individual programmes as a matter 
of principle, the sole exception being reductions in social 
security expenditure which would be in breach of the commitment 
to price protection of the "pledged" benefits. Second, I can 
recall nothing being said which ruled out reductions in the 
"planning 
the PEWP. 
after the 

total" for public spending set out in cash terms of 
Third., the statements about expenditure in the period 

end of the PEWP terminal date were directed to 
answering questions about the possibility of major and drastic 
cuts, almost always concentrated on certain very sensitive 
programmes such as social security, health and so on. To deny 
that the Government has any secret plan for such cuts, or 
envisages that such decisions will have to be made, does not 
mean that the Government's hands are ·t ota1ly tied. I would 
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read the commitments given for the years after 1985-6 to permit, 
without any doubt whatever, reduction s i n the real value of 
any major programme, provided specific commitments such as price 
protection are not broken; to permit a planning total which falls 

in real terms from year to year; and to permit major structural 
changes which do not go as far in scale or character as those 
suggested by the Government's opponents. 

3. Conservative Research Department report that their 
researches in the election archives have not thrown up a 
single statement of any importance by the Prime Minister or 
others which affects such judgements. More important, I have 
carefully examined the transcript of the Weekend World 
programme of J1me 5 in which the Prime Minister was cross
questioned by Brian Walden. I attach the relevant pages, and 
it may be worth noting briefly the gist of what she argued. 

4. Walden was seeking for a long time to get her to commit 
herself to rule out any cuts in the future. Her response to 
that boiled down to the following propositions: 

(a) One can never give any sue~ nnequivocal pledge 
because of uncertainty : 

(b) Nothing is worse than to over-commit yourself 
on, eg . , public spendi ng and then to have to 
pull in the rope: 

(c) Public spending is now planned in cash terms, 
not in real terms, which makes it wrong in 
principle to seek pledges whose underlying 
logic stems from the world of volume planning: 

(d) One of the corollaries of planning in cash terms 
is that one does not automatically increase 
agreed cash totals to allow for the effect of 
unforeseen inflation. But there is nothing 
inconsistent about that, indeed it is simply 
responsible common-sense financial planning: 

(e) As far as the NHS in particular is concerned, 
there can be no such question of automatic 
indexation of the planning total. 

-2-
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5. The other two major TV interviews with the Prime Minister 
were Panorama on May 31, and TV Eye on June 2. Neither contains 
anything of great importance on the expenditure front. I shall 
be circulating them separately because of their wider interest, 
however, not least because they contain. some interesting remarks 
about the employment prospect. No doubt you will let me know 
if there are any other specific questions to which you want 
answers in the immediate future. 

A N RIDLEY 





CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE COMMITMENTS 

FROM: G W MONGER 
DATE: 23 June 1983 

cc Chief Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Wilding 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Mountfield 
Mr Hart 
Mr Ridley 
Ms Seammen 

Mr Ridley's minute of 21 June discussed the question whether any 
commitments have been given which constrain us on public expenditure. 

2. During the election campaign, Mr Fowler gave a promise on health. 
According to "The Times" on 8 June he said on the previous day at a 
Conservative Party Press Conference: 

"We have set out our spending· plans in the White Paper 
and these plans will be subject to further consideration 
and upwards review if that is necessary. We are not 
making a commitment on the amount of money we will be 
spending above what is in the public expenditure White 
Paper. There is no question of a downward review taking 
place on the public expenditure White Paper figures 
already published." 

3. This promise is not perhaps quite so damaging as it appears 
at first sight. In practice, the question on health will be 
whether we can resist an increase in the provision. Nevertheless, 
it is clearly unfortunate that Mr Fowler should have made this 
promise. As far as I know, Treasury Ministers were not consulted. 

4. During the campaign, the Prime Minister also repeated the 1979 
pledges against the introduction of hotel charges for stays in 
hospital and GP consultation fees. She also said that exemptions from 
charges would continue. Although it is a pity that any options 
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were closed, the damage is again less than it might have been. 
We always thought that the two charges mentioned by the Prime 
Minister would be the most difficult to obtain. The fact that 
the 1979 pledge against any new charges was not repeated still 
leaves it open to us to argue for less difficult charges such as 
cost-related drug charges and a GP registration fee. We are also 
free to argue for some privatisation of the ophthalmic and dental 
services. As for exemptions, there was no commitment as to their 
scale, so we shall be able to argue for a reduction in them. 

5. On social security, the major constraint is of course the 
Manifesto pledge to protect the value of the pension and other 
related long-term benefits. There are afso the pledges to abolish 
the pensioners' earnings rule, but only "as soon as we can" and to 
continue the payment of the Christmas bonus. We do not know of 
any further commitment during the Election. 

G W MONGER 

23 June 1983 
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CONFIDENTIAL AND STRICTLY PERSONAL 

~Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

London SWIA 2AH 

Sir Antony Acland KCMG KCVO 
Permanent Under-Secretary of State 

5 August 1983 

PERM. SEC'S. OFFICE 

P E Middleton Esq 
HM TREASURY 

HONG KONG: BANKINCT MATTERS 

Action 

Copies 

To 

I 
_hlf< KE2Q 
M~ 1-.Jn-~~ 

Sir Antony Acland, who is now on leave, was most 
grateful for your recent help over Hong Kong banking questions 
and will make sure that you are kept in touch with any 
developments. · 

Meanwhile, he thought youmight find it useful to see 
the enclosed paper on the Hong Kong Monetary System. This has 
been prepa~ed for the talks with the Chinese in Peking and 
contains a good deal of useful general background. Much of it 
will, of course, be familiar to you but it drmvs the various · 
threads together quite well . 

As you see, the paper is only graded 'Confidential' but, 
because of its use in the talks, we should be grateful if you 
w6uld restrict its circulation fairly closely. 

I am writing similarly to Mr ~~cliahon. 

Barbara Hay 
Assistant Private Secretary 
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THE MONETARY SYSTEM OF HONG KONG 

Hong Kong 

29 July 1983 
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THE MONETARY SYSTEM OF HONG KONG 

SUMMARY 

A wide spread of businesses, both loca 1 and 

internationa 1, providing financi a 1 and many ancillary 

services, combine to make Hong Kong one of the world 1 s 

leading international financial centres. The. services 

sector contributes 25% of GDP. There are many factors 

which have contributed to this development, the important 

one being underlying confidence in the stability of 

government, the steadiness and predictability of . its 

policies, and the integrity of the administration of 

justice. An example of this is confidence that exchange 

controls will not be introduced. If confidence failed, 

Hong Kong would quickly cease to be a financial centre 

since the relevant assets and people- are highly mobile. 

Other competing regional centres, for example Singapore, . 

would be only too ready to take over Hong Kong's lead. 

2. As a financial centre it is dependent on a group of 

highly skilled and internationally experienced professional 

people who are attracted and retained by the economic, 

legal and social environment of Hong Kong. Without them 

Hong Kong's position could not be maintained. 

3. The currency of Hong Kong is the Hong Kong dollar. 

The exchange rate floats. There is no Government 

undertaking to hold it fixed by 

currency. There are no exchange 

purpose of the Exchange . Fund is to 

reference to any other 

controls. While the 

influence the exchange 

rate, because of the open nature of the Hong Kong financial 

system the Government cannot fix or hold the rate at any 

particular level. 
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4. The bulk of the Government's financial assets are 

held by the Exchange Fund. The Fund's assets are held 

mostly in foreign currencies and are managed by the Hong 

Kong Government under the direction of the Financial 

Secretary so as to provide high liquidity at all times. 

The British Government plays no part in the management of 

the Fund and gains no benefit from it. 

5. Reflecting its position as a leading international 

financial centre and the largest in Asia, Hong Kong has a 

mature foreign exchange market. There is also a 

well-developed interbank market in Hong Kong dollars. 

There are four stock exchanges, which are scheduled to be 

unified; the stock market, which attracts substantial 

investment from overseas, is a significant ·source of new 

capital to the business sector. H~ng Kong also has a large 

local gold market, as well as proviaing facilities for 

trading gold in London, and a commodities futures market. 

6. we 11 as locally. incorporated banks, inter.-

national banks are widely active in Hong Kong. Of 135 

licensed banks 100 are foreign based. In addition, a 

further 115 foreign banks maintain representative offices. 

There are 29 licensed DTCs and 321 registered DTCs. These 

institutions with assets of about $950 billion, are active 

in a wide range of services incll,;lding the provis.ion of a 
! 

substantial amount of finance for Hong Kong's economy and 

trade, which are dependent on them. 
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7. Banks and DTCs are supervised in accordance with 

the principles of supervision agreed by the Committee on 

Banking Regulations and Supervisory Practices which meets 

regularly in Switzerland. 

8. The Government's instruments of monetary policy 

include intervention in the foreign exchange market, and 

influence over interest rates both through the Hong Kong 

Association of Banks (where the Bank of China is one of 

three continuing members of the Committee) and by operating 

in the interbank money market. 

CONFIDENTIA L 
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THE MONETARY SYSTEM* OF HONG KONG 

{ 1) CURRENCY 

{a) History 

The currency of Hong Kong is the Hong Kong dollar. 

Until 1935, Hong Kong like China, operated on a silver 

standard, but when China abandoned the silver standard Hong 

Kong followed. The dollar was then .pegged to sterling, at 

a rate which remained unchanged until 1967. · Meanwhile, 

soon after the outbreak of the second world war Hong Kong 

became part of what was known as the Overseas Sterling 

Area; this meant operating within the net of exchange 

controls set by the UK authorities. 

2. Although the dollar held fast to sterling when 

sterling was devalued in 1949, in 1967 the dollar was not 

devalued to the same extent as· ste.r ling against other 

currencies; nevertheless, it remained pegged to sterling, 

albeit at a new higher rate. When sterling was floated in 

June 1972 and the sterling area was dismantled, the dollar 

became in effect a fully independent currency. It was held 

within a narrow margin around a central rate ·against the US 

dollar until 1974, but since then has been floating, 

without the government undertaking to hold it fixed by 

reference to any other currency. Since 1972 there have 

been no exchange controls on the conversion of the dollar 

into other currencies. 

* "Dollar" and "$" refer to the Hong Kong dollar 

unless otherwise specified. 
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(b) Notes and coin 

3. Notes are issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai 

Banking Corporation and the Chartered Bank. Apart from a 

very small fiduciary element ($95 million), the note issue, 

which currently totals some $13 billion, is backed by 

non-interest-bearing deposits which the issuing banks hold 

with the Government's Exchange Fund: the Fund issues 

certificates of indebtedness to the banks against these 

deposits. This procedure ensures that the seignorage 

(profits) from the note issue accrue to the Hong Kong 

Government which, in turn, meets most of the costs of the 

note issue. Coins are issued directly by the Hong Kong 

Government against payments to the Exchange Fund. 

CONFIDENTIAL r~ 
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(2) EXCHANGE FUND . 

(a) Background 

4. The Hong Kong Government Exchange Fund was 

established in 1935 under the Exchange Fund Ordinance 

(Chapter 66) From its inception the Fund has held the 

backing for the note issue (as described above) • In more 

recent years the backing for the coin 

other than working balances, from the 

revenue. account (the fiscal reserves) 

issue and surpluses, 

Government's general 

and other funds have 

been consolidated into the Exchange Fund, so that nowadays 

the Fund holds the bulk of the Government's financial 

. assets. Operationally the Fund issues interest- bearing 

debt certificates in Hong Kong dollars to the general 

account or other fund in exchange for the surpluses 

deposited with it. 

(b) The Fund's balance sheet 

5. Thus, the liabilities of the Exchange Fund comprise 

certificates of indebtedness issued to the note-issuing 

bank, debt certificates issued to other government accounts 

and the Fund's liability in respect of the coin issue. 

6. _ The assets of the Fund are held mainly in foreign 

currencies, but also in Hong Kong dollars. The foreign 

currency holdings are spread amongst US dollars, Canadian 

dollars, Deutschemarks, Swiss francs, guilders, yen and 

sterling. The assets are mainly held in the form of 

deposits with major banks, securities issued or guaranteed 

by governments that enjoy the highest internationa 1 credit 

standings, and securities issued by certain internationa 1 

institutions such as the European Investment Bank, the 

International Bank for Construction and Development and the 

Asian Development Bank. The assets are managed so as to 

provide high liquidity at all times. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(c) Role and management 

7. Under the Exchange Fund Ordinance (Chapter 66), the 

Fund "shall be used for such purposes as the Financial 

Secretary thinks fit affecting either directly or 

indirectly the exchange value of the Hong Kong dollar and 

for other purposes incidentai thereto." The Fund is 

managed by the Monetary Affairs Branch of the Government 

Secretariat, under the control and direction of the 

Financial Secretary, in consultation with an Exchange Fund 

Advisory Committee. The British . Government plays no part 

in the management of the Exchange Fund and gains no benefit 

from it. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(3) FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND MONEY MARKETS 

(a) Foreign exchange market 

8. Hong Kong, as a major component of the 

internationa 1 financial system, has a mature foreign 

exchange market where the loca 1 currency and major 

international currencies ·are actively traded. The 

development of this market has been an integral part of 

Hong Kong's emergence as a principal international 

financial centre and the largest in Asia. The absence of 

any exchange controls and confidence that such controls 

wi 11 not be introduced are two factors which have 

specifically stimulated the development of the foreign 

exchange market. Another is the fact that internationa 1 

banks trade through their Hong Kong offices at times when 

other centres are closed. Meanwhile, the continuous 

requirements of local industry and commerce in relation to 

their transactions with the rest of tne world have ensured 

active trading of the local currency. 

(b) Local money market 

9. There is also a well developed "interbank" market, 

where wholesale Hong Kong dollar deposits are traded among 

the banks and deposit-taking companies. Other short-term 

instruments are less in evidence than in some other 

centres, partly because the Goverl1ment is not itself active 

as a regulator of the monetary system's reserves through 

open market operations in such instruments, as is the case 

in most capitalist economies. Thus, although some bills of 

exchange are held in portfolios, they are not greatly 

traded. The same has been true of certificates of deposit 

(CDs) until quite recently, but the seco~dary market in 

locally issued CDs has become more active of late, having 

been helped by the Government's decision to allow CDs 

issued by licensed banks and licensed depos i t-~ak ing 

companies to count to a limited extent towards the 

statutory liquidity requirement of all banks and 

deposit-taking companies. 
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10. Hong Kong's outstanding borrowings from the Asian · 

Development Bank amount to some $0.5 billion. For 

constitutional reasons, these are guaranteed by the British 

Government. There is a sma 11 amount of Government-

guaranteed debt issued by 

bonds and notes issued 

Government - owned bodies, 

by the Mass Transit 

namely 

Railway 

Corporation, and notes issued by the Hong Kong Building and 

Loan Agency: the total outstanding is some $0.9 billion. 

But there is no marketable.direct Government debt. 
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(4) OTHER MARKETS 

(a) Stock markets 

11. There are at present four stock exchanges in Hong 

Kong: the Far East Exchange, th~ Hong Kong Stock Exchange, 

the Kam Ngan Stock Exchange and the Kowloon Stock Exchange. 

12. As a result of the Stock Exchanges Unification 

Ordinance (Chapter 361) a 11 members of the four existing 

stock exchanges have been invited to apply for membership 

of a new Exchange Company, The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 

Limited, which will have the exclusive right to operate a 

stock market in Hong Kong from a date to be appointed by 

the Financial Secretary. The unification will bring better 

overall management of the exchanges and provide more 

effective regulation. 

13. The stock exchanges represen~ a major source of 

capital to local enterprises and have ~ttracted sign(ficant 

overseas investor interest. The total of· new capital 

raised on the exchanges was $10. 1 billion in 19 81, $1.3 

billion in 1982, and $1.0 billion in the first half of 1983. 

14. The Securities Commission, appointed by the 

Governor and including a majority of unofficial· members, is 

responsible for ensuring compliance with the Securities 

Ordinance (Chapter 233), the Protection of Investors 

Ordinance (Chapter 335) and the Stock Exchanges Unification 

Ordinance (Chapter 361). The Securities Ordinance 

regulates registration of dealers and investment advisers 

and trading practices in securities, and provides for the 

establishment of a compensation fund and the elimination of 

improper trading practices. The Protection of Investors 

Ordinance aims at protecting investors by prohibiting the 

use of fraudulent or reck less means to induce investors to 

buy or sell securities or to take part in investment 

arrangements, 

publications. 

and regulates the issue of 
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15. The staff- of the ·office of· the Commissioner· of 

Securities 

securities 

monitor financial transactions 

and scrutinize unusual movements in 

concerning 

individual 

prices. Th <:Y also investigate possible instances of 

insider dealing. 

(b) Gold 

16. The Chinese Gold and Silver Exchange Society 

operates a gold bullion market which is estimated to be 

among the four largest in the world. Gold traded in the 

Society is of 99 percent fineness, weighed in taels and 

quoted in Hong Kong dollars. Prices, ·after allowing for 

exchange rate fluctuations, parallel those in other major 

markets of London, Zurich and New York. Membership of the 

Society is closed to 194 member firms. 

17. 

activity 

There is a second gold market in Hong Kong'· 

in which has been growing in recent year~, the 

so-called 

take place 

loco-London gold market. Dealings principally 

in US dollars per troy ounce of · 99.95 percent 

fine gold, with delivery in London. Major international 

gold-trading companies are the main participants in this 

market. 

18. The trading of gold futures takes place in the 

Commodity Exchange. Prices are quoted in US dollars per 

troy ounce of 99.5 percent fine gold, with a minimum lot of 

.100 ounces. Early contracts required delivery to. an 

approved vault in London. Local delivery is also now 

available. Trading has so far been on a small scale. 
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{c) Commodities Exchange 

19 . The Commodities Trading Ordinance {Chapter 250) , 

commodity futures contracts in Hong 

Kong Commodity Exchange ' Limited, 

is the only company which has been 

regulates trading in 

Kong. The Hong 

established in 1977, 

granted a licence under the Ordinance to operate a 

commodity exchange in Hong Kong. Four contracts are 

available: gold, cotton, sugar and soya- beans. 

{d) Financial futures 

20. The possibility of establishing a financial futures 

exchange in Hong Kong to be linked with London or Chicago 

is being examined . 
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(5) DEPOSIT-TAKING INSTITUTIONS 

(a) Introduction 

21. Three classes of institution are permitted to 

accept deposits: licensed banks, licensed deposit-taking 

companies (DTCs) and registered DTCs. This structure · was 

adopted by the Government with two principal aims in mind: 

to ~xert some influence over interest rates and to protect 

so far as reasonably possible the interests of depositors. 

(i) Licensed banks 

22. The licensing authority for banks is the Governor 

in Council. The criteria against which applicants are 

judged are set out at Annex A. Only licensed banks may. 

operate cheque accounts. They enjoy a monopoly of deposits 

in denominations of less than $50, 000 _(or the equivalent in 

another currency) • They also have the sole right t-o take 

deposits of less than $500,000 with an original term to 

maturity of less than three months. The maximum rates of 

interest payable on deposits with maturities up to 15 

months less one day are fixed from time to. time by the 

Committee of the Hong Kong Association of Banks (HKAB), 

with the exception that banks may compete freely for 

deposits of $500,000 or more taken for less than three 

months. HKAB is statutorily constituted under the Hong 

Kong Association of Banks Ordinance (Chapter 364): all 

banks must be members and observe the maximum rates; the 

Committee comprises three continuing members - the Hongkong 

and Shanghai Banking Corporation, the Chartered Bank and 

the Bank of China - and nine elected members. 
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(ii) Licensed deposit-taking companies 

23. Licensed DTC's may take deposits with no limitation 

as to their term to maturity but with a minimum size of 

$500,000 (or equivalent). There are no restrictions on the 

interest rates they may offer. The authority to grant 

licences to deposit-taking companies rests with the 

Financia 1 Secretary. Licensed status is reserved for large 

companies which have a minimum issued share capital of $100 

million and paid up capita 1 of $75 million and which meet 

certain other criteria outlined in Annex B. 

(iii) Registered deposit-taking companies 

24. Registered DTC's are restricted to taking deposits 

of $50,000 or more with an original term to maturity of at 

least three months. The authority to register DTC 1 s rests 

with the Commissioner for Deposft.:.ta-~ing Companies. The 

Commissioner has, at the direction of the Governor, 

restricted new registrations to companies which, as well as 

meeting certain basic criteria such as minimum paid-up 

capital of $10 million, are more than 50% owned by banks in 

Hong Kong or elsewhere. 

(b) Numbers of deposit-taking institutions 

25. In Hong Kong there are 135 licensed banks, 29 

licensed . DTC's and 321 registered DTC's. In addition 115 

foreign banks have representative offices. The 

table shows the distribution of licensed banks 

place of incorporation: 
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Place of 
incorporation 

Hong Kong 

China 

USA 

Canada 

Japan 

UK 

France 

Germany 

12 

Other parts of Europe 

Other 

Total 

Total 

35* 

9 

21 

6 

13 

8 

7 

8 

8 

20 

135 

* includes 3 unincorporated banks 

There are 1, 373 bank . branches. The number at the 

end June in the four years 1979 . to 1982 was respectivly 

852, 964, 1091 and 1, 269. 

(c) Monetary sector statistics 

27. At the end of May 1983, ' total assets of all 

deposit-taking institutions (i.e. banks and DTCs) were $943 

billion with the following breakdown: 

Total assets 

($bn) % 

Licensed banks 658.4 70 

Licensed DTCs 62.7 7 

Registered DTCs 221.9 23 

All institutions 943.0 100 
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The breakdown of currency denomination of these assets is 

as follows: 

Total assets 

($bn) % 

Hong Kong dollars 328.4 35 

Foreign currencies(*) 614. 6 65 

(mostly in US$} 

All institutions 943.0 100 

Note:(*) converted to their Hong Kong dollar 

equivalents. 

28. The proportion of assets denominated in foreign 

currencies has been increasing • . The proportion at the end 

of May 1983 was 65% compared with 55% at the end of .1980. 

While Hong Kong dollar denominated assets increased by 147% 

between the end of 1980 and the end of May 1983, foreign 

currency denominated assets increased by 280%. The pattern 

reflects Hong Kong's growing importance as an international 

financial centre, and particularly its emergent role as a 

foreign currency funding centre. 

29. Total deposits (defined as deposits from customers 

i.e. excluding those from loc;:al or overseas banks or 

DTCs) with all deposit-taking institutions as at the end of 

May 1983 were $249.4 billion with the following breakdowns 

by currency and by type of institution: 
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Foreign 
currency 

$HK de,eosits deposits(*) 
( $bn) ($bn) 

Licensed banks 106.8 . 10 0. 5 

Licensed DTCs 3.3 8.0 

Registered DTCs 21.3 9.5 

All institutions 131.4 118.0 

Note:(*) converted to their Hong Kong dollar 

equivalents. 

Total 
( $bn) _ 

207.3 

11.3 

30.8 

249.4 

The proportion of deposits denominated in Hong Kong dollars 

was 53% at the end of May 1983. This is lower than the 

corresponding figure of 86% at the end of 1980, largely 

reflecting the expansion of foreign- currency business 

mentioned above, but also influenced by -some switching· out 

of Hong Kong dollar time deposits, often on a · swap basis, 

because they have remained subject to interest tax. 

30. Total loans and advances extended by all 

deposit-taking institutions as at the end of May 1983 were 

$358.0 billion with the following breakdown by type of 

loans: 

To finance visible trade of Hong Kong 

To finance merchandising trade 
not touching Hong Kon g 

--
Other loans for use in Hong Kong 

Other loans for use outside Hong Kong 

Other loans where the place of use is 
not known 

Total 

Loan and 
advances 

($bn) 

28.3 

2.6 

197.8 

113.3 

16.0 

358.0 

% 

7.9 

0.7 

35.3 

31.6 

4.5 

100.0 

~ 

' 
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(e) Prudential supervision 

31. The Commissioner of Banking is the authority for 

the prudential supervision of licensed banks. He is also 

the Commissioner of Deposit-taking Companies, with 

responsibility for the prudentia 1 supervision of 

deposit-taking companies. 

32. The code of behaviour for banks and deposit-taking 

companies is laid down by the Legislative Counci 1 in the 

Banking Ordinance (Chapter 155) and the Deposit-taking 

Companies Ordinance (Chapter 328), which stipulate, among 

other things, minimum levels of capital adequacy and 

liquidity, and maximum holdings of certain classes of asset 

for example, shareho ldings, rea 1 estate and unsecured 

lending to directors and director-related companies. 

33. The Commissioner's office e.xercises, under his 

direction, a comprehensive system of prud~ntial . 

supervision. This approach is in line with trends in 

banking supervision which have developed internationally. 

34. The Commissioner's office includes an Internat ion a 1 

Division, which obtains monthly returns from the overseas 

branches of Hong Kong incorporated · banks and deposit-taking 

companies, and sends examination teams overseas to examine 

such branches (where this is permitted by the local 

authorities). The Government acce~ts the principles of the 

revised Concordat issued by ~he Committee on Banking 

Regulations and Supervisory Practices, which meets 

regularly at Basle in Switzerland, and also accepts and is 

putting into practice through the Commissioner's office, 

the principle of world-wide consoldiated supervision of 

banking groups based in Hong Kong • 
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(6) MONETARY POLICY 

35. The monetary system of Hong Kong may be 

distinguished from that of most other capita list economies 

in that there is, as noted earlier, no direct marketable 

Government debt, and no central bank. In fact the typical 

functions of a central bank are performed in Hong Kong 

either by the Government (e.g. managing the foreign 

exchange reserves through the Exchange Fund: supervising 

the commercial banks ·through the Commissioner's office) or 

by selected banks themselves (e.g. issuing notes; acting as 

bankers to the government). 

36. The Government has the following monetary policy 

instruments at its disposal: 

(i) Intervention in the foreign exchange 

market 

The Exchange Fund is constituted for 

the purpose of influencing the 

exchange value ·of the dollar. This 

it can do by buying or selling the 

dollar against foreign currency in 

the market through its bankers and by 

operating in the interbank market. 

With a free exchange market and a 

highly open economy;,' the Exchange 

Fund is not able to fix the exchange 

rate or hold it at any particular 

level. Thus, for example, 

intervention during the past year has 

not been able to halt a further drop 

in the exchange rate of the Hong Kong 

dollar stemming in part from lack of 

confidence. 
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(ii) Influence over bank interest rates 

All licensed 

certain rules 

As soc i at ion of 

banks 

of 

Banks 

are bound by 
the Hong 

(HKAB). 
Kong 

This 
sets maximum interest rates payable 

on bank deposits of original 

maturities up to 15 months less a 

day, the only exception being 
deposits of $500,000 or more for 
terms of less than 3 months, for 
which banks may compete freely. 

In setting these maximum rates, 

HKAB is statutorily obliged to 

consult the Financial Secretary, 

although the final decision on the 

rates rests with the Association 

alone. 

(iii) Money market intervention 

The Exchange 

which enables 

of the local 

Fund operates a scheme 

it to draw funds out 

interbank market and 

ensure that these funds are not 

directly recycled into that market. 

This arra.ngement, whic;:h depends upon 

the cooperation of the Fund's 

bankers, is capable of tightening up 

the money market and putting upward 

pressure on market interest rates in 

the short term, and may be used to 

support a particular level of HKAB 

rates, or to signal an adjustment to 

those rates. 
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(iv) Liquidity ratio 

The Financial Secretary has the power 

to · vary, in pursuance of monetary 

policy objectives, the minimum 

statutory liquidity ratios applicable 

to banks and deposit-taking 

companies, but this power has never 

been exercised. 

Monetary policy dep~nds upon the spirit of 

cooperation and mutual trust that exists between the 

Government and the financial community, and upon the 

recognition by both parties of their common interest in the 

maintnenace of monetary stability and confidence, both 

domestically and internationally. 
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(7) HONG KONG AS AN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE 

38. Hong Kong's position as a major international 

financial centre depends on the continued presence of large 

numbers of banks and deposit-taking companies; insurance 

companies; companies specialising in the management of 

pension funds and unit trusts, etc; foreign exchange and 

money brokers; stock and commodity brokers; accountants; 

lawyers; actuaries; average adjusters and others; which 

combine to provide a full range of services in the 

financial and related fields at an international level. 

Moreover, many providing these services are themselves 

overseas companies which have chosen to establish a 

presence in Hong Kong . Many of their customers are also 

overseas. If confidence failed, Hong Kong would quickly 

cease to be a financial centre since the relevant assets 

and people are highly mobile. Other competing regional 

centres, for example Singapore, would- be only too ready to 

take over Hong Kong's lead. These centres have made no 

secret of their desire to drain away money, enterprises and 

people from Hong Kong because of uncertainty. 

39. There is a variety of reasons why Hong Kong has 

evolved to such a position. International companies have 

been attracted to operate in Hong Kong, or to transact 

business through Hong Kong, because of its long record of 

stable and predictable government operating free of 

external control and its sound ;na well understood legal 

framework linked to the UK system and with recourse to an 

independent Judiciary. Taxation is comparatively low by 

international standards . Moreover, apart from essential 

prudential regulation, modest taxation, and the requirement 

that the Banks should consult the Government on interest 

rates , the Government does not inteJ;fere in business, and 

allows market forces full play . 
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40. Hong Kong also provides a satisfactory working and 

living environment for the highly mobile professionai 

people required in a financial centre, and there is a 

flexible market in well educated and qualified staff at all 

levels. Thus, companies operating in Hong Kong can be 

reasonably confident of being able to attract necessary 

staff for their own business, whether locally or from 

overseas, and of obtaining the essential ancillary services 

that they may require. 

41. Hong Kong's geographic position allows it to act as 

a time link in international financial markets which 

operate around the clock on a 24 hour basis. Hong Kong has 

·developed and maintained excellent communications with the 

rest of the world, in respect of both transport and 

telecommunications, which are essential elements to its 

international trading role. 

42. Hong Kong would never have achieved its pre - eminent 

position in · the financial services field, and would be 

unlikely to sustain it, were it not for underlying 

international confidence in the stability of government, in 

the steadiness of its policies, and in the integrity of the 

administration of justice . 
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Annex A 

LICENSING POLICY FOR BANKS 

(Based on Speech by the Financial Secretary 

in the Leg _is lat i ve Co unci 1 on 2 7 May 19 81) 

(a) Applications would be accepted for licences to 

be granted under section 7 of the Banking 

Ordinance from banks incorporated outside · Hong 

Kong which satisfy the following criteria: 

(i) incorporation in countries the 

monetary authorit.ies of which 

exercise effective supervision and 

have no objection to the 

establishment of a branch in Hong 

Kong; 

(ii) total assets (less contra items) in 

excess of US$12, 000 million (this 

figure to be reviewed annually 

against the list of the world's 

largest banks in The Banker) ; 

(iii) avai lability of some acceptable form 

of re9iprocity to Hong Kong banks. 

' . 
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{b) Each licence granted would be subject to the 

following conditions: 

(i) the bank may maintain offices to which 

customers have access for the purpose of 

any business, including banking business, 

in~luding banking business, in only one 

building. In this context the word office 

includes any automated teller mach in·e or 

similar termina 1 device which provides 

'facilities to customers of the bank; 

(ii) the bank will become a member of the Hong 

Kong Association of Banks and thereafter, 

in accordance with and subject to the 

provisions of section 7(1) of the Hong 

Kong Association of Banks Ordinance,. 

remain a member of the Association. 

' (c) The Governor in Council would retain discretion 

to refuse any such applications even though the 

criteria were satisfied. 
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Annex B 

LICENSING POLICY ON DEPOSIT-TAKING COMPANIES 

{Based on Speech by the Financial Secretary 

in the Legislative Council on 29 April 1981) 

{a) Minimum issued and paid-up shared capital of 

HK$100 million and HK$75 million respectively; 

{b) The applicant company is registered in Hong 

Kong or, if incorporated outside Hong Kong, it 

is subject to adequate prudential superivion by 

the recognised banking authorities of its 

country of inooporation; and that it was a 

registered deposit-taking company on lOth April 

1981 (the date on which the Deposit~taking 

Companies (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 1981 was 

gazetted) • 

{c) The company has actively traded as a 

deposit-taking company for at least three years 

before the date of application; 

(d) The company is in r.eputable ownership (and that 

the beneficial owner of any holding of 10% or 

more of the voting · sha're capita 1 is 

identifiable and reputable). 

{e) The management of the company is in fit and 

proper hands (and the same should apply to the 

head office of the company if it is outside 

Hong Kong) • 
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p .: ) The company should be in good standing in the 

Hong Kong (and, if relevant, in the 

internationa) money markets. 

(g) The company should have substantial assets (net 

of contra items) on its books in Hong Kong with 

a record of steady growth and prudent trading 

for at least three years. 
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SECRET AND PE-RSONAL 

Foreign and Commonweahh Office 

London SWlA 2AH 

23 August, 1983 

Prime Minister's Strategy Meeting 

I I enclose a copy of the paper on the European Community 
which has been prepared by the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office and the European Secretariat for the Prime Minister's 
strategy meeting. As you know, this will now take place on 
15 September . 

A copy of the paper goes to all other participants in 
the meeting at which this subject will be discussed . 

J 0 Kerr Esq 
HM Treasury 

~fA;-. ~ 

(J E Holmes~~ 
Private Secretary 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 

lNTH.ODUC'l' ION 

1. We are at a mornent of opportunity in our Community 

membership. Our influence over the Community's development in 

the years ahead should be considerably stronger than it has 

been in the past. In the immediate future we shall be heavily 

preoccupied with securing the right answers from the 

negotiation begun at Stuttgart. But we need nmJ to set about 

getting a clearer idea of the sort of Community we want, and 

the way we want it to develop if we are to make full use of 

our opportunities in the longer term - over, say, the next 5 

years . . This paper· seeks to identify for further study a 

number of areas in which the development and strengthening of 

the community could be advantageous to us. 

THE OPPOR'rUN ITY 

2. We are at a moment . of opportunity in our Corr,muni ty 

inembership for a number of reasons: 

(i) The election should have settled the ''in or out" question 

once and for all; even the Labour Party are at last showing 

signs of recognising this. That will strengthen our position 

in Europe. 

(ii) The balance of power a~ong member states has shifted. 

'l'he Franco/German relationship is less close than it was and 

the relationship which the Prime Minister has established with 

Chancellor Kohl has already proved its importance in a 

decisive fashion. The Prime Minister's seniority and 

experienc~ Jn th~ ~uLopean Council will greatly help us to 

achieve our objectives; 
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·- .. · .... - ~.~· !, •, ~- ~ .. : ·. ' .) ·::·: f ~.-~. · -

th~t·e • are $;i gn$ : .tha.t ,. a ; gqoq . number of rnem ber states now accept 
. · • . • , • .. 1 J ..... : ' :·. .· ...~. ..... _ _..: ~-; _( _ r 

that :Fsome ;su,.ch .syst;.em , .isc_ in.~vi taple . Even if the principle 
• .. ,. .. . , . :.: · ~l 1.,-; ,· • • .t ! 3 • ... :_;: i: ("I J l .. ·j !.~ 

·ci .: . · is ~:a;€q~p.ted., th~ leveL at which a safety net is set will be 
' ,, ·-; .1 .tlJ:J.!.: i !.,:_)~·; ··' .• :· .. -·;·j.-;,,·,_• . · -' - ·: r~ : ~r r;.·: I_: f'£!.1 

"' ; . :. · · .. ·( · >lia·t"d:dfoU:gh t ·. 
..: '.! j ; .l 

~ · ~- - ~ -- ~: !:: ·. .• -~ -- ···- ~· r_. .•-· · .< '·· ·.' .• •• J - _;! :· :."'! ;· :_; 

6. we are also putting on the table a proposal for a binding 
) ~ .: ... . . ~ . _.. I ::~ '· .· 

financial guideline to control the rate of increase of 

agricultural expenditure. T~is would ensure that the annual 

-decl:s:ion;3' .:Q f , p.gr; iG1,lLtur~ . JllLniste.rs are in . future subject to an 
.... . .. ' • .... .: . .• j . : •.. ' ; ; .1 :~ ·_, ! . ' J. - ~ . i : .. J • ' - _,: .!. ,, 

a ~ e:xternally · impq_seP: ~·~r~nci~_l . . constr;_aint. 
r 4 ., .• •.:: : ~ 1 .I. ~ .: i_ I 1: ; ; , ;: • • •-' ' :) • \ .:i l •, 

We need also to put 

·our .:·ful"l ,,we,t ,ght; , q~h~· nd .improvem~nts in the CAP commodity 
• ,_ ! . - .. .. ~;.:_ .. .J _: .. f":: ) r;· .. ·:_~--~- ·--:~~ 

·. · r ~gimes thems~lvesL . ,inc:luding a .prudent price policy and the 
. ·.. '( ·- -'!..- L!_. i .. - .r · .. _ ::~-? -~ .\ .· ·--,:-.:~:·.-.. ;· .-.-. 

ending ~ q~ ~ o~~n-epg~§ , guara0tees, which are not appropriate to 
I . • • . - .. ' .. .. I ·; C' f1.! . :t .~: :~: .. :-: .. -~.. . ~.5 ~-; .. I' ' • ' :··:, 

-~ : . .!" • ~ r . - a : ,c:omm~J.lni ty ,. wh~.c;:h . i~ l<rrg~lY .. self-sufficient or more for many 
. . . . . -· . ··: '· "" ! · - .} J .=; :> .: .. -L :·.- ( .::• ·\ ! ) ··f , .: -· : . . , . . -.. 

) 

\<.' r.'. · : f. ;c~ .. - .rtla.jp,r , c:9mrnqqiti.~s a ,nd_ y.7hose subsidised exports cause serious 
. •.... - -'-o/ , j, ... I • .:. ~ · , -~ ' ff.>~~·t~:~·· J :.~- ; :-;_: ;.:· ,_. ~~ (;~-~ .. --~L. ' '• ~-

· .. ···. c 

' ·: ! ~problrems.:' :~vi ,t_h:: r.~j<?jrl.1e1 ,of !JD:r trading partners. The entrenched 
- -~ · : .:: _; n ~: !-~ : --~ ~) -:- ._- .:i .. :t 1 \ . .~ : :.._.. : ,;: 

- :.-:· : l. 

:.: ·; >i :n terrr:e$.t~,. _pf ~: ~: \1 ~1.!:\~ .. ~·E?F: 9{ fv}EJnl~e~- -,~. ~a;~,e~~' ;, ~_ no~ -.~~·cl uding our own) 

will make it hard to get the · improveutents ' ~~~ded but the VAT 
. ·l I.:; ~--_. -~· t.4 _: ; . ..~ 

ceiling is beginning to change attitudes. The Commission 

paper will not make our task any easier. It does not deal 
~~ ~-~ ·. 

'·-··i:: ,_, r " . ;;:J ·· ' ·' ~:f£e.c.t<iveJy .w.::q:p J);l£r .J?,fPp.l,~~-" o_r _surpl,use-5;-··many of the 
• 4. . . . .. ... ...) 4 · •• •• ~ .... · --~ .:~ • • 1:;, F :, .r -: :._·· ~:-~~'1 ,_ .:.:~ 

.:r: .: ·· .~ .I :· ' .. sa;v.in_g,s ':·. ~t p.rp..gop_es _f'lr_~ - _bogus and do no more . than transfer 
· ... • .J • ·' · -· . ! ~t (j .; ~.. . · : J I ~ : _; ·.) ··:(.I ~· -~:J.i ('p ~-:~~: · -~ ,_... (-. ~- ·... . 

·.! .:::: •. _, --- -·'; the; 19_~:.rq~_n~ ,.frorn ~h~ . ;<:;<Jitl!'ll .ur .ity budget to the co'nsumer; and the 
. - . .. ·"- ' _. :. '_: ~.) ·1 :J (; j_ ~~-; j ~-: f_:. f:l~::-~ ·;. ~.:} )· ,··_;- ... ··:. . 

. . ' 
~ ... . r , pa:pe::(; : ~di;~P.t.c3:Y~" ·~ de.sA.r€7 t,o solve the problems of the CAP at 

. ... . .. . .... .. •. '() ,;• r_, . >.:;' ;') ' (~ j '1 C· :~ ::: ~;' ·: ,::, :~ ~ . . 

.F "Jc:~ .:-.~'>·'- :; the :. ~XB~n~~ :,<;?f..J tb~.rd r c?:t;tfJt:r:i~s. '. contrary to the 
.1 -t ~-J -. - .-.r ..... J; .. : S ,!.;. t : ~ ·-, ~- ·· _"; ... . ~ f, : • --

Community's 

'.-· :: ·' c.:· ;'· .•:.r :' ::. J ; .. . ·:· int.ernp.tA~nc~.,l , yre4r ,:. ?Rl
1

i)Ja .. r ~i<?,ny • . · ... __ j- ' ·. 

' j ·.,_ ; I - . 

,) \ ' :.:_ :·'I : ·:.·{ ; 
. , :~ 

.·. : .Ot:her Polici,es ... .. . · :.:.- : ' _ _, "I . . 
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CONFIDENTIAL . 

7. It will be important in the pdst St~ttgart negotiatio~~ to 

~aintain our . support for' de-velopment of 'new and existing 

Community policies, both those with financial · implications and 
.t C~ ( 

those without, when ihese are sensible and cost effective. 
~ ' . ~ • .J ' .. .' ' • ' .. ~ • I :, -1 

Our choice of priori ties wi il depend on our vievJ about the 

. L 

' . ' 

.. . 
longer-term . 

.. .. 
~-·~ \ . .. ! • •• ; 

Own Resources 

8. we shall continue t6 Insist in the post Stuttgart 

negotiations that we can only consid~r an increase in own 

resourc~s· provide'd .. thaf' .dur· .. ~sli~ntiaf·<conditions'· - controlling 

'• • . _r_ • : • • . • .'~) { .. ;" i .; --~ I · !') .~ '1 ··- i ~. • . ..._, i" · 
the CAP and deal1ng w1 th our budget · prO.blem are met; and to 

argue for savings.to be made in present policies and for the 
J -~ .-· - · . :·:~· J .:~. ~:A r:.:} . - ·:.-:· ~-:: ... ) __ ~ . . ". -

development of the Communi t ·y '1'n ' ways which ·· do · rwt involve 
I .~ : ~~ J C~ - . . .. ~ - • ' ~ , ") • -i : 

extra finance I such as e'xte-ridirl<3····the ' 1 rtterna F ·Inarket. But 
· :~ F ·- - ~ ·_ ~ ·. · · : "-:· .j .:: :·; .:·· ~.· .-- r ~:)c. ·r_·. 1 -~: .-> i -; .. _, .... -. · . . .. .. . . 

there is a real possibility ~ that t;.(:}\3Yi'all ~" only: 0btain our 
: ,., - -i :·, ·~ ~ ; ~; i _..., ,· t _! ·".: • j . ~- J '> 

objectives if we ~~~I c ;t' \h~ ena'' bf_j thE{ day I ' pr~pared to agree 
.-!::· :--·· :·.: :.; ·:! .: _:; ' ~ t ,-~ .' ~~ ( ,_ ) :~ (~ _: 

to an increase in own r~ -~-outd~'s ~.iJ .. thfi'n a nh1i specified VA1' 
_j ' ' ...... ~ ~), • r 'f • I ~ r ,.! .- I • • ~ \ ,: ; ." • . •) . • . < 

ceilin·g-. ... It ; g-;~s'~ wi-t\16-~t· s~y 'if{g, of ·cbtirse, ~-tb-at we should 

It is 

; ; •• : _r -~h~ :~~~ -~{ ' £1~~·-c:~:~- :2~i ~ ~;~ i:d'eci- 16~ ' t he- re'duct i\Yn in !our net 
. f- · :._< --~·.tC.· L. · .. " ·-~ ··.: ·~· ,· i :-·!, -~ ;. ~ -. t '". - • . . r ._ . 

co-ntr i tmti·o~ to ·s~· ··1;{acie;.( tti.ib~gJ:1''- mbdctLi ted VA'I'·-· i s adopted, we 

.... 

1 "":~: · .. } ~~: -,::. 't, !.:=-~;··.: l) ~·- ~:: "h/: .. _-~I_. _.;:-;,·~,_: -): ' J..-.1'·"1·:.,r .. , ~ · . . 

are likely still to be paying "VA'i' '· at l~ss ~ ehari. - 1%, even if the 

_;:- .! 

. ~ . : 

rate for the Community as a whole is ·) ~ 6ove· 1:% -' {·for example if 

we receive a refund of say, lOOOm ecu, this would reduce our 

own VAT rate from l.ii~. :t_:a '~ b- ~.:S§.%{:: 1 ~'.L. .~--~;c~:<~~~~ .. ~-' ;~ ·-

r .• .. _ .. , .... ) :_ . .- ·. ;:; 
Enlargement 

, .. ,f.:·. :·.· .. 
'·- ' • ~. : 

.. r~ : ~-:-. .... - . 
·· ,. .. -·~4 t: ~ ·r.:~ :.~ ~:~. ~::: ·: ~.d;)~-~~. (..~: t: r ·--: .·~-. "f• - • 

9. Closely linked with reform' O'f ' the . CA·P . and· of the 
l \._ ~- - ·r c_·. · · , 

• • •• ,_1 •' ' ··· '-1 • ., ( ·•. .-:·; • .-J .: _.! ,: t< I • , · 

Community's f1nances are the problems of enlargement . It 
~-!;. : '.~. ·{ . _ _; ·._, ·--"·' ...... : 
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remajns i ~ _ our politi9al interests that these negotiations 

shoul,d s ucce~d, and th'!lt Spanish and Portuguese democracy be 

·_,r_ ~ ~ ~~·.' . .,: .' r e infcrcer~ and drawn clos e_f to Europe and so to the Alliance. 

... -:, 

::-. ,. 

: ' . '-

. -,, ' . . .' .' ~ . 1: . 

We have to recognise, however, that Spain and Po~ tugal will 
. I ·:, , .... . : .... 

. . ·. ·:' ' .. .. r . 

reir f orce the protectionist and agriculturally conservative 
: ·.. . 

element in the Community .. So we must : 
' -.~ :, J •• ~-. ' . 

( a ) ensure that the costs of applying Community poL.cies to 

Spain and Portugal are kept under control, and not 

allowed to impose Rxcessive burdens on the Community's 

F' .. 1na~c~~ ~ 

·(b) get-.,access .. fo:r UK exporters to Spanish markets through 
... ~. ~ ·~-·--· \ ;...~ .;. ~::. (~ :-~~ .! : J . ·· . 

Ei!~l'l.rrly, r .~d,uc;~iqns _ in th.e high Spanish tariffs. 
• • • • \_ -- ,._ ~- J ~ 1.1 · . L . ·0 ··: ~·-: .f ·v ·. .. · • , .. . . 

.. lGt. (., It .. ,wi~l . (il,lso .. be essential that the restrictions at the 
. . . -· ·' ·' . - . ; • · \ l . -~ ·\.-.) ;: (. : _rj :. r:""n) ~) ~.: . ·· .'} : . ;-~ 

. f~oQ;~er .. o/ith Gib~a~tar are removed by the time of accession. 
' " .,.- ' - • r , 1 • ..., ; ) ' · "", f; ! J ( •' } ~..- -..,. :; J . . 

· :; ._:J -t,i i~, ,s'ioes 1 i j. t ~,-<rogl ~1 l~~d J _}o , ~~~1 di 5~ i:~l~~~s; ~h7 Spanish 

1 .: • ::·.Mj .. ll; · :P ~~ay (?_n, 9p;5 ;Ef:\.f~PeF.s,' in.~e .res~ in getting them integrated 
·- .. -· -· •. • - ~ - . •. . } -~ J ,., ~,_ . ~: ~- - ( : •• __ :.; ;-. :r. -~- f:: ~; .. . f.. . . .:.} 

-~ :, .. ,~ ~; j.n )to1 ~·-'!=:.h-~_ ; :·~9 :=u:d .~A~Q; _ a!}d '1<'( can expect little real support if 
-· • '· ...: . l .J -__ :· -r·. - ' : . .' (.~ ;: -. _; \ : ! ~ :: ~ : ... "" ~; _ .. , ··'- . 

.• ,. 
' . 

. - '. :~ r' ~ ~ .[ ;_.,-::.; 

:·- . ) [ ! c. \ ; ~ .'~ . ··;- . ,,, .•. . . . ; •. " t -· 

·'-
:f ' ., ; ·r:.;cll .• j n'1:EJ _ :~}jl1<f,l)~l ~}t:P )\~~(n ~•. :.}_o1_ s1~~ .. ~~r~.e~:. ·-~.,. ~~-p~~~~~tions of early 

. c: •f' I ,_,.meFqt·);JE?r s ,n,i,P c ~f ,.p.o~.-?. iJ::?l.e _deflected or' if Turkey does apply' 
_ · ·- ... ~- - L, .......... •• 

1 -~ -} J, _.- ,_ : JL.J ,{;:;.:-:"'r · S Ci -c<-: _·;c_, J. J . . · . ~ ~ .._ .:·;·,·· ···:.1 

, .•.. ffiC1P ?fg efl ~j. f} ~a..,Y i l-';\~h f.~~ ..,. ~.? },;a~S d~~~~e ,~o --~~r \ves tern 
• - •• ... •• ... J. ~ ... l c; · ... ---~ .,·: ... _ t: : ~}~ 

, \ '· \ ~-.:: _.:. ... _.; c- :·1 . _, 

THE LONGER TERM, ~, JNTERNA~-
) ·-, .... .. . . .' ~- ., .!. •)'! ;,_ 

12. Our present approach to Community policies is heavily 

conditioned by the need to secure a net benefit from Community 
·J { 1:·) . .. _. , .. . : .t ,- _·. _~ L ~~ 

e):penq~ tur,e .aDd thus, to ~e.duce our bu'd:gef··p-r-·obl.em. .!\ssuming 
' ! - ' ( ' , : :- ;~ •• ~! (~:_~ l 'r·• £·~ ~- ~)iL i.J '<..f.~1 ~~C . : __ ; .. - ~:: 

thc..t we fj_nd a . solutipn to the budget p r oblem we should 
. ··' J.i. _ ' •. ~ ::- .... :.-~ _ -_~:- . : .. f'~ ;' :, ~ - ~ ~ - . { :·· t :'!:J J; .-... :(. :~~ . 

CON~IDENTIAL 
-~ "tr : : . ., ~ -~ • • I • I 
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._;~~think · o\fr ' attitude. • We d.G·) not want. to . encourage expen.ditUJ; e 
~ . - . . . . . . .' I , . 

···· at · Cott\~\bhit'y ·l~-ve1 merely ·.to s_.e_e : it repl~c~ the public se~...cor 
· . :·.. .. '· ... . ..... 

'' ':) 1 (_.~1 ~~::/·~/ ' , . 

expend1 ture \ve ar'e t.rying -to c_ut back . qt , .horn,e . . We rn ust not 

; ' L-.71 

k • ... • • , ... · ' ; -.. ' ' . ) 

.. J ; ., '' ) i ; . ' . . . . 
l et our '··eli fbits · at· national · level to diminish the role of the ·· ~- · ···:··.: .·:.; _:-unf-·. ·. · . 

· i\:~·t:~·· be) 2dnf.tadi·c.ted 'by ·the; - (level<;>pmen~·:_qf ·! ~?t: E(.rve ntionist 

!~r;c;rict'~i _;ae :commun i'ty . level,,~- , ~ve nEfec} -, to estabJi sh the 
• ~ • .• • l •• 

• ; ~r 1 t~FL\! for jus ti fyi ng. ·oew Cqrnmyn tty . .. Q. ,cti vi ty . 
. ' ' ' ' ~ . I 

Some 

possi'b'ilit-ies : are - sug·gested ;by . .t-f1e pre-manifesto policy group 

- where results can be achieved collectively which cannot be 

achieved nationally; 

- \vhere expenditure at Community level would allow savings at 

the national level; ',,; 

- •.-1here collaboration · between · firms on a Community basis can 

be stimulated to he·lp>tib_errt, rnf-!et: c9mpetiti?.n from firms outside 

Europe with ··iarge· hbi1ie: markELt _s; ., •: .. 

- where ptob1erns:uare <t.r.an.s•na ~t:i,qnq.J i11_-. p_h.aracte~ such as 
~ f j 

control of ipoliUt:ion. :' ~ ·· ; '11C-:,'' ':_·:.>· .. :.:.;; 

, -
•••• < >.,1, ,,; ' • I,' .. ,,• \ 

-· ,· ... .. ~·: : 

We should put work in hand to ·, <~~~ ~fle these cr iter: ia. uwre 

sharply . anu · to : 6ur:.c $a .tisfactio_(l! f.' ·;.: 

.... ...J ;,. (.. .t'\ .. \ ' i. : '"~ 3" .• ' ( ·, 
~ ,: j ' I j" 

• .1 •• 

The COmmon ' ·Harke't.1 .. , !._'~ . · :.) _'(> .: ,;._; .· '.!.~; , · · 
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( 

-· ; 

f o 'r "' ri..ndus t"t 1. al gdoCJ.s :·i b(ut a .l' so . :t.o~ ., ?er; v. i c~s. . ~ve should at tack 
I • , ' " 

'tt1et 'v1r.l:o'us· techhica·l 'barrJLers·. tp :. tFfid.e'fn.ich .11amper UK 
• ; _ . . . ; , _.; • .. I. 

fi6lirish. ~ :·: r :f · this attac·k ~ is , . t;;q ~, be,. ef-fec;tiye,_ , then we should 
' . . '._,.. .... . .. . ; r.:: . :• .L ,,,· -' .: ~- )~ _i 

try to corlceri{rate on a re~ativ~lY;. : srna~. ± pl)IDb€ft; .,. Qf important 
. . . . .. . ~ ... ... 

but possibly atta-inable 6bjectiv12s i{l,(;).tp.~}~,'~! .. ·':(;z: 
~ 

-measures to free the movement of goods an.d , pep,I?le across 
. - '·' '-.) 

frontiers within the C~nmunity including simplificat j on of 

frontier checks and introduction of a system of deferred 

payments for collection of VAT; 

- liberalisation ±n the transport field including free 

movement of goods vehicles, ihcreased cooperation over 

international ~ail tra ff. ic ~ liberalisation of air transport 

and the set t i 'ng ~ oY a:;i vT ~f.at es.; 

- the eUrnination: Oif c;. hcn'J t:ar_iff barriers to trade through the 

adoption of 1EU:rdpean+-wt de . stan.dards r 

a conunon .:mar-ket' f0r ser· vic~.:;s , part .. i cularly insurance and 

- an effective1 'p61 ;i;cyc~ ,to sc.;;:>nt_ro]. s ,t ,~t,~ aid.s and unfair 

cornpe.t ft ioi1:: so · th~t: >.BrLt·i:sh:. ~:nd,up try j_ s not disadvantaged 
I • ~ 

against industry from freer ,-spgpdi .t?-p member s+.:.c:.tes; 

., effective implementation of the Communi'i:.y's public 

purchasi'ng .-·poiicy~ , J ' ;1::: ·1 ,: i /' j . '· 
' ! ~) ' . 

Officials shoul d, ··setea:t ;a , lirn~teq . n•Jmher of specific 

objectives and should work out a long term plan of campaign 

for the pursuit of the most wo.r<t ~1w.hile opportunities in these 

ar~·2is : : ' s 'ucdeiss Hw-i lcl~ ·on:lyJJ::ome slo~-J_ly ?v~r a per i od of years 

a'nd' \~e· ·rnus ·t : work..L cor~.;,s:ist~nt,ly fer , our . opject i ves without 

CONF IDEN'riAL 
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.arousing excessive short term expectations. 
,:I 

:fi : r. .. _; .: -~ 
;_ . ) 

~ , ~ ~~· -· T~e S?COnd area we might consider is that Of industrial 
.- 1 J · • ' . J, f ~ , ; : .- ~ : ~ ', .~ !. (:; 

1
_ ·. I ~ 

·~ : '1 • : t 

~ poli~y, research and the encouragement of 
~ · , '•· · ' 1.. (._...•\ :: ·~-. - .. /-~~ \ .._ :·. L •. ~· •• j': :· .. ! . . ·. · , j: 

European capacity in the new t~chn6logies. 

a more effective 

This is an area 
.. . . . . .. . . : r , ·.. ~ . ; . 

where our industrialists would ~el6o~~ gre~t~r efforts by the 
_: r-. .r ::: • t r. r , ; , ; ! ~ _: 

, . . government to stii~ul~~-~ - ~~~-perat i~n ' at the · European level, as 
! ; -", rj ('; ~ ,_ ·~ ~ ~ _, J;. . 

. { • . ~- I ·. ,· .. ' _; 

the response to ESPRIT has shown, a~d wh~r~ Bui6~ean 
' •-.. rJ ~; t; (;.~ cl.-_~ .'i; ,;, .·.. ' 1 '' ! . ·. i .. ~ r • • 

. : :" -~ f ' : 0 • ": ' .' .. : .: • • • • · ' ~ • i . ' . ' . 0 

-: ., ,:; _
1 

__ 1 ,. . co~Yp~rat _i~n r:nay well make 1ncreas1ng sense~ Th-ere are 
• • • • • • • ,... • J ' • • • .' • • -' , t • ! ... •./ -~ 1 1 

. , . enormous problems but unless the ' .Europ'e-ans ' ca:~ · \,t6 rk together, . 
;, , _! :._ ... _, ._i· :, _ .. : : .: :·. ;_, ·; ' 

• ' ' ' ... • - ~ . : .- j ;: _ • . -· - j • ' ''. • • ' • ( • ' . 

our national industries \vill have litt'le' ·a:rt.e rria:'tive to 
c. . . : :. -·. f ~: ~ { _· . J • i .: 

.. : \ 
1 

·- ·-:_- • c' i, " ' :. , · , 
1 
•• _ -: . 

_ collaboration with the Japanese or the · Americans·. 
: :~ ·: .. -, . ; ' . ~ . . . .. . . 

~ · '~; ;-~~~ . ~. -~ :.::·I ' i J·. . •·• · ; ... ~ ., 

.. ,,shall continue to need Japanese · and American· ·expertise in many 
, . ·_ ' . ; i: :: . [ \.: .·. · .. : 

areas, we have now seen the risks · th-~t · ~ver·-dependence on 

While we 

their technology can incur. 

· 15 . If we are to further our interes·'t 's :-i_.·ri.: t·his~f field, we must 

: - .. d .! .:· .-· ·' --~· j). ; f ( ~ :. -~ ' . : -~ ; ·:' . 

for "agencies" - or "joint enterprise" as tney ~now 
;_ -~. - ~ ( ;·~-, :-. .- . .. --~~- . , .. ' 

~ .' ' ~, '. :. ' J ' 1 ·j· : , : ' } ·~I ,' ~ :J •! 
·; . ) '·. ; . " tq .carry out particular cooperative . p-~6']"~c!:'ts" ,'. with 

···' · . '.l CC· !- ·.;;.. •I' •. : .. ·.-:·. -- :. : (.: , ..• ;·· . · ·.-.:_, -1 _i_ ::< :~: ·.,,·· i'. ;:·, :: . .":_ : .::·:: '.:. () l . . ' • ;- C .. • .. 

,~, r; 1 : ,_. m:~.f!1.ber s~a1~e~.__ , \n~~~v~1 ~ an;~, } ~~ .. d~- ~'~- :~~· - · ~xcl'usively 
Community budget, could contain useful el~~~~t~ and certainly 

.. (:· :: L ~J ~:: ').':;i __ .. ' . -:.·'~1· 1 "1 , :~.c ... - •. -:.' ~ . '.) ~ : ~ ...... 

merit further study. - Offi~ial~ - mi"ght ·, ~gd~~ t~k~ further work 

. • ' ' - ; ! •,J : ~ • I '.:· ·• • . " ,) • ') ' 

.. I " . ,be prepared to bring _forward id~a·~~- ~f our own ' to match those 
.: . .. . , ! ~ ....... ' r ~ .i. '( __ ,; '· ~ ·: ; ~: ·t _; ~ .. ·' '•; .. · ·.-· . 

th~ Commission and the Fre·n-ch '~~e pr,odG~i -ng-. ' The French ideas 
) · ' ; ;_ .. , :. '! -: ,· ;· ~.... '. ·-: _. - · :'. ;_ .. 

call them 

only some 

from the 

in identifying areas \vhere our commercial enterprises are 
__ ; :· ·:_·:·;"'~: i. ' l :· ~ ~ ': ~.-.:~ ' -· 

.. - . . .likely to see advantage from-· E-u.Yo·p~an··-coo-per:ation and where 
- """' . . . ) ' . . ' i : . . · : ·- ~ (. . ·.'. 1 .· • • . - . ; =. :' ~-~-- :.: . : . 

. Community action without undue public expenditure is likely to 
!.' .__1 ;·f-.. 

f 
be of the greatest practical use. 

l ~-, r' . . ·, 

-.· 

Finance 
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\....o'Jl.'fJ. ...i..lJ~L'ol ..1.. -'o..l..i."'-' 

. l ,\..., 'J""l ) ~.·-· .: , _-:: ·'] ~ j\ ~; · · . 

16. Another question that could be looked at again is wheth~r 

it would be to our advantage to ~oin th~ · EMS ~xchange rate 

mechanism. Our line that we will join when th e time is ripe 
' ' I - ~ '. ,. \ ' ' I , • , 

will .sound increasingly unconvincing· -e(f-"·"·oi.i~ :-P-ar -1:-fiSrs as time 
' - ~. , . . ; C·<: ,r::-_ ;,·, :.... :;,,.:.:;;. ~ t:.... . r· :-1· j' 

goes by. If we did come to the conclusion- lhat j6ining would 
· -.~ ·1 ~-· :·_ ,! 1 ~.: · -~ : : .- .i ;· ~ -.. ~-~ f ---'~ ~ :.. ' ·:: :· :- . : 

help our national economic policies, there wbuTd be some 
of ..... • .• ) I f .,: :! J :! 

useful political spin-off. 
· t .. .-.. -; r~- . ! • • ~ r.: --· 

J • • ::> ,. ,; J)' ._ I ' : :' '~ "1 ~··, l J ~} 

· ' · . •·; ( ·: ; I .-. ' : ·- j: •:: A. ' -~ . . _-_. i: ."/1.! 

17. _We s~ould continue within the limit of financ i al 
. I • ) :"~ _t . . ~; f." ·.: ~- ' _.- ( C: .. . ! ~ ' 

• -~ t - ! ; .: .' • . ' . . .. ' : J i . ... - \,. . i. 
feasibility to press for a larger European Regiorial 

.· .' i ~- { : .. ; ~'~ r:
1 

Development Fund and Social Fund. 
' • ; _! • ~- --. ~ ~:- : ,'~ J n -' ,; :·. F· :) ) ~- .L . -~ i. ,C : l I I .i "':: 

con_tinue to bring a net benefit to the UK after en l argement. 
_, ! ... ' . ~' c.. . . • . :~ I I : ·: : :- :· i . ~ I • - ~- w ; u : ~-' (__ I ,·... -~ 

. ···1 .. 

The fi~~ting up of a safety net in the bud~e~ n~~btiations 
• • • ' . : ) , .-.. '· • ' • • .. \-' ; I ! I : .- . ' (:~ : ( • . _' . . . _: . - 1 ' ,· 

wqq~d . reduce . the importance of this objective but there is 
.::-'~. :> ••• i: i. ..~~· . : ·.) ,., · - . . l:·: . -~: ·'~.· . '.: .J• ·I 

.• ' ·. . l -~ ' 

the Community -~~ing seen to support p~esentational value to 
: : .. l' . : : . :. ~-:i ~ ~ 

. r 
,,\t•/0 :;- thwhi le projects a:nd employment schemes 

,· ·~-- H . - , .I '· • 1.; ' .• ·'• '•• ;' , I ::·:1 • _! ·:~ c ~:-:. ~ :-i ~~: :-~ 
in the UK .. 

, • , r .:- i . I(lstj. tutions 
.:.. :'f. ·· .:. _l. 

. ., 
I • i !, ,\,' #. ~ -,) : r.~ !'' • n~ j' ' • I' ' )£ ' 

the efficiency and cost-effe.cti~ene ss" of the· cb'rnmunity's 
, ·· .t 'i .. ··:~ :.'!.' ~~ . :_ ··:' :';:, , ,·) .-,-~ - ····:: '· · .. : :: ; ,::, r ;;':·'<' .:' .;,·:,,_-:. 

:":'' _ .lnst1tut1ons and to ensure that they operate ·ikffective-ly after 

- ~ ·' 
It is import_a0t 

. ; ~ - ' ·~ ::'-) f .f J ~::. :. ~ ~! 

that we should - ~o ~hat we tan to improve . . . . _-; .-~ . 18 . 

, r 

... 
•.. ._,,! \ ' -'~J ;':.t'· ' ' ~,:,J:: .. : .-:,---;:j:.. .: ... ; ·:::_ '· ·,o:- ·-· '' ·' '· . .~ ::··n~ ,, _. , _ , :.· ... 

, ,::_ ,,'>. -:-r r:; i . . ~nlar,gement. In the context of the enlargement negotiations 
! -· _: i~ · '- ~ -~ •• ,.:;- --. :_ .: . ··-;::1 ~:~?. : :r J: - -:.r::·li :.·c:c ~ -· · "':. ; :_.. 1 · .~- "'i :· -_-_;;. . ~-~ ·· c, 'J •• h·., 

, , . we sqould resist a simple increase" pro-rat·a ' ln 'the size of the 
.I;·;,·, • ·:VJ:?.;.J:. :.:, .. ~ '.o - ~·._:-:• -~,, -:_if..J;!i ;-, .l_-:,fo .'.>;·; ·•)::··-' fi.i .:: ·::· .:-"• ... . -

, . iqstitutiOnS and we should make the most of ·out willingness to 
.-; '?. J '" :. ::' __ ; :_; :·: :· ·:· '::; j r: 1 ' ' .-r n u -~~ , , -~ ~ · u ~) , :J :: . ..J ~: 

0 
. _ .. 

.;l$(9~pt one Commissioner per t1lember State. 
·' ,.f .: • _,-, •· . . : . :, :) ,-; ·': -. . ,·; r h .:c: : _,,., ;· ~ ' .i j ··i :i . \. ' :., . ·: ;,: . ' •:. : ; .:. ~ . 

' . /' ~-. . 
_I '·· (' ·:, .I oi: :. : . . ;, 1· 

.~:u.rpp,ean Parliament 
. .1 -~-) ~ , .. ~ t ." ' .lt.l --~-; .-\ 

::- ~.1 

19. We should continue to resist calls for increases in the 
~ - .· : 

-: • t •. -_; -"':' ~---· 1,_ • 

powers of the European Parliament. At ' the same time we must 

recognise that they have the ability to cause us considerable 

problems and that it will be worthwhile to devote some 
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attention to them. One major rroblem we shall have to ta,...~ :i.s 

the system of elections to the European Parliament. An 
t • ,-

. •• I ' 

immediate problem is wh-at response ~e should 'ma'ke to the 
- ~ ·j J 

Council resolution cailing for us to use our best endeaVours 

to extend the franchise so as to allow all European citizens 
•. J ,· 

. -
to vo te in the 1984 ele~tions. 

20. In the rather longer term, we shall need to decide what 

to do about the system ~o be used for the 1989 elections, on 

which we shall again come under strong pressure to adopt some 

form of proportion~l represent~tion. This will obviously pose 

enormous difficulties for us. lt will certainly be argued 

that the European.Parliarne~t is very different from a national 

' parliament - and, in par ticulat, that it is a purely 

consultative body which -does not form governments, so the main 

objection to proportional ~~~resentaticin (that . it leads to 

weak governments) falls. The issue will not come to a head 

for some time. But it - certainly will. We shall need to 

consider very caref ully just how to handle it. 

THE LONGER 'rE&"'l - EXTERNAL - EUROPE AND 'rHE WORLD 

Trade 
.. } .. ,.. ) ·. . 'l ·. . • ~ - - . . . . ; ·. . 

21. The counterpart externally ' of our efforts to promote 
• .. i .\ ·. ) . , · \ : •. ~ • ~ ,. 

opportun ities :for .Br iti.sh exporter s · through the development of 

the internal market is the task of getti_ng the Community's 
-~ f, .! :·, 'f '= ~ ~: _: (. -~-- : __ ; ~··· . ·, 

collective weight put firmly behind th~ execution of the 
-· .: t ! , :~- j ( .' --~ . ' .. 

progrmnme agreed at Williamsbur~. Given the · extent of the 
I :::.'·iJ . :! < ~ i , " .) J . . . ' , 

UK's dependence on exports, w~ have a ~~jor interest in seeing 
.·· i .- . . _i r- ' •. . ~ .' -; . ~ • ... r t' • i ~ -

economic recovery ·acccim'p i:uiied and susta'ined by moves to . 
" ' ~; ,·_ ~ ~ · " I t: ·, ! : r 

strengthen the open world trading sy~t~m : 
'. 
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22.. '" Hore specifically, we shall want: 

(a) to .: see the work programme agreed at the GATT 
·. :· ': 

:: ·.~ .. ' ., . Ministerial in November 1982 put into effect, 

notably in: 

the liberalisation of trade in serv1ces (an 
.... ~ . i ·:... . ,. 

important UK interest); 

trade betw~en developed and developing 

countries, leading to a new trade round in 

which we should look for progress in open1ng 

up the markets of the newly industrialised 

countries as a major objective; 

(b) to defuse tensions; with the US, particularly over 

agricultu~al trade (wher e work on the CAP in the 

, stuttgart context will be the key ); 

{c_) to sec~re _ action by Japan to reduce its huge and 
.' -. . ' ' -... ~ :-: .. 

9rowing surplus in trade in manufactures; 

{d) to get e~fective Community action v1here we ourselves 

u~e~ pelp to relieve immediate pressure on industries 
·•' ,-I 

in the process of re-structuring such as steel and 

(e) to show effective f ollow up to the Annex to the 

Williamsburg Declaration on greater exchange rate 
• ~ .... •t • '~ _: , _; : .,. ( } ' '...: o' j • H 'o • " 

stabil~ty _ an~ economic convergence. 
·, . ' • '~ ;- l ! . ,:_: i :! : ",} 

. ,. 
. .... ·- .:.··: .l 

2.3. J:n aJ.l of this, and more generally in the GA'r·r OECD, Ii"'F 
.·1 .r. _t :.~ rJq . :~ r· , ·· 1 .. =1:"' 

and othe.r inter national for a, it is ih our interest for the 
' ' . : ' [ J '. \-~- .. : ·> I ~ ~ --· l" H ;._ ' l 

( ·.' . Commun~ty to speak with a coherent voice, backed where 
• ' • • • \ '. H :t ~,. ~;..: ~ ~.:: .. ! ~ :· . i ' ,_·.: : ' I 

necess~ry with _a credible threat of action to -defend its 
·. · · 1 .:- ·.~·s .-~ (;:..., .-, .: ·.!·-~\ .'·. ~; ~--- -· ·• 

''· - · 

interests. We must ~nsure that this voice 1s properly in line 
,., 
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with ·t;.he rv1iews .. of the _ r:na}-n, Member States - particularly ·our 
:.. . : .. -, > : .. -4 ·.' ; l ; '. \ ::~' \ ·. ~~ •• 

.. ~ own· i- ! 0;11 _ i n;t~r nati.o nal reconomic issues. Under Article 113 of 
.. .. J . . J :. ' ; l-: : '.. . . ·- ; . ' . . . ~ - : i : . :' ·:· h:i ! ' _!. 

•- .:::. t..-b·e ~·c}ILC : 'r.,yea ty, .. d e cisions . on trad,e matters are already t aken 
' . '. • •· \ .J ' ."' ~ , ~ I ' . ' • . . ~ ,J • • I t '. ' ' . .'; ·.·.. • • ' 

< - --~:·;:;; -by .. c,a - qual, i,~ ieq m,ajorit.y, _a,Qd _j t will n?t nec~ssarily be 
. ~: 1 

' - • , ) - •. : • ~-.; ' • l : ... : -~ i: F.: 1. ) • . ! :-.-1 ~ j ~: ' ••• 

substantially harder to achiev~ , coberence in a Community of 12 
: ' .i j • I . .. ' •. , . :· : . ::; , -~· ·:; , ·. : : 

-·' :u:•r. th an_ i or one •. of " J, O .. 
'- '• ._ • h ,, , I 

But -\ve _, shguld r ~rnaip r~ady to consider 
. , , ~ _; _, -:: ·- \ 

ways~~ a{::i ~n.pro.ving and speeding up d e cision-making where this 
. . - . . ... . . ' - . . • - . . l. _: ~ . . ·J ~ .. :: 

·i .P.'" 1-i _kely to w9q\ to , our ad_v_a n}:age • . _, 
' I I " ,.I:"" :. t' 

24 . As for -J ncr.easi,n_g _our __ ow~_ im9a~t on Community external 
. • •• ( "' • ' ' .,. • . ' ,; .I (.' .i t , • 

.- ; ·•o '.t po·1i_CY:., given Community competence in the whole field of trade 
.I '-· •• -' t \ • _ 1 ) . ' :" [ _' : ,. · · ;,. L~ t • _. , 

·' s" cpo li cy t.ne., !:if.OP~; ~f 9;t::, t?.Y~~ lu+N! , ~ I?_t,~ <?n.~., _,i I( ~ol ~i ~g ~different 
··•. ' . " -·· ..: .I 

::,r (·mer(lber statE3Sc<;l<;C()f~1ir;.g ,-t o , t(?.e - ~ssl1e ("variable geometry" in 
. . ~ ~ " . • t.! -l ' .. . - :~· ·'· . ., -. 2 -~ .. · ·. ~ :- _ . .; . 

.. :· t he . ja+g.gn ),r:i ·s ~ lii~ J,; ~.e d ,. , t~9~~h _, ~ he ex is ten~~'\ ~f ; smaller 
• 1 • • • • • ' ~ ' •• 

;:. grout?ings . _(eg. G~_ , GlO) . ~n , . the . economic policy field may be 
''' '•' •'' • I .. • l..)i.'~.' r;_; ~- .?· ... , -~--~··. ··-: , 

·I something~ ~e caQ ~ buil4 on~ we shall have to stay close to 
• • • • .• ,. • • • ... ~--' \) ... •• :' : J :_·. • ~ • ) • •• :- -~. - · ,· • .': . ; 

' . • 1 . F·r.an~e; ~ nd,~;t;.he,, FRP ~ o.:fj:.en closer t .han they Can stay to one 
· · · ~- ·-- · ...... ·' -· -- ·-·•-> J . .' , (. '. ·.:_·· ... • ·~ '·F·. :.,·-. . _ ·t~·.-.· ·:·\·· .. -. ..._-

- l _anotb.e-t" , gi v~p - .t:, l;v~~i r :1 .~n}:J,~P~}i,S;;tl;_ ~~ews on, tr a~e policy. Our 
" •• • ' • • .- _1 ; :- •• ; • ~ 

· c1os~t relqtts:>ns.~ip ~Jt, 0 i . ~h-? q~ Admi~~T~,r,a,t.io~ is an asset to 

us and to the Community and we should build on it ih what 

promises to be a tes ting per iod in trans a tlantic trade and 

economic r elations. 
!' i ,·; j· __-; 1': -~ ~.:: C· (; 

<.:.; -... '~ ~ c ; [ . 

: ;) \ . A:i d ; .: ~ ) . ~ ;. ~ -

-·-- ··---· ---------...:.. .. -... ... -· .. - .· i _· l ·
. ··· -:·--·· -~ -------~--

c~ ~: .... ( , .. _, ,_ . . . , , 

· _t .' C·; 25 :;; J.. H.e ?h~+l · n e e.d, tf?.:-'~O,Q1tJ. nl,l: <?~7' / ef~ -~rt_s to get Community 

. i: · ,,, ;:~-;' · _f ·a <i_tfi · s p~n:d:i :Q _g:, u119.e, r .. p~t.t ,er ~on t-.ro 1. In 1 i ne with this , we 
'·' ' • ' • • . . I .• - -' • • -. ~ - " • .~ • ' .' 

·:: ,ii :·:: ··shall ,want:E: c_tg_ emp.hf-,9i:~ e ~n,s_r~- _effe~t~ve ~s~ . ,?f Community aid 
• ~ •• .;.. ' J • .- • .I 

- ·~ ,,. ___ :(.und's ,., in .;_terrn s_,,-,_bp_t)1:J~pf w:lv~.re .and of how they are applied. 
•• •• ~ . • • { .' • • .... J - --~ : : • :. '; • .J ·. 

'). The· most ·: itnm,edia·te, age.nda,, item will be the renewal of the 
' . . ... • • l " .:. ' . ,J • . .. . .. lo ' • • '. J • • i ;... -.. ;. ~ . ': 

; Lome ,_Con v,en ti_p,n 't~ ci'10. .rie .. ,1;-Pcc r: ~_al f ~?me ?c::n~f i ciar i es are 
• .-1..., ...... - .l- • 

Commonwealth countries, so our approach must be positive; but 
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if we are to check 'the ' seirous ' ... declhie~) Jih out ·own bilateral 
.• ::. • I ~: • - • .-·', '""! I ., L; . ·, ; . :- ·' •' . ' 'J : • • • . • . .. 

country .prograrriri1es . we'·sf1:i11 - \~cH1t! · the :ffi:H·rim:Uin - i no.r;:ease in the 
'.._ ' : .. ! .~:-~:=~···· J. . - ~ - ·~ _;. .~ ~.: ·:~:. ' '! .: ~ ·: .. . , (. ,~ ~ : •, - ~ () . ~ .. 

aid component. -In generc§.'l 1
; : we :'wa;nt t6<''uripr-6h!ie :;E:C aid 

_.::J '! . j ~~~~~g;~~~e~t~l{~ ' by ' ~n~b&ra~tng ·a ~ ,hor)e·-i ~I'itieg r ·atr:eGi ,_lapproach, 
,l_ J!P ; ·~1:_... .G ,·J.: ·. <:.:: .. ··: ':=··. ··: c: ~\ f -. ) ; · !"· ,;·: r·. · 

covering especially: ·· ·· · ' ,_. 
\:.-u ,. c :: ·1 ·, .I .:·. 1 . . •·.• ~ . • .. - • ••• _ . . , • .--. 

- aid far · foOd pro'duction1
; to( 1bd1 'i.:e ve :. gt~a .te ti ~. agricultural 

' • • = ' .... r, 1 1 - J; : :· : · .r ......... ~ l; -·_: .' • : 1 - ~ . ... . ,· • . :\ . . . -. . ~ • - r· ·. = ~ .- , -- --~ 
self-rel1ance 'by .. the· deVe1orY.lng· · co'Un tr1 e;s ;·'c -' 

a reducti'o~ 'li·W it·lf~ v6'·illinre :: df :(Hrect·. f:ood.l a'.:i. d 

~ : ~- ., c· ; .. ·- . ··; "-~ ._1 :·) J ~ ·: , f 1 1 • , t .. t · . ·-. • , ,.. . , , ~ · . 

more effecti've u·se-·of 'stabex money. · , 

., 
',, ,; ;' ) ./. ( i, • J"': l ~ ~. ·; .. ·;j _.J t-. I ::, · i: ( 1 "'

1
., , ' • ~ ,. 

firms and experts·, wh'o "na\te so'·'far-. done much · -les s well than 

. ,., , _ ~ tg·e ~ h~~6'~i.J 6~£ '6f ·:-~'OF '\}o.t''k! 1 buF\~hos E! :!p·e r forman-02 is 
! 1 , ~; . -·.·,:, ~ ) r, J C ·,' ;: ... ,·· ".} •. ,r . • , ' ... : ' -· - . ,.: . ·_.: . . ' .. , : · ... ~ . r. r . '· t.."') ·:· . ; •• • • .• :. f , . , . ~ 

improv1ng. And we need - t6reso·lve ·· the • t:e rislon :between the · 

. -. 

; .. i I ·.J 

de~and~ ()f '~c ·~;~id:::·~~ d \) f ( C)ui-' o~i'l' bilateral prog~· a:nme . 

. C~'~s~~nt"l j~ .· cutt.'{rig at o\itf hii'c={terci1 progrc'utll11e : ·DO make way for 

J~~a-~i'~-g . .~~w~ ' s~bul~ct j 1bb.-k"a t:~ -w:h1e-th·~'r our o'lm system of 

f !:i~-~--~c i ~y im:~-n~'9-;£ine'rit 'C:6-hrct~~ :b~ a:~j\.fs: te:a, -ito . ea·se ·.these 

f! ..._; fJ j .. . t.i ) _:· !..! ::: :·~ ,·:· .... , 
problems. 

Political Co-operation 

. 26. 'The success of political co-operation i s both a OK and a 

general Community objectives. It · is based (_iJ.;_r~ ly on shared 

I <' <.~: ~· ·: i .. · ,: • j •_.' 'i ·.~ '::; . j i.J ~) .:::; •' : :--- .i' "} Ci; j .,.. ( -;- ;, ... ~ •·' ,···. • ~ ., . ' •- . ' • • 

1n teres ts. Nlne of the Teh - are · aU .. :l.e!3-; and the poll t1ca l and 

~·i,_; ··;c .. c---~ . .J .. _,\1 j· - ~··· .• -=...,-,·- ... .., ..... - ~-,~ . - ; .•. . ~· 
coinciden-ce -of· 'J..h-te"r ·e~t 'b'et'\'fe'e-n · :oui:-S~-1fV'€'·S and -partners is less 

·: a~t~il~~:at r~ ; 6n · J~fi'i t :i'ck:t1y" ::~nfbt1:VeS · n~-s:Uesi a ;,lon g, v1ay from home 

' .. , :. •: f .. •) ~::-t: .. ~ ~-~'. : ; • r:1 •-::'~ . J ~ •• 1' I' L'', ,. -1 • · ' 

(Centr al Ameri'ca; · sduthl2rh:· •·Afr·ica').pi·~but . even, h.ere it has been 

;_ ~~~~ ~ t L~~s ·p~-~sij J f~· t.~o~~~c~r£\~tri= a cornn~on ~ a -pproach ( eg. over 
; ~j - ·l :::~\i . ~· - · { -- ~_ ; ( ~ ·-, r. _-; _:: : n. , __ _ 

. '· . .i ;_ ~~ 
' .:-- f 

.. -., .. \ . .... .. . ;, ; ~ Narni bia) . 

i ~ ~ :: • I , , . 
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co-operatic~ · and the ~~t~r~~l poli~ie ~ o~ · th~ Comfuunity as a 
. I ', 

~ '1. 1 'l ,.) ' 

whole; the effect of EC t~~d~ ~nd aid p~ii~i~s · is greatly 
_! ; ~ ' .•. - t: ) ·-: :· .. (j f ~ 

- .• - ' ;·' :1,, • ': 

enhanced if they reflect ~ - co~s~n~us on th~ political 
:,t..)_ .:· •. ~ (.-J(:~,:· J ti .i' ~:·~:; 

' · ' . • • .•.! i ·. 1• 1 . 

objectives which these poll~ies should ~erve; ' aria a coherent· 
(;., ! i ........ ;;~·.; \ __ -'"!·:·~ .. : .... t' (,,_·,. ~~-~:· •. 

-- ~ r:~:~- . 

European voice in (for e~am~ie) ~h~ U~it~d Nat{6ns complements 
~.: ~ ::2·1 ~~-). -:·· :) ,· ;{~.- .. ! .~ .i: ~ .. f-·~-\. ·' . ... ~ : 

a s.trong community position i~ such organls·a;tion$ as the 
C.( ~ '.)_l_i.,i(_1 : · ~- ~.i : ~_.r·;··· , 

1 . : ~ · .. \ t l ·, ' 

.. .. . , GATT . 
.I 

:u 

easier . . ) . ' ' . . . .. ~ 
l. _ ., _t, .: __ ; 

J ... ,.. ... r: . , -
going ~nto an irreversible declin~; but gre~kiSg the newcrnners 

. "j :: .:_·. ! .. 

€-;··.) .... 
•:· i .. ~ ~ J. .. ~ ' : . ·_, :·· ~ ! -::.· f ... -~~ ~:~ 1-3 . 

t() harness will take time~ . ~~~{' it ~ ~ilf ' be '"' soin~ years before 
• ~ - :"-~. , I ~·' ~ ; (_ l. · :· L ' ~- ~-:-- .... ~ .'] ' -; 1 } '. ,.: . . ") - ~ f ~ .i t'· -~ I '· · • \ ~ ,· 

the T'.velve work as smoothly as the Nine·- used': tO'~ 
~j , · : -:~ •• L , . . _. _:~ 

Meanwhile 

... 

') ~:·. · ,. : ) ." / ·~ ,; ~;. ,._ ;,•_· .·. •",' _c_· .• 
' ~ j ' i ; ' l 

how can we maintain - if possible indre~ -se 1 ...: -' th~ value of the 

f. ~;e~, , to - ~~ i and ~ ~~ ~ :the-: ,~~(~-te!/n~ a1ii a:-~ccii Any -~f-ft>rt to 

establish an "inner. i-~:ii~~c{~\ . cil '-th~e'·-if~n- b~f a ' sy~'temat1c and 

institutionalised basis would be bitterly resented by thqse 

. outside it, and could do irreparable ct'airtage : ·td · the whole 
. I.i r ... if!..·,~ -~-~ ·· ·... t..~ ,. 1 c - :· . . , , 

system . 
; ·. ' , :; !': ~: ·:~ . -~~ -~~ ;] b · ~~ .· ~ ( r ~ , ' .-,. , 

Indeed it is important t6 ·lis that the consensus rule 
·; :·.-. {1 :· ~ 

• • I ,"' ~') 

~: ~= \ ·:.· :· ~. ·, ~·· i" , f - ~ ' f 
• t. • 1 ~ .' .:· / i . ::·} · . ~-~ :. , · · · r 1 ·. .. • .. 

be retained as the central work1ng ptih61ple of political 
_.n .. ~ · J !.._:."'. J [ c·-~1 (;Ls ._, ·~ ~~- \ ~, _:_ :-,;_;; ·: i ·.:. ~ c . . . - . '--= •. , . • • 

cooperat~on, for without it the · collesi6n - of the Ten could 
' ~ i ·.: ~} ·:; . : • • ""'\ • I ·- - -1 

> 1• , i ' 1.._ ,' • - : • j _. ~.:1- .'": j "'-; f':' :! : \ <' ' '.~ )vi ' ,. ' .; :. !..., ', ,; ~ .: "~ ( \ ,.·, -, • • \ 

rapidly become very ragged indeed. This does ·· not, however, 
\ J ' . .. ; .. , f .l .f. ·, .. ' : . ; \,' .:· . ~ . ·/ ~; ; ,._ ' 

exclude very close into.rmal ''concertdEioh :between us and the 
• • ~ •• • 

1 
:' ~ ( ~ I ; ·.' ' j ~. ·, I ·, ' . ' • 

French and Germans -a~d · -~,~~~ th.e establi,shtneh·t ~f ad hoc 

groupings of co~-~tir :i~~·~ '~)[fh", ~~~ert\·~-~ dr' 'capabilities relevant . 

to a particular situation, operating with the explicit or 
•. .l.•' .. '! 
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tac; i . .t. en¢1or_semen t of other i'1ember States ( as with the Namibia 
·. • ' '· -· - . . .. . J ~ . . '·. ! . ~ ' . ~ :_ ... . . . ~ 

~ ' .. • 

Con~act Group or . the Sinai MFO). 
. .· . . . . .. . ·.:: ! ,, .. . ,, -~ ~ .: .. . .. J 

Officials have already been 
. ; ::> _; .:· · ... ~- t .. · w 

. 29. 
-1 ~ • ; ~ · ::) • !- I : ' • 

- , .-·,, ..... _, · .. .. 

.; ~ .. . . ' .. of security in .. POCO and will want to see these go on 
. ,. ~ _-\ . ·._' '! . ~ .; ; ~--- i ("·_ ·. ... ::·, -· . _; :) ; __ .' I G. ,_-) 

aeve~oping it would not be sensib~e to go beyorid this towards 
,·, ;· r:.--: ···; , · 

-~-- ~ ::_; J. ry. ,. ~; -'' ::.·. t · ,-~ , .,j -;~· ~-- _: 

. . - the , development of 2, European identity in the defence field. 
·' •. ,, ,, • . . . . : . . f ·--· 

• , . •• . ~- L . \ ., ·-: ~ . ::.: 

Apart from the obvious Irish problem, thi~ ~o~id- be bound to 
.,t ' • 

impose new strains on the Atlantic alliance, . ~i~~out holding 

out any _real pro~pect of a compensating incr.ease ir. the 
: . ~ · · ... ·,. - ' i . - ·~ j -~ · . I ·- ~ : 

1 
~ ; •. : • . . 

str~ngth of European defences. The only possible exception to 
.. (' - ·· ··.·- ~: - :., _~- ,(·=>~ ~-- ; ... : .~· :6:··~·:-_._~-; ·· -...... -.•.. 

.. . .. .. . . . ~:·· ·::r ' .. · . . ... . 
tl} is)s. t ry .. pr;o<?~rement. The civil and military applications 

; . , ... n _ ._) .. (_ J· . . i .. J .J ... ~ "',- <._~c~ .. ..-·.:·.~ ·. (--: _: ·_-_: 1 .. : ~ -:~::.::..;. . . .· ·; .. · ·-:.~ 

of ~h~g~ . technolqg~ _industry are not easily separable and if 
' t · . . . .. ~.! .·<- . (_ -~· ... ~ .: ·'v:· j _:,~.'- ' ") "! .... ·' _: -~~· c ' .· . . i ~- .-- ."J' l -! . . 

;; '1, · . .... . 

. ~ .. 

~Qn:trnuni, ty .cooperation in this area did take off, it would be 
:l .· ·' . ... J ,:') • .. • J . ·. ;> ' ·.· _;_: ~ ... . -- . ~ c : ·-~- :· ... : .• !. .: : .~:, .. ;..) ~- ·: 

bqund , to have an impact in fields rela f ed . to d~ fence (eg 
· ' . ' '-'''·c. · :) · '· ; • '; , . , ;_ : .. . .. c·1 J <..; _i.;::; : ~-, '. · ; -< -, · _,- "' () .:' . . 

1
_ . > ;·-: :, , 

··' ' ~n~?f~a~ion tec~9ol?9Y, - ~~rospace ) ~ At that point we should 
.._ l •• ' - < I ' ' ' - • \ } .) C: ' r'\ ... .., ~; I \ ~ ;..,:; : .. : r-. 

} . I .' ~ ! ' ! .. ' . ' - hav~ _ to consider again ~hether, and if so how farr the 
(• ., .: . .i'::r.~ .... _ _, .. .. /! -·~- ~--1. -~ (. \~ -~ d .. ~· ·J ~::<. · .. : ;,-,,·, _:··. ·:·\ ; .. . . . . :~ 

.· _: .. 
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_C(nnrnuntty _as suc~1 should be come involved more direct ly in 
. ,, ..., . .:::•. ·: ·· .:.: J _ . !~ _ ,. -:3-: .. J.·· ·! _~ ~-· -;;·. ·_, .;; . ·· - . .-:. '!~ , ..... .. ! .' _.',:) ., ... ' 

There would of course b~ J:·, , 0~ :E_e ~~f;. a11d _ i~d?-s ,tr ia__l c_o-?peration . 
. .. · - ~ . . , . _ .1 :. :J .. : · : .J~-~ ! .. : • ,! r.-:- :· ( ' ~ ! .... :j·;:> 

·: ;) ... . . 
_ _ , _:, .·.,_ .. fq.r:.midaqle 9,bst~cles to this . 

... •• • -: r . .• ' I:. f J , , ·: :.: . .t' ·::. , .· :; [ l .. : ~ r S· .[ ~~- ":. ~ ~:; ~ ;_ ... .. ; ... 
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. .. 3~~ - We .do not want a static Community an d we ihould use the 
" '. • ' ' ' .. i • : . ~- :. ~ .. •,'J j ['} ::.~ .,} ·. \ .~~~: _:_.,· ,:· .. ·' .·.·· .. : , ,. _. r 

' ' ·~· •• .:.. : -~-;} ~ ! ... :-:: .' . -:~ 

9~ppr~~Di~y we a~e likely to have over the next 5 years to 
.. t: ., ' J. { . . l ~ ' .J • · '· '. ' •• !.. • J' -~ .·j . 1_ J::, '':. _J :· :: ·: .. · . I 

·-: . • - .-. :· .• ! --:. L·---:: -;: . J .. ,,. :/ •• : 

: ',' -~ .·, ~#kejt _ an easier Community for us to live in and to accepting 
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~rp~~.~s _ _s , 1;=-owar~~- :grea,t~r integration where we are persuaded 
. .. ... , J . ••• } . ~ . / : ... ~ ' t_)~- ~- ~:~---~- - _, .: .. :J c~ ·.:J ... --: .. - . 

~hat, __ a~t ion -~~ a comrn unity level wi 11 bring us r-eal benefits. 
· "->.~.··-' ..... · .. · .I ~' .. :_ .. ,·,··'~ ...k r:\{~ _;::·.i ~! C! . l .:) 2. .. · .. 1~ ~-! '{ :: .-... , :·· . 

. , Beyof}q, _th.e post-Stuttgart negotiations , our main objectives 
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!·. \? ::-;_ ~ - ·: .,1 .over tbe next five ye~rs will be: 
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a) A successful conclusion to the negotiations for the 
r:: . : ,. ~ .~ :-;,.• .. ) .' 1 : 

,acces $jon of Spain and Portugal . 
. ) . . :) '1 -. · . f''!.i..1 '_• ,J C ._' . ·_,·.:; ' . _1 

' .:.• ) .,, _! .. '"·' ·· .... 
• • ~ 4 • ' • .) ~ .' ' ' . 

\ ~. 

b) The develapnent of a genuine Community-wide home marke t, 
I 

') . :' _, ~ .. :~: .·•.· ." .- ' ' 

•: . · . __ "not .. q[l.l,.y for in.dustrial goods, but also for services. 
- · •. · .. _J , :L:·l _' .J.\.J .t)_ , _, .. :1··-·:.: _-_; ; __ -. :··: _--:-~ ·:)..f .. :.I._ -~·- .. ..... J : ·~ .. . r f ·-.: ·.-: c.·j ; .. 

::' f: .J r . _ , P,f.fi.,cia~. s . s~10':Jld work out a plan of campaign for pursuit of 
-- ./ . •. .~ • . -- 1 ; . J .• • 1: · "' .. ,.- _,f . ') .• , 1

_:· --~ r-~-: ,··. t . . ;_ r.·< _ -.:;-'·- L .-.-,··~; _: _. :·~---

:::; ;t,b.~· mgst wort,hwhile opportunities in this area. 
. , - - . ' . ' .. . / . ·-. . ..:; . : - .. · .. · - . ... ·- ~.) .; ' : .. •. . ! ! .· ~i 

,.., r . _c}, . E11cour~gem~nt of cooperation at a European level between 
·' . ·-· ... J· . ! ; . • ,. ~ : : ~ ; -- ~ .. ' •' , j ': ·, • . :~ · , • ~~. -- • ~ . : : \ : .. ~- '' ;; ., . .. · · : 

·····' ,, . indust:rialists, particularly in research and the new 
.,'I ··' ' · I • ' ' '· • .... ' ,• · , .. · r . r~- ! I ;,l - ~· - · -: ~,' ::~--~·::. ,. ' • ~ ~.-~ ~- . · ·. 

r.' ,· "f::EF,<rpnologi~s. ?!~ _s!lo~~-d ?e prepared to bring forward ideas on 
. . . ' . ' -· ' . . -~ . ,. ' ·'· . ' . '·· ·~ . . . '-~ :: ;··. . •' . . --~ .: ·~ - · _: 

.. : ·_. () .fi .. particular. cooperat::~ve projects involving only some member 
' ' " ' '-'• •• j .- ! .i f ' • ' ,. , ,. ' I .·:· \ :' '.. J: .": . • ~· ' j .": 

1 
-· J -· ,[ ) . -• 

states and to be funded perhaps only partly ftom the Community 
I.: •. :: . ..- :· ·· · 

q_(fici
1
a)._s sho.uld identify areas where our industry 

:< V·i J ::· .: :' ~ ~ ~ ; L: -~ ::; . : ~:·. ;.;:; ··. _: :. L : .. · f.j( : .... . I- ; ' .· 

, .would. _s.ee ~ctv~ntqge ~n such cooperation. 
/ • ·•. I - '- . ' :.,; ' I ,' ; , J :. : : .. ·. : . •.. ~ (" •· ! . -~~; . . . ; .. t • 

j ·• J .. :1. · .. p. t .Re-exam}.nation of ~0; e;c~~,omic argwnents for joining the 
(" 

.Et'lS exchange rate, mecha.ni Sfl1 • 
. · -.·- .. l ~- .. : . : . ~ •·. ~- . l [ " . . . . - "'• 

e) To improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of the 

Commurtity's institutions. With regard to the European 

Parliament we shall have to consider our response to the 

Council "best endeavours" resolution calling on member states 

to extend the franchise so as to allow all European citizens 

to vote in the 1984 European Parliament elections. Later, 

when negotiations begin again in Brussels, we shall have to 

look at the problem of a uniform system for the European 

Parliament elections in 1989 . We shall come under strong 

pressure to adopt some form of proportional representation . 

f) To ensure that the Community's collective weight is firmly 

behind the execution of the programme agreed at Williamsburg 

and to encourage moves to strengthen the open world trading 
. 

system. In GATT, OECD, IMF etc we should work to ensure that 

the Community speaks with a coherent voice, backe d where 
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n~cessary by the threat of action to defend the interests of 
~.;;: ~ ) ~' ~ ~ ,.f .. -_,, 

member states. 
,_ · .. ·-. ~ -... 

g) 'ro continue our' ''~if~~r~ to brin·g ' c 6mrriuh'i 't ·y kid expendi ture 
:~:,;._: . j ~- ... !C. 

. 1 : 

under be tter control. 
. ·- ~ ·:; 2 ~- J-·. ; 

' . .. -.... , . 
~ ... 

h) To strengthen pol it_· i'cal coo.per ~ tion . ; .. E.rilargEd~ent to Greece 
:.• 

. l .. 

difficulties. 
' • •• . , -~ ':~ • t 

Twelve work together . ~~oothly in ~ pou:lital \:oop4ration. An 
• -! .· 

,\, 

effort to establish an n'in .ner cii:cle" on an . irlsti tutional 
., 

. ' .. ; \ - ,; ~ . J -; . - . : ~-- ; 

basis would damage political·- coo-peration' b~t 'i'nformal 

consul tat ion between us, th-e F'rench' ar,d Germans need not be 
. ~ .• 

excluded. 
~ . 

i) ~vhen the budge_t issue is settled~ ·w~· sh""ould) c ontinue our 
'i · . . :· '· 

effort to present a balanc~d arid fav6i.itab'ie picture of the 
: . , ,,- · - r- . · J 

conditions of Community membershi~ and "of our inbreasingly 
· .... 

. J •. ·_: _:. ;: ., .. ~ :··.' ', : :- . • . • 

decisive role 1n shaping it~ - f~trite . ' : ;.:: fl ' 
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CHANCELLOR 

"AUTUMN STATEMENT" 

PERSONAL 

FROM: J 0 KERR 

DATE: 6 September 1983 
rJ 

~ v ()jo (r " 
1 ~ ~ J- J ' ~ () '}> 

roL J f ~w-~ r' '); ~· ~v" r! Iff Jt{'f"/ r" 
v~ , ~~"<\\~~~a): ~P V~\ 

v- ~ ~r~ if~fc;\~r f 
See Mr Norgrove's minute of 1 September, below. The important 

decision sought is not in fact about the date of the Autumn Statement -

which can't be decided at this stage - but about the date of the 

first public expenditure Cabinet. 

2. We were planning for 27 October. At Mr Bailey's urging, the 

proposal now is to go for 20 October. 

3. The argument for the switch is that the Chief Secretary's ,-

"bilaterals" wind up on 29 September; and that before he starts a 

second round, bashing the heads of the recalcitrant, his arm will 

have to be strengthened by a collective discussion, with Prime 

Ministerial homilies. So, it is argued, the second round can't 

effectively start before the October Cabinet, which should therefore 

be as early in the month as possible - ie the 20th, since the week of 

10-14 is ruled out by the Party Conference. 

4. The arguments against the switch are:-

(a) that 20 October is the date of the Mansion House speech; 

(b) that the Prime Minister will not much like the idea of 
having the crunch in the week immediately after the 
Party Conference (even if papers don't go round until the 
Conference is over, rumours will fly); 

(c) bureaucratically, it will be difficult to prepare and clear 
your paper, on the economy, post-Washington and pre-Conference. 

5. I've tried to think of a middle -course. But the obvious one

starting star chamber before Cabinet - doesn't really work, because 

1 





PERSONAL 

it would also mean starting the rumours/ rows before the Confe.rence. 

6. I conclude that the least bad option probably is 20 October. -If you agree, the Cabinet Office will not object to the switch, but 

I think that we would do well to put it to No 10 on paper, and quite 

soon, given the Conference complication. 

J 0 KERR 
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PERSONAL COVERING SECRET 

" ' 

.Trea.sury Chambers , Parliament Street , SWlP 3AG 
01-233 3000 

13 September 1983 

The Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe QC MP 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 

Affairs 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
Downing Street 
LONDON SWlA 2AL 

We had a word about Defence and the Survey, and our offices 
have arranged a short private meeting for 15 September._ It 
occurred to me that you might find it useful to see before 
theri the attached copy of a letter which Peter Rees sent to 
Michael Heseltine last week, and some extracts from the DM 
briefing for Treasury Ministers. 

As you will realise, these papers ~re a bit sensitve: I 
should be grateful if you could ensure that they don't go 
outside your Private Office. 

NIGEL LAWSON 

PERSONAL COVERING SECRET 
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S E C R E T 

Trc.t.-...un · c·]ulllbC'rs . P.nli.-JilWill ~liT('! . ~\\ ' lP : ',\C 

Rt Hon Michael Heseltine MP 
Secretary oL State 
Ministry oL DeLence 
Main Building 
Whitehall 
London SWlA 2HB 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1983 

B September 1983 

At its meeting on 21 July, Cabinet agreed that our objective 
for this year's Public Expenditure Survey should be to keep to : 
the planning totals Lor 1984-85 and 1985-86 published in tb~ 
last White Paper, and to maintain expenditure at about the same 
level as this in cost terms Lor 1986-87. We are to meet at 
4.30 pm. on 20 September to discuss how your expendituie-pr~gramme 
might be adju~ted to help in meeting this overall objective in 
each of the Survey years. 

Cabinet is likely to discuss the provision to be made Lor ~ay in 
1984 - 85 on 15 September. In the meantime, I suggest we should 
prepare Lor our bilateral discussion on the basis that thei-e w.ill 
be a single standard assumption about pay increases for the 
Civil Service and ~elated groups, the Armed Forces and the NHS, 
that it will be rather lower than the 5 per cent and the agreed 
assumption will, like last year, be removed from all programmes 
before final decisions are taken. 

Our current commitment is to increase deLence expenditure by J'~ 
per annum in real terms up td 1985-86. For our discussion I am 
prepared to take this commitm ent as ~ur starting point. DeLence 
provision in 198) - 84 is £15,715.4 million. On the basis of the 
cash Lactors and an assumption that a 3 per cent pay factor is 
adopted for 1984-85, J per cent ·growth up to 1985-86 (Falkl ands 
exclusive) would be met by the Lollowing provision:-

£million 

1984-1985 

l6,908.J 

1985 - 86 

17,933-7 

I could not agree to any growth in excess oL the NATO a1m. 

l. 

S L · C: H F. T 
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The provision above will necessitate reductions in the current 
cash baseline for d~fence. This means, of course, that I cannot 
accept your bids for the first two years. I must also emphasise 
that the objectives set by Cabinet ~or the Survey are very stiff 
ones. If I am unable to make sufficient progress towards these 
objectives in my round of discussions with colleagues it may be 
necessary to look again at all programmes, which would mean that 
for defence I might have to seek a contribution which would lead 
to provision lower than in paragraph 3 above. But the overall 
position is unlikely to be clear by the time we meet on 20 
September. 

You are seeking two further additions for 1986-87 another year 
of 3 per cent real growth and provision for extra Falklands costs. 
For the non-Falklands budget my view, based on the Cabinet's 
overall objective, is that we should not plan for any real growth 
in 1986-87 or the later years of this Parliament (see the Prime 
Minister's minute of 5 August). Alth"ough I naturally realise that 
provision must be made for extra Falklands expenditure in 1986-87, 
my hope is that we can agree a figure substantially below your 
present bid of £623 million, and in line with Parliamentary and 
public expectations that the burden of extra Falklands expenditure 
will continue on a declining trend after the published figure of 
£684 million for 1984-85 and £552 million for ~985-86. 

Manpower 

Our discussion should also cover the civilian manpower aspects of 
your programme up to 1 April 1988. You have proposed for 
civilian manpower: 

1/4/84 1/4/85 1/4/86 l/4/87 - l/4/~· 

Baseline 200,000 '198, 000 197,000 197,000 197,000 

Net change -13,966 - 13,926 -14,972 -15,142 

•' 

Proposed 
184,034 183.,074 182,028 181,858 r ·equirement 

As you know, Cabinet agreed.on 21 July that we should secure 
rather larger reductions to th~ present total than those so far 
identified by departments. T~e 1982 PES exercise showed a run-d<,wn 
to 197,000. The Government cannot claim the planned change in 
status of the Royal Ordnance Factorie~ as a new saving; Without 
the ROFs , the baseline is 178,500, so the present bid adds 3,358. 
I hope that the development of MINIS and a continued search for · 
savings can produce substantial reductions. You will have you1 
own views on what can be achieved and how, but I would regard 0 

reduction to 170,000 at 1/4/88 as a reasonable initial target 0! 

this stage, with an expectation that greater savings will be 
identified when MINIS becomes fully operational. 

ANW ltTIN 
PETER REES ----
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( AIDrEX E 

"1986-87: I'TAINTEN_i:JWE OF 3 PER CENT RE.A.L GROWI'H .. 
The Government's commitment to plan to increase defence spending 

by 3% pe:r· annum in real terms expires in 1985-86. Th e Defen ce 

Secretary bas bid for a further 3% growth in 1986-87. 

2. This bid must be rejected. The eventual cost will be far higher 

than the £568m claimed .in this survey. Any ''volume" commitment 

carries on its coat-tails a host of other bids to underwrite price 

increases and preserve "volume". 

3. MOD 1vill argue that the bid is needed to meet the NATO aim and 

will stress that this aim was reaffirmed in Jur:ie by NATO Heads of 

State and Government, including the UK. But when proposing this, 

I1r Heseltine: 

(i) accepted that "a firm commitment on defence expenditure 

to the end of the NATO planning period ,.,!ould cause us 

difficulties (as it would most of our allies )"; 

(ii) explicitly emphasised that "the 3% formula is, 

of course, a target, not a binding commitment''; and 

(iii) referred to "the UK's good record on 3% and our 

public commitment to meet it to 1985-86". 

A copy of ~IT Heseltine's minute to the ·Priwe Minister is attached 
(Appendix A). 

4. The aim is only an aim, like the UN aim that 0.7% GDP be devoted 

to overseas aid, whether it can be achieved must depend on economic 
circumstances. (Annex J explains the optimistic economic forecasts 

behind the 3% aim.) 

5. NATO exhortations are a dubious way of approaching public 

expenditure planning. The 3% aim is crude and meaningless. All 

defence expenditure (however wasteful or non-operational) counts~ 

Simplistic year on year arithmetic applies (not, for example, absolute 

levels of expenditure). It concerns only inputs. 

6. MOD may make a play of the diplomatic or transatlantic 

repercussions, should the UK excuse itself from the 3% target three 

years hence. We should be sceptical about such claims. As 

* This includes all types of 
Falklands-related expenditure 
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)~ Hese ltine himself h~s pointed out, the UK has a good record; 
but economic considerations cannot continue to be ignored and oth€r 

European NATO allies adopt a much more P!agrnatic approach to the 3% 

aim. See, for example, the public comments of the Gs r man Chancellor 

last December (Appendix B) .There rr.ay be some criticism but the 

diplomatic consequ ~nces abroad are unlikely to be as serious as the 

political ones at borne, if the economic strategy is blown off course. 

Also,ther e; is increasing evidence that public opinion will not accept 

that defence expendi tur.e should continue to grow at the expense of 

pensions, the NHS and other soc~al services • 

7. Of the major Allies, the UK contribution to NATO is already 

second only to the US in absolute terms, per capita, and as a proportion 

of GDP. For example, the proportion of GDP the UK devotes to defence 

is half as much again as Germany (5.1% against 3.4%). MOD ought to ·be 

striving to reduce the unfairness of the UK d~fence burden, not to 
increase it. (Further details of comparative performance in Annex B.) 

8. MOD's other ploy will be to dramatise the operational (and 

possibly industrial) consequences of not continuing to increas~ defence 

expenditure by 3%. Such forebodings can be discounted: 
-

a. MOD's internal plans last year assumed no growth at all 

after 1985-86. Yrr Heseltine ought to · r evert to the force . 

projections that satisfied his predecessor. 

b. Real grov-rth in military effectiveness can be achieved 

withdut an equivalent increase in input cost. MOD must 

exploit the substantial scope for increasing defence output 

by greater efficiency and value-for-money. 

c. MOD have cried wolf before (notably in the 1981 Survey: 

even after making over £1000m of cuts in his 1982-83 

programme, Mr Nott foresaw a "programme gap" of £200m - but 

the real probl em in 1982- 83 was to avoid a massive underspend). 

MOD costings are notoriously inaccurate. The margin of error 

for 1986-87 is too great to attach much r eliance to cries of 

gloom and doom at this stage. 

d. Substantial scope exists for economies that do not damage 

the front line. For example, the civilian manpower economies 

~ we are proposing are worth £120m per annum; over £1200m a year 

is spent on Service training; over £700m on social and welfare 
expenditure; the value of defence stocks at major depots is 
£7 billion. ___________ _ 

D1'1 Division 
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NATO MINISTERIAL GUIDANCE 

AFFENDIX A 
TO ANN.t.,Y.: E 
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The NATO.Defence P~anning Committee will be meeting-in 

Ministerial session on 1st/2nd June. On present ~lans I -shall not 

be present_ during the plenary discussion of tnt= Ministerial Guidanc'e, 

when we shall be represented by our ?~assador Sir John Graham - we 

need to decide the.line he is to take. 

1

2. As you knov.•.,_ .. the Ministerial Guidance is the dQcumerit proauced ·· · 

every other year to set the framework for national and NATO p_lanning 

for the next five year period - in this case 1985-1990. The draft 

has been under discussion at working level in Brussels for some weeks 

and. is to be considered by Permanent Representatives on 24th May prior 

to submission to Ministers. The resource --guidance section draft is 

attached. You will see that, in respect of the 3% ' target for annual 

real increases in expenditure, it reads as follows: 

"notwithstanding economic and financial constraints, the 

standing Alliance commitment to the 3% formula guidance 

is confirmed." 

This is a repeat of the 1981 formula which John Nott endorsed on 

behalf of the Government. 

3. A firm commitment on defence e xpenditure to the end of the NATO 

planning period would. cause us difficulties (as it would most.of our 

e llies). But the 3% formula is, of course, a target not a binding 
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commitment. In view of this, the UK's .good record on 3% and our 

public commitment to meet it to 1985/86. (when the Ministerial Guidance 

will come up again for review), I believe it would be wrong and 

unnecessary to mount any opposition to a repeat of the formula to 

which we subscribed in 1981. Internationally_, this would provoke an 

unhelpful transatlantic•row in a crucial y e ar for the Alliance. _ 

Domestically, the likelihood of· the row becoming public could be 

politically very damaging in present circumstances. On the other hand, ; 

there may be US pressures to toughen up the 3% formula to stress it as 

the _minimum required (the US are, of course, planning annual average 

increases in-defence spending of 7% _over most of the NATO planning 

period) . . But the FRG have already made clear that they would not 

support any substantive strengthening of th~ 1981 formula and I 

believe the UK should lend them support in resisting any such US 

pressures. 

4. I therefore.. propose that the UK should go a~ong with a repeat of 

the 1981 3% formula but should ~upport the FRG in resisting any US 

pressures to go beyond thi~. Additionally, if the opportunity ~rises, 

· I am content that we should - as suggested by Treasury officials -

support any move by others in seeking deletion -from the_ 1981 formula 
-

of the phrase 'notwithstanding e conomic and financial constraints' . 

5. Subject to any views of my colleagues, I propose that Sir John 

Graham should be instructed to proceed accordingly at the meeting 

of Permanent Representatives on 24th May and subsequently at the 

Ministerial session. 

6. I am copying this minute to the Chantellor of the Exchequer , the 

Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, the Chief Secretary -to the 
-

Treasury, and Sir Robert Armstrong. 

• Ministry of Defence . 
20th May 1983 

;<.~ 
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· _Spt"<"ific promises h:a\'f be-en made, eg, 
th:at -J\"sto countries should spend in real 
tt·rm.s 3'K :a )'C2T more on dcfen~o )'OU 

think _you "'iU m:anagr th.al? Crl:nt:ral Rog- · 
~rs h:as !.lJJ.:l!cs1t"d that 4 'A> \-\ill be 
n~IJ·. 

We have had :a good record on this in • 
previo~s )~ea~. We will have to !>ee how it '• 

tum~ out next year. Then you have 10. 

:as'k, what is 3<;;:? What docs it include? 
All these: percentages have their 0\.\'Il 

significance-you can oo anyihing with 
statistic. . If the Nato suprem·e command
er says he needs 4% that doesn't mc:.an 
that the Germans--the: two chambers in 
parli:amept, ·the: government, business 
:and so on-will all meet and declare that 
this v.-ill be carried out. I ~ a partner in 
an alliance, and in my view a partnership 
mc:..ans that you talk toc:ach othcr and not 
about each other. l may :add that !10m my 
12lls with General Ro_gers ] gained the 
impression that he: sees the: mattcr m 
exactly the: same way. 

That raises :a philosophiCBl question: how 
am western countries increase their Nato 
commitment and dcltnC'f expenditure 
when lheJ Hre facing such economic diff
in.l.llies, "'ith choices nteess.al")· between 
social :a nd milil.2IJ' spendin,g? · 
That is an important question, an ele
mentaT)' political question, and it needs a 
political answer. This has to be very 
drastic 1hc German chancellor must do 
all he can to stimulate the economy. l 
must do all 1 C<ln to reduce unemploy
ment, youth unemployment above all. 

. But it would all be 2 waSI.e of time: if I 
. could not guarantee' peace and freedom 
for our country. -

But then .the ques1ion ari...es: how do you 
~>et which is )'Our priority:' 
You have to do both. J cannot say: I am 

. going to cut down tht: army and cut down 
military service bcalusc:] have: to combat 
uncmployment first. You have to t:a\;c 
~he middle route . 

.. 

:r·BE ECOJW:JIST 18.12. 82 

HELMUT I<OHL ON EAST -WEST AFFENDIX B 
TO PJ~ NEX E ,: 

. . 

.. 
But there)s onlJ so much in the J.Jt1y. 
Ye~, of course, and w I have to spread 
the sacrifices as best J can . I don't really 
see this as a problem. Perhaps Jam rather 
old-fashioned. Polilicians have to behave 

'as people do in their priv~te Jives; in m)" 
vicw a bad housdteper males a bad· 
politician. You can't simply eliminate 
ccnain :areas of e xpenditure altogether. 
V..'e must remain capable of defending 
ourselves . And we v.-ill not do that if we 
adopt a policy of .. ~ither-or ... Our young 
people must rc:.alise that thcrc is a point in 
whai they are doin,g, when they are being 
asked to defend our counl.r)' . They must 

i come to see that they arc defending •

6 }reedom and pe.acc. ]t must be a fleedom 
·that appeals to them, that ma\;cs sens~ to ~ 

them. The principle of social justice and 
-the: v.-ill to dd end '!_TC closely related. 

• 
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ANNEX G 

ACCOI':L"lODAT.lliG REDUCTIONS IN THE DEFENCE PROGR.AJ~'!E 

Treasury Ministers will be arguing t~at even if defence provision 

is reduced b.:YT:Vtoom in each year of the Survey, the 3~~ grov.'th 

commitment up to 1985-86 will be met; their further aim will be to 

prevent real grov.:th in 1986-87. The Defence Secretary may try to 

rrake capital out of tht alleged gravity of the penalties this would 

inflict on defence plans and policy. 

2. It is not the Treasury's jobto prescribe ' '·'here cuts can be made: 

it is primarily for MOD to order priorities within the defence 

programme. The paragraphs below suggest hm-; MOD assertions might be 

countered; and indtcate some of the areas in which fruitful savings 

might be found. 

3. MOD invariably overdramatise the effects on the defence programm,e 

and Fleet Street defence correspondents and the defence lobby have a 

field day. During the 1981 Survey, Mr Nott claimed that his plans for 

1982-83 were some £1300m above baseline provision. On this basis 

he secured substantial cash additions. He also instituted over £1000m 

of cuts before reporting to OD colleagues in early 1982 a residual 
"programme gap" (an excess over agreed provision) of £200m. I-n the 

event, MOD's problem in 1982-83 was to avoid a £1 billion-plus 

underspend; they instituted addback measures and advanced £500m worth 

of bills from 1983-84. The underspend on non-Falklands expenditure 
was still £400m. Are current MOD complaints any more reliable than 

Mr Nott's a couple of years ago? 

4. Accurate estimating on the defence programme is very difficult -

partly because of the nature of the programme, partly because of 

deficiencies within MOD. The margin of error can exceed 5% (£300m 

on the annual equipment spend alone) in the estimates year - and is 

greater thereafter. This explains the ease with which MOD are 
accommodating the 1983-84 cash limit cut of £240m (Appendix A is bow 

they presented it to NATO); and the determination with which they 
sought end-year flexibility. Estimating errors could facilitate the 

absorption of further cuts; tpey certainly make it impossible to 
foretell dire consequences. 

I 5 . 
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~. fir Hott ·h·as, apparently, contc:nt to mak e forv-'ard plans on the • basis of no growth aft er 1985-86. MOD ' s int ernal foiward planni~g 
is undertaken on their annual long term costing ( LTC), and last year's 

LTC- endorsed by the Defence Secretar~ ~ assumed that the defence 

budget would not grow after 1985-86. This year ' s LTC - completed in 

June - may have made more ambitious assumptions ( ie 3% grov.1th in 

1986-87); but why cannot Mr Heseltine r evert to the plans and 

capabilities envisaged by his predecessor? 

• 
6. A number of possiblities exist for making economies in defence 

spending without damaging the front line. Most notably: 

a. the civilian manpower targets Treasury are proposing 

would yield savings of some £120m per annum; 

b. Mr Heseltine's MINIS system will presumably facilitate 

substantial economies across the department. 

7. A great deal of the defence budget is currently devoted to social 
and welfare expeNditure ( 1 ): 

Is 

8. 

in 

family and personnel services in UK 

edu cation 

married accommodation 

medical servi ces 

there no scope for non-operational savings 

£m 

240 

170 

90 
210 

here? 

There remains vast potential for economies on the 

other areas ( 1 ): 

BAOR 

General RAF support 

RAF stations 

Servi ce training 

Storage and supply 

Whitehall organisation 

Other support services 

£m 

1700 
460 

420 

1230 
400 

220 

300 

annual spend 
.~~ . 

9. None of this is necessarily to suggest that any of these functions 

can be entirely discarded. B:1 t s av ings should be possible without 

I damaging 

( 1 ) Source: 1983 Statement on the Defence Estimates 
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( )a~a~ing tbs front line. MOD bas made great claims of its Quest 

~or greater effici~ncy · and econo~y. A 1% efficiency ga in on the 

defence budget would realise some £170m each year. If MOD can deliver 0. 
this minimum, complaints about the effects of programm e cuts arE: 

ill-founded; if MOD currently believe themselves unable to achieve 

this sort of efficiency gain, greater intervention by Defence Ministers 
is warranted. 

• 
10. The independent Review Body on Non - Competitive Government Contracts 
is due to complete its triennial review in the autumn. The Government 

bas been pressing for substantial changes in the way profit ·is 

calculated. If successful these should lead to a substantial reduction 

in profit rates (currently, on average, 20% on historic cost capital 

employed - a -rate set v!ben inflation vms anticipated to be some 15%). 

An overall five per cent reduction in the profit rate would reduce the 

cost of defence contracts by some £75m per an~um. This would be a 

saving in input ~ost\;> vJi th no reduction whatsoever in output - a 

classic example of the value for money improvements that ought to be 

pursuedtbroughout defence activities. 

DM Division 
August '1983 
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NATO CONfiDENTIAL 

AIFEI\D IY. A 
·r J J..i':l~EX G 

i'f (7 /t q f(J 

NATO RESTRICTED 

C. UNITED KINGDOM DEFENCE RXPENDITURE 
REDUCTIONS (NU) 

The United Kingdom Member reported that the 
previous week his Government had announced a plan to trim 
the budget estimates of Goverment departments, including a 
reduction of 240 million in the current year's defence 
expenditure which represented a reduction of approximately 
1.5%. He said that even after this reduction, planned 
expenditure this year would still be 1,300 million higher 
than last year, and would still,be an increase in real terms 
of more than 3%, quite apart from provision for the Falkland 
Islands. The decision related only to .the current year and 
the Government remained committed to a 3% increase target up 
to 1985/86, the last year for which expenditure had been 
currently publishep. His Authorities believed they could 
meet this reduction by careful cash mangement without 
affecting the front line, the major equipment programmes, 
and training and activity levels. At the same time the 
Government had agreed that in future the Ministry of Defence 
would be-permitted to carry forward--funds underspent on 
capital programmes from one year to the next. He said that 
this was a very important change which greatly increased the 
flexibility in planning and which his Authorities had been 
seeking for many years. 

THE COMMITTEE TOOK NOTE. 

NATO RESTRICTED 

D. REPORTS ON NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL 
NEGOTIATIONS (NO) 

The Deputy Chairman briefed the Committee on 
the current status of nuclear arms control negotiations and 
said that a written summary of the NAC consultations on 
INF negotiations would be provided in due course(5}. 

THE COMMITTEE TOOK NOTE. 

NOTE 
~ Subsequently distributed under cover of 

DCMCM-EMJ-33-83, 19 Jul 83 (NS}. 

Record -,MC-C~X-33-83(Plenary Session} 
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FROM: J 0 KERR 

DATE: 14 September 1983 

CHANCELLOR 

MEETING WITH THE FOREIGN SECRETARY: 4.30 ON 15 SEPTEMBER 

There are two aims at this meeting. 

2. First, we want to carry on nobbling on Defence - and 

counteract any Heseltine nobbling. We have in fact done 

GH proud by sending him, with yesterday's letter, the CST's 

letter to Mr Heseltine, and the two (very good) DM texts. 

I think that you will want to concentrate on persuading him:-

a. that 3 per cent in 1986-87 is not on, and 

we are in no way committed to it; and 

b. that carrying forward this year's cash limit 

cut is feasible and does not conflict with 

the 3 per cent aim. 

My personal view is that he will need no persuasion on (a) ; 

and that he will be reasonably receptive - and much more 

receptive than his officials would be - to (b). 

3. He wants also to use the meeting to compare notes on what 

should be said to the Americans later this month on economic 

issues. He will be seeing Shultz at the United Nations while 
., 

we are in Washington; and will be having further talks with him 

and the President and others when the Prime Minister follows us 
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into Washington. Mr Lavelle has produced the attached charge

sheet. 

4. The Defence aim is clearly the more important; ·and I 

suggest we should talk Defence first. If we get pressed for 

time for adequate discussion on the US, you could always hand 

over the charge-sheet. 

5 . No officials other than Private Secretaries will be 

present. 

J 0 KERR 
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i 
30 s eptember 19-8"3 

~ 
From the Private Secretary 

Redundancy Payments and Supplementary Benefit 

The Prime Minister's attenti o n has recently been drawn t o 
the argument for qualifying in some way the treatment of redundancy 
payments in connection with the payment of supplementary benefit. 
It is argued, on the one hand, that there might be a case for 
spreading payment of redundancy money over,say, five years, to 
avoid the situation in which these large capital sums are spent 
to little lasting effect, with the recipient then mo ving directly 
on to supplementary benefit; a solution to this problem might, for 
example, be t o deem a redundancy payment recipient as having an 
income of an appropriate size, such deeming to be disregarded if 
the recipient had lost his redundancy money in setting up his own 
business. It is argued, on the other hand, that the size of the 
capital sum is in itself highly useful in achieving otherwise 
difficult, but necessary, redundancies. The Prime Minister would 
be grateful if your Secretary of State could let her have a note 
on whether the entitlement to supplementary benefit should be 
qualified for those recently in receipt of redundancy payments, 
in the light of these arguments. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Margaret O'Mara 
( HM Treasury ) and Richard Hatfield (Cabinet Office ) . I would be 
grateful if you and 1.they would restrict access to this letter to 
the maximum extent possible. 

y lfv./> J t I\~~ I 

Steve Godber, Esq., 
Department of Health and Social Security. 
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The best guide to the lates~ Jositl~ ~i~ the new draft (below) u~ 
of the Chief Secretary's minute. Comparing it with the 7 f.f 
October version, also below, one can see that, because of 

Blackpool, not much progress has been made. Indeed we have 

gone backwards with Mr Walker - see his letter today (gas 

prices "Action" folder) - while we have failed to settle 

with Mr Jenkin on local authority capital because he wants 

5 per cent, rather than 2 per cent, carried forward (see his 

letter of 13 October, below). Even the crucial deal with 

Mr Fowler seems in some danger, for his officials say that 

he is showing some signs of having second thoughts. And, to 

add insult to injury, Sir G Howe has reverted to his earlier, 

and larger, bids on aid. 

2. I expect that all this was pretty inevitable, given the 

loss of momentum because of the Conference. We now need to 

stoke it up again. The Prime Minister is getting started by 

seeing Sir K Joseph on Monday at 6.00 pm on the basis of the 

note sent to her last week. Mr Turnbull is advising the Prime 

Minister that the Chief Secretary should be asked: we could 

]

suggest that you join in, but I have not done so, for I think 

it is probably best that it should be her meeting, and tri

lateral. If there are 4 of you, it could turn, damagingly, 

into the Treasury versus the rest! But, in case you think I 

am wrong, I attach a copy of Mr Faulkner's brief for the 

Chief Secretary. The Prime Minister will also see Sir G Howe 

on Tuesday. The present plan is that neither you nor the 

Chief Secretary will be invited. 

3. As for Chief Secretary activity on Monday, he will be 
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seeing Mr Jenkin, to try to sort out the ~lexibility 
point, and the problem of local authority current expenditure 

in the later years. I advise you not to join them. He may 

also have to see Mr Fowler, though nothing has .been arranged 

as yet. Again, I think you should hold back: a meeting with 

you, or with you and the Prime Minister, might be the next 

move if a meeting with the Chief Secretary shows that he is 

in fact welching on the deal. 

4. Apart from defence, agriculture and energy - on none of 

which there seems any point in further negotiation pre-~tar 
Chamber - the other outstanding programme is ~ndustry. Here, 

for obvious reasons, nothing has happened since you last saw 

the papers. My hunch is that:-

a. the Prime Minister, and Cabinet, would back 

the DTI line on Innovation, rather than ours; and 

b. Mr Parkinson's successor is likely to want, for 

very obvious reasons e.g. vis-a-vis his DTI 

Ministerial team - to settle for no less than 

Mr Parkinson would have got. 

) 

I therefore conclude that we ought to concede, and quickly, 

and~ara 6 b. out of the paper for the Prime Minister and 

Cabinet. 

5. You will wish to compare notes with the Chief Secretary 

at "prayers". Your reactions to the draft minute - which seems 

to me pretty good, though FelS. will no doubt think it a bit ... 
long - could be fed in then, or on paper. But I have kept a 

slot at 5.00 pm for a meeting between you and the Chief 

Secretary, with Middleton, Bailey, Scholar, Battishill and 

Hart, in case there is a major problem - eg a Fowler welch 

- requiring substantial discussion and re-drafting. 

J 0 KERR 
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PUBLIC EXPENDITURE CABINET AND THE AUTUMN STATEMENT 

1 Q..& - C-. cl iMt! ~ f';v I ; f o. t (I " CUl~\ 
I understand the Cabinet Office are suggesting Thursday 10 November 
for Cabinet to take the report of MISC 99, and finally settle 
the public expenditure figures. This is on the basis that 
MISC 99 will complete its work within about 10 days, and that it 

~ 

1 

will not be absolutely necessary for you to attend the Ministerial 
~~Q~~ Council in Athens on 10 and 11 November. We have taken a quick 

look at the implications for publication of the Autumn Statement 
of this and possible alternative dates for Cabinet. In what 
follows we assume that only one further Cabinet on public 
expenditure will be required; a second Cabinet would extend the 
timetable • _Details are shown in the Annex. 

Some general points 

2. The key considerations for the timetable are these: 

Ministers will presumably wish to publish the public 
expenditure figures as soon as possible after they are 
agreed, and with only one weekend intervening between 
decision and publication (Cilbinet : was s~ifically put 
back a few days last year to avoid a second weekend 
intervening when the previous Chancellor had to go 
abroad); 

the critical date, therefore, for the Autumn Statement 
is the date of the final Cabinet; 

1 
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if the outcome of Cabinet is reasonably predictable, we 
can plan on publishing 7 days later (a weekend plus the 
minimum 5 working days required for final drafting of 
the Statement, including the expenditure paragraphs; 
completing the figures; and for the printers); 

by the Cabinet outcome being reasonably predictable we 
mean: 

(a) that, on the basis of the MISC 99 recommendations, 
known a few days before, a reasonably confident 
prediction can be made of the final public 
expenditure outcome, including, within a small margin, 
the probable 1984-85 planning total and the size 
and treatment of the planning reserve (so that these 
can be taken into the forecast in advance); 

(b) that there are unlikely to be significant changes 
affecting the size or presentation of next year's 
fiscal adjustment; 

(c) that decisions on NIC and NIS have already been 
taken, and cleared with the Prime Minister in 
advance, are mentioned at the expenditure Cabinet, 
and not disturbed; this allows the minimum 3 clear 
days needed by the Secretary of State for Social 
Services to finalise other National Insurance 
decisions; and for the Government Actuary to put 
together the report on the National Insurance Fund 
which accompanies the announcement; and 

that, finally, there are no unexpected decisions on 
particular programmes, the presentation of which in the 
Autumn Statement cannot be settled within a day or so. 

3. To the extent that any of these things go wrong, and 
particularly if changes affect the forecast or the fiscal 
adjustment, the~e is a risk of slippage in publication; and 
with a Thursday Cabinet, the possibility of slippage beyond a 

second weekend. (A Tuesday Cabinet obviously provides a larger 

safety margin against that). 2 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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MISC 99 

L~. The plan, as you know, is for MISC 99 to conclude its 
meetings with Spending Ministers if possible by one week today, 
Monday 13 October; and to complete its report by the end of 
the week, Friday 4 November (with the possibility of some 
intervention by the Prime Minister in that interval). It is on 
that basis, we understand, that 10 November has been suggested 
as the date for Cabinet. 

10 November Cabinet 

5. The first point to note about a 10 November Cabinet is that 
you will be in Bonn with the Prime Minister for bilateral meetings 
for the immediately 2 preceding days (the afternoon of the 8th 
and the whole of the 9th). So there would be virtually no time 
at all to influence matters between the MISC 99 report and 
discussions in Cabinet. You will also need to plan to have 
settled all other outstanding issues on the Autumn Statement, 
excluding the final public expenditure figures, by Tuesday 
8 November. This includes next year's National Insurance 
Contribution rates and earnings limits with Mr Fowler and the 
Prime Minister; substantially the whole text of the Industry 
Act Forecast; and, in particular, the tre~tment of next year's 
forecast fiscal adjustment, consistent with the probable final 
decisions on public expenditure (both the totals and the handling 
of the planning reserve). 

6. Assuming that Cabinet then ratifies the MISC 99 recommendations, 
we should have until Friday evening 11 November to settle with 
you any outstanding points on the text for the printers; though 
relatively small changes could be made at proof stage after the 
weekend. This can be a fairly intensive period and might mean 
that it would be prudent to ask another Treasury Minister to 

~f~~ attend the ECOFIN meeting arranged for 14 November. It should 
~Uff~ then be possible to publish the Autumn Statement, if all goes 
u~ ,; well, on Thursday 17 November. 

3 
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7. On this timetable the forecasters should be able to take 
account of the CGBR figures (though ' not the PSBR) for October, 
which become available in the first week of November. 

8. This is clearly not an ideal timetable; it assumes very good 
progress early on, and there are risks if decisions come unstuck 
at Cabinet of the Autumn Statement being delayf ed over a second 
weekend. It will only work at all if your presence is not required 
in Athens (which OF regard as an acceptable risk so long as the 
Foreign Secretary attends), and if Cabinet aan settle public 
expenditure in the absence of other Ministers concerned (the 
Foreign Secretary and the Secretary of State for Agriculture 
unless he chooses to attend Cabinet and send another Agriculture 
Minister to Athens; and possibly the Secretary of State for 
Energy who is due to be in China on the 10th). And it is a 
fairly tight timetable because of your 2 days in Bonn in the 
crucial run-up to Cabinet. But it is certainly not impossible, 
so long as MISC 99 does its job fairly quickly, and there is then 
a good prospect of a satisfactory outcome at Cabinet. 

15 November Cabinet 

9. This is probably the earliest next practicable date if you 
or other key Ministers could not be spared from Athens. In 
those circumstances, an extra Tuesday Cabinet could be explained 
by Ministers' overseas commitments, and the need to settle the 
expenditure figures as quickly as possible and publish the 
Autumn Statement. That said, the overall timetable would be no 
easier from your point of view if you were out of the country 
for most of the previous week. So, as with a 10 November. Cabi net, 
it would only be safe to plan on the basis of settling most of 
the other outstanding issues on the Autumn Statement by 8 November 
before you left for Bonn. With a 15 November Cabinet, the 
earliest date for the Autumn Statement would probably be the 
following Tuesday, 22 November, though this could, if necessary, 
slip back a day or two to 23 or 24 November without risk of 
an6ther weekend intervening. 
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10. If you decided anyway not to go to Athens,deferring the 
expenditure Cabinet until 15 November would give you a little 
extra time in which to work on the rest of the Autumn Statement 
decisions, and prepare the ground for Cabinet (whether or not 
you attended the ECOFIN meeting on the 14th). This could be 
useful; for example, if it proved difficult to reach agreement 
on NICs. A 15 November Cabinet, with publication of the Autumn 
Statement a week later, would also give the forecasters time to 
take on board the October PSBR figures. 

11. However, we understand the Prime Minister leaves for New 
Delhi on 21 November, so that she would be abroad when the 
Statement was made. 

17 November Cabinet 

12. This is the third possibility. It has the advantage of 
avoiding the need for a special Cabinet, and of being well clear 
of your absence abroad. Its disadvantage, of course, is that it 
lengthens still further the interval between MISC 99 completing 
its work and final decision by Cabinet, prolonging speculation 
and increasing the risk of leaks. It also begins to look a little 
late if there has to be a third Cabinet to settle outstanding 
issues. With a 17 November Cabinet the earliest date for 
publication would be Thursday 24 November. It has the same risks 
as to slippage beyond a second weekend as Thursday 10 November. 

Conclusions 

13. Cabinet on 10 November seems to provide the fastest practicable 
timetable: it looks to be just manageable provided all goes well 
wi.th MISC 99 and at Cabinet; but it is all rather tight and 
depends critically on which Ministers need to go to Athens. It 
is the only timetable which allows the Autumn Statement to be 
published before the Prime Minister leaves for New Delhi. 
Provided you can decide now to stay away from Athens (and there 
are no unsuperable problems for other Ministers) 15 November 
has quite a lot to be said for it: above all it provides a 
little extra room for manoeuvre, either if a third expenditure 
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Cabinet is needed (say on tfie 17th), or if a little more time is 
needed after Cabinet to finalise the Autumn Statement. But it 
does mean that the Prime Minister will be out of the country 
when the expenditure decisions are announced, and the Autumn 
Statement published. Cabinet on 17 November would be clear of 
all international meetings, but prolongs the uncertainty on 
public expenditure, and risks a rather late Autumn Statement if 
a third Cabinet proves necessary. Again, the Prime Minister would 
be out of the country on the date of publication. 

1t• It may be worth taking the Prime Minister's mind on these 
options when you next see her. But whatever her preference, 
there is clearly everything to be said for pushing on with as 
much preparatory work as possible on the Autumn Statement in 
advance of the public expenditure decisions. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE TIMETABLES FOR AUTUMN STATEMENT 

Cabinet lOth 15th 17th 

Mon 31 · MISC 99 finishes 
meetings 

Tues 1 

Wed 2 

Thurs 3 

Fri 4 MISC 99 
reports 

Sat 5 

Sun 6 

Mon 7 

Tues 8 to Bonn pm to Bonn pm to Bonn pm 

Wed 9 Bonn Bonn Bonn 

Thurs 10 Cabinet [Athens [Athens 

Fri 11 Athens) Athens 

Sat 12 Athens] 

Sun 13 

Mon 14 [Ecofin] [Ecofin] [Ecofin] 

Tues 15 Cabinet 

Wed 16 

Thurs 17 AS Cabinet 

Fri 18 

Sat 19 

Sun 20 

Mon 21 

Tues 22 AS 

Wed 23 [AS] 

Thurs 24 [AS] AS 

Fri 25 

Sat 26 

Sun 27 
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CABINET AND AUTUMN STATEMENT: TIMING 

MISC 99 starts today: WW hopes for deal in margins with 

Howe; and deal round table with Jopling. Deal with Gowrie 

already struck. But problems expected with Joseph, Walker, 

and Heseltine, and WW doubtful about chances of agreement 

with these three in MISC 99. 

2. MISC 99 will complete operations on Monday. Perhaps 

sensible to envisage discussions with these three at No 10 

before a report is made to Cabinet. (May also be need for 

further discussion on local authorities.) 

3. This suggests that earliest date for Cabinet is 10 

November: as now planned. Certainly keen to press on as 

fast as s possible - with a view to publication of Autumn 

Statement (5 working days needed after d~ c ?J:'sive / - ie ? second/ , ,_, - -
Cabinet} before PM leaves for New Delhi. ould mean my not 

attending Athens Special Council: no problem, GH can cope; 

though his absence from the Cabinet would be a pity. Also 

potentially absent - Jopling and Walker (China) : latter 

potentially very serious. 

4. If 10 November plan proves infeasible, or if second 

Cabinet required, ? case for going for 15 rather than 17 

November. Even 15 November would however be too late to 

permit publication before PM's departure for New Delhi. But 

there would still be the 17 November slot for settling any 
1\U 

still outstanding issue - eg Defence? - before ~ departure. 

CONCLUSION 

5. 10 November looks best, despite the problems. But 

perhaps wo~thwhile clearing the decks, on a contingency 

basis, also for 15 November? 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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MR BATTISHILL 

FROM: J 0 KERR 
DATE: 25 October 1983 

cc Chief Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Mr Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Evans 
Mr Watson 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE CABINET AND AUTUMN - STATEMENT: TIMING 

The Chancellor was most grateful for your minute of 24 October, 

and agrees with your reasoning throughout. He has noted that 

the Cabinet Office have now circulated a provisional agenda 

showing that public expenditure would be discussed on 10 November; 

and he is inclined to think that we should take no steps to 

change that plan, even though it would involve his not attending 

the ~pecial Council in Athens. (The problems which the timing 

would create for Sir G Howe, Mr Joplinj ,and Mr Walker are perhaps 

for them, not us, to raise.) And whether Cabinet's discussion 

in the end falls on 10, 15, or 17 November, the Chancellor agrees 

that we should press ahead as fast as possible with Autumn Statement 

preparations, and that he should plan not to attend the ECOFIN 

meeting on 14 November. 

2. The timing is of course very much subject to the Prime Minister'E 

views; and the Chancellor will raise the matter with her at the~r 

meeting tomorrow. 

J 0 KERR 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: J 0 KERR 
DATE: 27 October 1983 

STAR CHAMBER TODAY: ENERGY AND AGRICULTURE 

The following is my understanding of how MISC 99 got on today. 

Energy 

Mr Walker came offering a package of cost reductions on gas and 

electricity of £130 million/£100 million/£100 million, but saying 

that he could offer nothing on prices. MISC 99 bought his 

package (which actually is slightly more than we asked for on 

cost reductions), but said that he would need to offer something 

on prices as well. He refused, overplaying his hand. 

In the subsequent restricted session the jury made it clear that 

they agreed with the Treasury proposals on electricity and domestic 

gas prices. (If they are as good as their word, that means 

another £250 million off Mr Walker.) But they don't like our 

idea of insisting that future industrial gas prices should be set 

as if the freeze had not been extended ~ 31 March 1984. We have 

been asked to put in a note about that; but I guess that we shall 

lose it (price tag: £30 million). 

On coal, Walker argued that he should not lose his £100 million 

for NCB investment,on the grounds of unripe time (MacGregor) and 

red rag (Scargill). The Committee have asked for a Treasury 

paper exploring how the NCB could be given conditional access. to 

the £100 million without it being shown in the White Paper. 

Agriculture { k.-t o 

This was a hurried meeting; but Mr Jopli~seems to have put up a 

skillful performance. He conceded £20 million a year of capital 

grants, through changing the eligibility rules. But that was all; 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

and he used the Euro-argument to fend off larger cuts. 

\

The Lord President pursued his suggestion that the rate of 

)!" capital grants for agriculture should be brought in line with 

those for industrial investment; and we have been asked to 

put in a short paper on that. It will in fact show that the 

grants should come down from £100 million to £12 million; which 

clearly is pie in the sky. But we may conceivably get a 

recommendation for cuts of slightly more than Mr Jopli~s 

£20 million. 

J 0 KERR 
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_ ·· _ Following our discussion this afternoon about the agriculture _ and fisheries 
·· __ programme, I promised to write to you setting out the recommendations which 

MISC 99 are disposed to put to the Cabinet. 

We _discussed the revised proposals which you put to the Group on 27 October 
. and which are set out in detail in MISC 99 (83)10. These would entail the 

-· --· , following totals: £878.5 million for 1984-85; £884.2 million for 1985-86; 
· ·' · · and £895 million for 1986-87. The Chief Secretary's proposals for the 
. . . ,; .> ·:, - corresponding years were £855 million, £860 million and £865 million. At our 

· · . . - · :::., :·meeting we explored various ways of reconciling your position and that of the 
· · ·_·: _:"" · _-.-:0:. : ,Chief Secretary but were not able to identify the basis of an agreed settlement. 

· .... 
' • ;' 

. ~ . ', . , .I ' - - ~After the meeting MISC 99 discussed the position again and reached the following 
·: ,' · conclusions. As compared with your revised proposals we would ask you to find 

· -~- additional savings amounting to about half the total of your additional bids, 
~- ie £8 million in 1984- 85, £9.2 million in 1985-86, and £10 million in 1986-87. 

This would produce the following ~otals: £870.5 million in 1984-85, £875 million 
in 1985-86 and £885 million in 1986-87. Although the Group appreciated your 
wish to retain flexibility in identifying the source of any additional savings, 
we would look to you to achieve them mainly by savings on capital grants and 

to do so, inter alia, by ensuring that no capital grant is paid at a rate 
greater than 50. per cent and by not introducing grant aid for tourism and craft 
industries . - Finally, the Group would wish to stress that, in making these 
proposals for savings falling short of those sought by the Chief Secretary, 
Treasury they have very much in mind the uncertainties and difficulties which 
you fear may arise over support for agriculture when the post- Stuttgart 
negotiations in the European Community are finally resolved • . 

. . 

The Rt Hon Michael Jopling MP 
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. . . 

The Group are most grateful to you for the help and co-operation which 
you have given to us already in our effort to secure the planning totals 
approved by the Cabinet. Although the proposals set out in this letter 
~11 not be welcome to you, we very much hope that you will be able to 
accept them. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland, 
the Lord Privy Seal, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, the 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the Chief Secretary, Treasury and 
Sir Robert Armstrong. 

/l: 
/L.J vD\_ 

l
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: ' · . . , ~, 
ENERGY INDUSTRIES 

Before we meet again tomorrow, I thought that it might be helpful to set out 
briefly where our thinking has got to, following the Group·' s discussion with 
you on 27 October, on the recommendations which MISC 99 might put to the 
Cabinet. 

The starting point for our discussion on 27 October was a gap of £400 million 
. · :· · in 198q-85, £300 million in 1985-86 and £75 million in 1986-87 between your 

proposals and those of the Chief Secretary. During the discussion you offered 
. . efficiency savings in the electricity and gas industries worth £128 million in 
, . ... 198q-:85 and £100 million in each of the two succeeding years. The Group were 

., . most grateful to you for this offer. 

The remaining areas of disagreement concern the provision to be made for 
investment by the National Coal Board (NCB), the path of electricity prices 
over the next three years, and the amounts of the increases in domestic gas 
prices in January 198q and in industrial gas prices in the quarter starting 
1 April 198!J:. 

\ 

NCB Investment 

On NCB investment the positibn is as follows: 

£m 

198!J:-85 1985-86 1986-87 . 

Your proposals 839 88!J: 8!J:8 

Chief Secretary's 
proposals 739 78!J: 7!J:8 

The Rt Hon Peter Walker MBE MP 
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· . · : . : · '· ~. The Group fully appreciates the points which you made at our discussion 
: ':·:' ·: .. : . :! '· r:o :~:. · .·,\< about the sensitivity of the published NCB investment figures. They noted 

·. >.~:'i :~:·· ...... ';';: however that it would be in accordance with the treatment of the NCB in the 
.. . ·: :·.~.:- .-· <· ~ ·-;_·,: .. ·current Public Expenditure White Paper if an investment figure were published 

o: , .. ~~ 'E'<;;' i~·}: :.~·- only for 198'*-85, that ·there is as yet no published figu,re for 'that year, · 
.. . ,·': ·;·?':·f,::, o::\;:~.: ; 0 and.that :the ·only bas~s· of public compatiso~ would be the published figure 
·. . ·: ~ .;'J<:x;,::)'~/~· for 1983-~'* of £800 million. The Group would therefore be inclined to 
.. ! >.'·\Vi:+\';~'.io\;;' recommend a figure for investment for 198'*-85 of £800 million, which would 

• >i , •• 1 , , / , 'j I,' , J p, .. ; , ,.,
0 

, , , I , 

1 ·.-··. ·;<~Ho?~':o:;r;~;:i .. be .· pu~lished, and figures for investment in the two succeeding years of 
:._ .. ;:;::.7o :;!'>~ts:;~~- · -·£78.1j._o mipion and · £7/j.B million which, as last time, would not b·e published • 
. ·_. :· : ·. '· :(~ ;\~:;y; f Ji:';/.: : As it· seems. likely that the investment figure for 1984:-85, like that for 

• ::

0

• _.:·, ~::~::,:~:~•J'((( ~ ·1983::~84:~ ··will be undershot, the Group wouid be disposed to recommend th8. t the 

r

l; .. >·:.:···:/ · ! :::;):::\::<:~:. NCB .' s Ex~e::nal Finan~ing Limit should be. ca~cul~ted on the basis of the . 
• • • .;:; :~":.- ·.· :

0

.•/>'· Treasury f1gure for J.nve stment of £739 mJ.lhon J. n 198'*- 85 as well · as on the 
• ,·

0 
.. [ :.,':0 ,, ,;,:~; ; ·: Treasury .figures on investment of £78'* million and £7'*8 million for the two 

, < :·i'··r~~,;,~~··;::~:::t~::Iy::::~ .. 
1 

·. ' · :n:;·op.~?;,.·f~~-~t.:_· Th~,J~ro':p felt unable t~ support your.proposal for a freeze on el~ctr~city 
: ·~ ., . ,,·.: :-.;~ · ~: ··'!-~ ·~ .. PrJ.ces 1n 1984-85. Thelr preference 1s for a smoother path of pr1ce 1ncreases . 

• • o ' [' ~ ·. ) . ...... '.,j "o ' ' •"' I ' • ' • • ' ' " I • ' ' • ' j · ,: ' .·. :·,:.'"~'~ :,~,:.: ·~,',~: over the next three years along 'the lines put forward by the Chief Secretary, 

I
. · o .. ;·:;(~~ ~ ~~:.':i-'::~::;: 0: Treasury~ providing savings of £210 million in 1984:-85, £90 million in 

.: . .-~ . : · t.:; : .-:< '.;' 1985-86 and £30 million in 1986-87. 

l ;; , :;ii~~!:f~f'[~:;·,~·~ ' ~i~e s 
• • • •• • •• ••• , · .:· :::

0

·. : T&king fnto account the points made in discussion, as well as the earlier 
·. · exchanges among Ministers arid with the Prime Minister, the Group favour a 

.... 

6 per cent increase in domestic gas prices in January 198'*. This would provide 
further savings of £39 ~illion for 1984-85, £28 million in 1985-86 and £31 milli 
in. 1986-B7 • 

. : . On industrial gas prices the Group were disposed, taking account of efficiency 
~~·~w ~"\ savings which you have offered, to accept your proposal · for an increase of 

(!l) W\~'bttcltd.Q,~~ 3 per cent in the April quarter and to forgo savings of £30 million sought by 
~. ~ the . Chief Secretary in each of the three years. 

(J>) ;~elf ~or, iN 
&..-MA-UM~ 1'9 The proposals set out in his letter are intended to form pint of a. total 
C.~t"""~o.l~ package, and we shall be grateful to know if you would be able to accept them 

cIt" ~~-~lf<l~.': · . on this basis. 

. . I am sending copies of this letter to 
the Lord Privy Seal, the Secretary of 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 

• 

0 

• • • • Armstrong • 
.. . . ·. ,• . •.,. 

~ ' I' ' 

. I .. ;. ;:·:/?~ ·~··< •· ... · ·•··· .· .·· ... • 
I 0 " • __ ·.0 .. ... o:.-:0. . 0 ...... 0' .' " 

. !· . ... :t . '· ' 

the Secretary of State for Scotland, 
State for Trade and Industry, the 
the Chief Secretary and Si:r Robert -

VISCOUNT WHITELAW 
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WHIT E H A LL . LO N DON SW lA 2AT 

31 October 1983 

MINISTERIAL GROUP ON PUBLIC EXPENDITURE (MISC 99) : EDUCATION AND SCIENCE 

. PROGRAMME 

I promised at the end of our discussion with you on 26 October to write outlining 
the recommendations on the education and science programme which MISC 99 were 
minded to put to the Cabinet as part of our·eventual report. I should like at 
the outset to express to you the Group's thanks for the very clear and helpful 

· way in which you outlined your proposals and the arguments for them. We have 
·; also been much _assisted by your letter of 28 October about student grants: as 

.. . '<:_: ' :, . was recognized in the discussion, all the packages under _consideration assuine 
_'' _' ·· ·t· : that there will be reductions in the cost of student grants of £20 million in 
,... 198lj,-85, £/iO million in 1985-86, and £50 million in 1986- 87. 

1 • • • • 

- ·· · · · . The following paragraphs set out the Group 1 s views on the issues which we 
· " · ... <fiscussed with you on 26 October. 

Local Author ity Capital Expenditure 

In view of the many other pressures on public expenditure in general, and the 
need to reduce local authority expenditure in particular, the Group do not 
feel able to support any increase in the provision for capital expenditure on 
schools, and colleges of further education. 

Universities - Capital 

The Group do not feel able to recommend any increases here. They consider 
that priority expenditure should be accommodated within the existing programme. 

The Rt Ron Sir Keith Joseph Bt MP 
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Universities - Current 

Again, ' the Group do not feel able to recommend any increase. They agree 
with the Chief Secretary that it should be possible to find efficiency 
savings by 1986-87; and.indeed, I believe that you share this view, though 
you regard the Chief Secretary's proposals as over-ambitious. Subject to 
what is said below in the context of student grants, the Group intend to 
recommend savings of £50 million in 1986-87. 

Science · 

· After considering the arguments which you put forward for additional expenditure 
on scienc~, and having regard to the conclusions of the Prime Minister's 
meeting on 19 October, recorded in her Private Secretary's letter of the same 

·date, · t~e Group ,do not feel able to recommend any increase here~ 

·. Student Grants 

·.· II ·~ afraid that we do not think it likely that the Cabinet would endorse 
the proposals in your letter of 28 October. It is therefore necessary to 

· look for other measures producing equivalent savings. There seem to be two 
· . . possible approaches, which we should like to discuss with you • 

. The first would be a less severe package of savings on student grants, coupled 
with further savings on university current expenditure. I understand that 
some suggestions regarding student grants have been put to your officials by 
the Chief Secretary's. · 

The second would be to find the whole of the savings from further reductions 
in university current expenditure. 

We realise that neither of these alternatives will be welcome to you; but 
we regard it as essential to find savings on the scale I have mentioned. 

Changes Already Agreed 

In earlier discussions you and the Chief Secretary had reached agreement on 
.the following changes. 
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Additions 

Student grants 

Science (International 
subscriptions 

Reductions 

Grant-aided 
institutions 

Student grants 

Net effect 

SEC REI' 

198~-85 1985- 86 

+ ~0 + 50 

+ 6 + 8 

5 7 

- 20 - ~0 

+ 21 +· 11 

1986- 87 

+ ~5 

+ 7 

- 10 

- 50 

8 

. 
I 

It transpired at our meeting that you had regarded these changes as involving 
agreed additions to the baseline in 198~-85 and 1985-86, whereas the Chief 

·' Secretary was expecting you to find offsetting savings in those two years. In 
· . . . view · of . the difficulties which you face in your programme, MISC 99 intend to 

recommend that you should not be required to find such savings. It would, of 
··· ·· course, follow from what is said earlier in this letter that, to the extent 

that proposals for savings on st~dent grants were not accepted, they would have 
~o be replaced by savings on university current expenditure. 

The net effect of these recommendations is to increase the baseline by £21 million 
in 198~-85 and £11 million in 1985-86, and to reduce it by £58 million in 
1986-87. I realise that you will regard them as to some extent disappointing; 
but they are as far as MISC 99 felt able to go if we are to achieve the Cabinet's 
objective of sticking to the planning totals. I hope you will be able to 
accept them on that basis. 

Once again, let me say how grateful I and the other members of MISC 99 are for 
your help. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland, 
the Lord Privy Seal, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, the 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the Chief Secretary and Sir Robert Armstrong 
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FROM: T A A HART 
DATE: 1 November 1983 

CHIEF SECRETARY cc Chancellor 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Donovan - for file 

SURVEY SCORECARD 

I attach a scorecard showing the present position on the Survey. As usual, it sets out 

changes from the White Paper baseline in £ million. The scorecard shows:-

i. the position as at Cabinet on 20 October (ie the bottom line of Annex A of your 

minute of 18 October to the Prime Minister); 

ii. the effect of the provisional decisions reached so far by MISC 99 (assuming that 

all their packages are accepted); 

iii. the effect of other decisions, on local authority current expenditure in the later 

years and Arts and Libraries. This gives us 

vi. the outstanding difference from the White Paper (ie the gap still to be bridged) 

and, set against this, 

v. the Treasury position on defence. 

2. I also attach a note which gives this information in summary form. It shows in 

addition:-

,..,...-~, a. the overall change from the White Paper if the Treasury carried the day on 

,,/i 

defence and 

b. a comparison between the provisional decisions of MISC 99 and your own 

proposals• As you will see, they come quite close to you in the first year, but 

fall short of your targets by about £50 million in the second year and exceed 

them by about £100 million in the third year. All this is, of course, subject to 

the major questionmark over defence. 

3. On the energy industries in 1986-87, they have exceeded your target by £186 million. 

But this is heavily offset by the concessions made to the FCO, MAFF and. DBS which 

together are worth £79 million compared with your original position. 
... . - . 





4. It is clear that (assuming a satisfactory result on defence), our major problem will be 

in the second and third years. The gap in those years could be bridged by either adding less 

to the reserve or by additional sales of assets or by a mixture of both. The reason for the 

particular difficulty in 1985-86 is partly that we started off about £150 million light. MISC 

99 have given away another £50 million and the decisions on LA current etc added 

£180 million. Thus we are now around £380 million sho¥1 for that year. 

• 

T A A HART 
GEP 1 
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SUMMARY OF SCORECARD 

Change in relation to WP(£m) 

Agreed as at 20 October 

Effect of MISC 99 
provisional decisions 

Effect of other decisions 
(LA. current; OAL) 

Outstanding difference 
from White Paper 

Defence (unsettled): 
Treasury position 

Net change from WP if 
Defence carried 

1984-85 

+575 

-326 

+6 

+255 

+~~.( 

-268 

-13 

1985-86 

+929 

-866 

+598 

+661* 

+b~ 

-281 

+380* 

*Assumes addition to reserve of £0.5bn in 1985-86 and £2bn in 1986-87. 

MISC 99 provisional decisions so far compared with CST proposals 

1984-85 1985-86 

-14 +47 

Note: Defence not included. 

I _( 

L I 

7} s 

1986-87 

+1083 

-1693 

+660 

+50* / -4-~ 

+161 

+211* 

1986-87. 

-107 

( h ( . 
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20th October Cabinet 
Adjustments by MISC 99 

FCO-ODA 
FCO-OTHER 
MAFF 
DES 
Energy Industries 

Other decisions 
LA current later 
years 

OAL 

Outstanding 
difference from 
White Paper 

Defence (not settled) 

(1) 

Agreed 

+575 

0 
+ 6 

- 4 
+ 21 

-349 

-326 

-

-
+ 6 

+255 

-

-

1984-85 
( ) 2 

Department 

--~ 
/ \ 

_\.-_ +535 ) 

[-r 46] 

[+ 10] 
[+ 27] 
[+130] 
[+128] 

[+341 J 

-
[+ 12] 

+152 

( ) 3 

• CST -
-580 

[- 20] 
[ 0] 
[- 20] 
[ 0] 

[-272] 

[-312] 

-
[ 0] 

f 

-268 

1 2 
1985-86 

( ) ( ) 

+929 . +829 

0 [+ 73] 
+ 9 [- 10] 
- 24 [+ 11] 
+ 11 [+136] 
-862 [-544] 

-
-866 [-314] 

--

+588 [+753] 

+ 10 [+ 20] 

+661 

- +337 

( ) 3 
I 

I. / ~ 

~77s'"""t 

[- 30] 
[ 0] 
[- 39] 
[ 0] 
[-844] 

[-913] 

[+418] 

[ 0] 

-281 

1 ( ) 
1986-87-

( ) 2 ( 3) 

( u. . • . . ' :1 (-f. t_ 
- ~ ' ,.. "" ~ ,.,. .... ., .. ( 1t ,. .. "' ' '"--' ,. .}-"' J 

·"'+1083 "--
+1437- -1024 

0 [+ 108] [- 30] 
+ 21 [+ 23] [+ 9] 
- 38 [+ 7] [ ... 53] 

- 58 [+ 140] [- 80] 
-1618 [-1357] [-1432] · 

-1693 [-1079] [-1586] 

. 
+ 647 [+ 833] [+ 418] 

+ 13 J+ 25] [ 0] 
• 

+ 50 

- +1623 + 161 

.I 





SECRET AND PERSONAL 

FROM: J 0 KERR 
1 NOVEMBER 1983 

CHANCELLOR 

MISC 99 

You should see the attached letters from the Lord President 

to Sir K Joseph, Mr Jopling, and Mr Walker. All pretty satis

factory. 

2. The Lord President's meeting with the Foreign Secretary 

(and the Chief Secretary) took place this morning. Sir G Howe 

bought an offer of £6 million/£8 million/£12 million for the 
·---=<--

FCO Vote (ie BBC and British Council) but did not agree figures -for Aid. The Lord President offered him the baseline, and not 

a penny more; he has retired to consider his position. He is 

to give the Lord President an answer by tonight: if it is 

other than acceptance of the baseline for Aid he will go to 

MISC 99 tomorrow. 

3. Other remaining MISC 99 engagements are with Mr Walker 

this afternoon, Sir K Joseph tomorrow morning, and of course 

Mr Heseltine tomorrow afternoon. I have spoken to Mr Turnbull 

about possible attendance at any No 10 meetings with Mr Walker 

and Mr Heseltine. 

J 0 KERR 
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SECRET AND PERSONAL 

FROM: J 0 KERR 
DATE: 2 November 1983 

CHANCELLOR 

MISC 99 

Education 

Earlier this evening I sent you the record of the meeting with 

Sir K Joseph. He has this afternoon seen the Prime Minister, 

who is said - by No 10 - to have agreed to the revised student 

grants package. (But Mr Turnbull warns me that it could still 

come up at your bilateral tomorrow, because she is still a bit 

uneasy.) 

Defence 

2. The position, after a two hour meeting this afternoon, and 

with another to follow at 9.30am tomorrow, is very confused. 

The only thing which seems clear is that Mr Heseltine has ~rapped his 

AFBRB compensation bid (as we knew he would). He also seems to 

be dropping his "defence RPE" bid, but is retreating behind a 

smokescreen of insisting on a Treasury guarantee that if inflation 

exceeds the 4 per cent and 3 per cent allowed for in the survey 

base-line, he 'd get some more money. 

course on offer. 

Such a guarantee is not of 

3. Mr Heseltine of course rejects our post 7 July baseline. 

As expected, his main grounds are that it is politically inept, and 

personally impossible, to publish figures for 84-85 and 85-86 below 

those in the last PEWP. Lord Whitelaw is apparently persuaded that 

this is bunkum, and that he will have to take lower figures; but I 

gather that Lord Whitelaw also thinks that our demand for these two 

years (-268 and -281) is a little too steep, and that Mr Heseltine 

should be offered an addback of £75 million in each year. 

The Chief Secretary has not agreed . ,(Every penny of addback of course 

means an increase of more than 3 per cent in the defence programme? ---- -
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4. On 1986-87, Mr Heseltine seems to have indicated that he would 

settle for something less than 3 per cent, and Lord Whitelaw has 

told the Prime Minister tonight that he thinks an offer will appear 

tomorrow morning. The Chief Secretary has not offered his 

£100 million. But Mr Heseltine has also argued that MISC 99 is 

the wrong place to take the key political decision of whether or 

not to come off the ! 11 3 per cent commitment 11
, and Lord Whitelaw is 

disposed to agree with him. A possible outcome, failing an 

acceptable Heseltine offer, is therefore that no MISC 99 recommendation 

for the last year will be put to Cabinet. 

5. The 9.30am meeting tommorow will be with the Chief Secretary 

but without Mr Heseltine. If Mr Heseltine has indicated to 

Lord Whitelaw over-night that he would settle for the Treasury bid 

plus £75 million in each of the first two years, the Chief Secretary 

is inclined to buy that. If no Heseltine offer for the last year 

has appeared, the Chief Secretary is inclined to keep his 

£100 million for that year in his pocket. 

6. There is clearly a very difficult judgement here. At your 

meeting you told the Chief Secretary that he could offer the 

£100 million only if we had got our bids approved for the two 

preceding years. So he has followed your instructions to the 

letter so far. But if he buys the £75 million in the first two 

years, he will have exceeded them. 

the problem is to judge whether:-

Not necessarily wrong, I think: 

(a) Cabinet would swing behind the MISC 99 recommendation 

for these two years, seeing off Heseltine protests, 

or instead regard the MISC 99 recommendations as a 

new floor above which the bargaining with Heseltine 

starts; and 

(b) Cabinet would be more likely to give us a good deal on 

year three, where a £1.6 billion gap could be on the 
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table, if we had made a conciliatory offer for the 

earlier two years . 

My instinct would pe that the Chief Secretary should not buy the 
~ t~-1\. 14.64 Mt H~+t '"t "'!-+. 

£75 million in the first two years L But I'm not certain. 

7. The Chief Secretary will be in h~s office at 9.00am for a 

meeting with his defence briefers. You could therefore have a 

word wti... th him on the 'phone then. And you are of course seeing 

Lord Whitelaw before MISC 99 meets . 

8. I think that you ought also to plan to have a word with the 

Chief Secretary later in the day, but before your bilateral with 

the PM. 

9. On the overall arithmetic, see the up-dated scorecard below. 

Even including the defence £75 million in each year, we would, with 

contingency reserves of £2.5 billion and £3 billion, still be able 

to say that we had reduced the overall totals. A key decision 

before your bilateral is whether you want to explain that to the 

Prime Minister . It is what she would most like to hear, I am sure, 

but it might ,of course reduce her willingness to resist the 
(" N ! '::1 S",..plv S ,1 

£T5 millionLawards! 

to . o"'- •"\1. Fco ~cJ ~ l ~ fl.R. C~"~ 1\.Ae.. ~-

J 0 KERR 




